Unique Net Neutrality Comments to the FCC in 2017 from OH District #14
These are the 1,276 unique comments to the FCC in the 2017 net neutrality repeal proceedings from people who identified their addresses as
being in Representative David Joyce's district.
This does not include those who submitted comments to the FCC via online form letters.
While tens of millions of Americans did express support for keeping the 2015 rules via online campaigns, form letter responses are NOT
included in this document. These are only responses that were hand-written, each of which reflects quite bit of effort and passion. The
comments are presented in the order that they were submitted to the FCC.
Information on the methodology of this report is at the end of the document, and each comment below can be found by searching the FCC's
comment docket at https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs under the proceeding 17-108.
1. Siddharth Arun, Mayfield heights, OH, 44124
Killing net neutrality will give unfair advantage to big corporations like Comcast, AT&T, Verizon etc.. they would provide zero rating
services for free (eg. DirecTV data usage on att will not be counted against data cap) to consumers. And consumers love free stuff. This
might seem good, but the flip side is that att will bring more customers to DirecTV and will have an unfair advantage over other services
like Netflix ( Netflix is no means a small company, they have the money to pay to use hov lane, just using an example... Substitute
Netflix with a small startup). In the end big corps get more consumers and win, while startups fail as they won't be able to compete on
an uneven playing field. I would love for current net neutrality rules to be in place.
2. Chris Paladino, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I am VERY disappointed in the FCC undoing the progress that was may towards net neutrality. The internet IS a utility, and SHOULD
be regulated so that all data is treated in a uniform manner - and to prevent ISPs from charging customers and businesses to grow their
profits at the expense of the end-customer.I fear that ISPs will throttle internet for heavy users, raise prices in areas where they have a
monopoly (which is the case in my area - I only have one real internet provider choice), and own all my data - to sell to whoever they
see fit.
3. Daniel Neilsen, Walton Hills, OH, 44146
As a counterpoint to your proposal, specifically this statement "The Internet became an ever-increasing part of the American
economy,offering new and innovative changes in how we work, learn, receive medical care, and entertainourselves. The
Commissionâ€™s 2015 decision to subject ISPs to Title II utility-style regulations risks thatinnovation, serving ultimately to threaten
the open Internet it purported to preserve." The innovation occurs not with the ISPs, but with the content and communities that evolve
on the internet. The ISPs should only be pipelines to provide increasingly better and affordable internet connectivity to the entire
country, similar to that of an electric or water supplier. The issue with rolling back the Title II regulations is that our ISPs are not simply
pipelines as a water provider might be. ISPs own and operate content and communities that exist on the internet and may abuse their
control of the pipeline to better suit their own needs and not the interests of the average American. Actions taken by the previous FCC
board were in the best interest of our needs, and to remove more of their progress now would be a mistake.
4. Luke Scarano, Perry, OH, 44081
Please keep the Internet free and open. Putting limitations on access will hurt everybody that isn't a telecom. It also can paves the way
for censorship on the Internet.
5. Brad Chesney, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Internet should be a utility. It is a sunk cost and somewhat subsidized business to be in. I am a heavy user of the Internet, I make my
living with it. Ending net neutrality would be one of the things our government could do to put us as American citizens in a lesser
position to innovate and find uses for this amazing information network resource. This request is for me, it is also for the people that are
oblivious to the detrimental effect removing net neutrality will have on them. The only people that want to end net neutrality are those
that benefit from the companies behind the infrastructure being able to collect more money. If they were upgrading the infrastructure or
doing some extra positive things-- I would be more accepting of the request for more money-- but they aren't. They are too busy
convincing god-knows-who that their customers don't really want better Internet... Do you want faster Internet? You do don't you.
Please don't decide in favor of the few (that let's be honest, they're doing ok) and harm the many regular people that benefit from the
Internet being not privately squeezed or controlled.
6. Tim Ross, Stow, OH, 44224
It is very important to me that the internet remains a free place. I firmly oppose any action against net neutrality, and I know many of my
neighbors agree. The action to repeal net neutrality has no benefit for the citizens of this country and only detriment. I feel that ISP's
already have so much power to gouge and monopolize their customers, any further power would be disastrous. I am in firm opposition
to the chairman's plan.
7. Bruce Halco, Highland Hts., OH, 44143
What my business and my home need are reliable, affordable connection of my networks to the Internet. That's all. The "services"
provided beyond that by ISPs serve only to interfere with my use of the Internet. Forcing those "services" on me makes my life worse,
not better. Even the current Network Neutrality falls short. Give me a "dumb pipe" and I'm most productive.
8. Kaira Battista, Eastlake, OH, 44095
The FCC should not allow ISP monopolies to hinder our country's technological progress. Data is not a limited resource like water or
electricity.
9. Connor, Ashtabula, OH, 44004

Dear FCC,The cable companies already have de facto monopolies, unwritten agreements to not offer services in the same areas. They do
not need any more tools to gouge money out of people. I'm reasonably certain that the only reason they have not simply gone ahead and
started done what they are asking you to legalize is that they don't think they can get away with it.Government regulations should be
designed to prevent any one person or organization from accruing too much power. Do not hand over your power to the cable
companies. they have enough already.Connor
10. James Cook, Aurora, OH, 44202
The FCC needs to protect Net Neutrality and Title II to ensure everyone has the same rights to the internet.
11. Jennifer Johnson, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I support strong regulation of Net Neutrality until Title II. Please do not weaken our protection from unethical practices by ISPs.
12. Eric Alfred, Burton, OH, 44021
The Internet should be protected by maintaining it's Title II status. We cannot rely on ISP's to keep the Internet open and fair. Strong Net
Neutrality is not optional it is essential.
13. Jared Collins, Eastlake, OH, 44095
The internet is an amazing thing that turned humanity on to a to a new paradigm. It has fostered innovation in all walks of life, but that
innovation can only be nurtured if it is given a level playing field. This proceeding has the capability of putting too much power in the
hands of the segregated monopoly's that already have too much control over all communications in the USA. I do not want to see my
country fall even further towards oligarchy and I also do not want to have to sign this thing again in 3 years when it is proposed once
more by these vampires. Put a stop to this now and forever.
14. Darin Crowley, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I support strong net neutrality under title 2, or even stronger.
15. Chris Butts, Stow, OH, 44224
Writing to put my support behind the current laws of Net Neutrality and Title II. It's not good for Americans for ISP's to have control
over content and give preference to any.
16. Christine A. Lang, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISP's. In the interest of true equality and access for all, this is the most
potent regulation to serve the interests of ALL the people.
17. Laife Janovyak, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Net neutrality backed by strong Title II regulations is vital to our hopes for a democratic future. Please do not dismantle the existing
regulations, rather strengthen and diligently enforce these important safeguards to our freedom of expression. The American people are
counting on the FCC to protect our interests as citizens over the interests of major ISPs. Do the right thing. We are counting on you.
18. Fred Snowden, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPâ€™s. This is the only assurance that our access and use won't be
compromised by corporate completion for profits.
19. Elizabeth Blakely, Stow, OH, 44224
Do not get rid of net neutrality. Keep the internet free and open. Don't sell us out to major corporations.
20. Colin Frame, Stow, OH, 44224
Dear FCC, I am writing to you today because I believe that preserving the beauty of the internet can only be done by keeping the current
system and keeping title 2.
21. David Peters, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I cannot overstate my support for strong net-neutrality rules that are protected by Title II oversight of ISPs.
22. Ryan Honeycutt, Stow, OH, 44224
I personally urge the FCC to keep strong net neutrality rules backed by Title II. We shouldn't have to live in a country that will not
protect small businesses or internet startups that cannot pay ISP a bribe to promote or just not slow down their sites or media.
23. Cndy Pirie, Aurora, OH, 44202
Net nutrality, without relying on corporate promices, is critical. Keep the protection of title ll intact.
24. Justin Faluotico, Stow, OH, 44224
I want to preserve net neutrality and keep ISPs as a title 2!
25. Matt Shaheen, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I am strongly opposed to any rule or regulation that will compromise net neutrality. Specifically, I am OPPOSED to re-classifying
internet service providers (ISPs) from being common carriers under Title II of the Communications Act of 1934. To be clear, I am
strongly IN FAVOR of maintaining the regulation of ISPs as common carriers under Title II of the Communications Act of 1934.
26. Shane Marusczak, Painsville, OH, 44077
I support a free and open internet for all. Keeping ISPs in title 2 must be done.
27. Andrew Barnes, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net neutrality helps everyone except the telecom industry. And even they just lose a small extra revenue stream.Net neutrality allows for

small startups to compete with big businesses. Net neutrality prevents censorship by ISPs.Net neutrality prevents ISPs from locking
information behind a paywall. This means that educational information is available to anyone regardless of how much money they
have.Net neutrality preserves undistorted consumersâ€™ freedom of choice. Net neutrality facilitates a level playing field for political
and social interaction on the internet, enhancing freedom.
28. Damon Fryauff, Painesville, OH, 44077
Keep Title II controls over all ISP's. This is the ONLY way to keep true Net Neutrality, anything else is a joke.
29. Chris Knapik, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I support an open and free internet, that is regulated by the FCC, to keep all ISPs legally accountable to their open and free promises.
30. Ed Manning, Solon, OH, 44139
No changes to Net Neutrality
31. Justin Mascia, Chardon, OH, 44024
The FCC should continue to protect net neutrality and keep the internet classified under title 2. The FCC should reject Mr. Pai's proposal
to repeal the classification under title 2.
32. Ramona Charles, Cleveland, OH, 44124
I support Net Neutrality. Please protect the oversight of ISPs in Title II. This is so important to our democracy and to individual
freedom.
33. Nancy Barnes, Hudson, OH, 44236
Please preserve net neutrality for the following reasons, among others:Allows for small startups to compete with big businesses.Prevents
censorship by ISPs.Makes it illegal for ISPs to get ANOTHER revenue stream by charging companies for fast lane access.Prevents ISPs
from locking information behind a paywall. This means that educational information is available to anyone regardless of how much
money they have.Net neutrality preserves undistorted consumersâ€™ freedom of choice. Net neutrality facilitates a level playing field
for political and social interaction on the internet, enhancing free exchange of ideas. Without net neutrality and with the ruling in
Citizens United, the playing field is tipped toward well-fund interests and the wealthy and away from ordinary citizens.
34. Marty Mason, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
Keep existing Net Neutrality rules backed by Title II intact.
35. Barbara Quinn Smith, Mentor, OH, 44060
Access to the internet on equal and private terms is fundamental. Each user should have the ability to decide for themselves what
content they wish to access. Allowing ISPs to do so vests them with too much power, particularly in the era of fake news and alternate
facts.
36. Nathan Scaparotti, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
We need to maintain an open and inclusive internet. We must keep net neutrality. Anything less than complete neutrality would be
harmful to everyone in this country except for the ISP companies themselves and their shareholders.
37. John Horne, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
preserve net neutrality title II
38. Elizabeth Brainard, Madison, OH, 44057
I STRONGLY support Net Neutrality and KEEPING ISPs as Title II carriers.
39. Brian Caine, Mayfield Village, OH, 44143
I strongly support Net Neutrality along with Title 2 oversight over ISP's. NOW.
40. Jason Kugler, Bristolville, OH, 44402
Leave ISPs under title II!Stop trying to get change the "neutrality" in the internet.
41. Brian Emling, Sagamore Hills, OH, 44067
I support Title II and preserving Net Neutrality. The internet is America's greatest asset, and an asset of which my job depends on.
Keeping an even playing field for all companies and services on the internet is vital, and Title II ensures it stays this way.
42. Ricky, wickliffe, OH, 44092
Please preserve net neutrality and keep the internet under Title II.
43. D. Wynne, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of internet service providers. Net neutrality is paramount to the United States
economy.
44. Raymond P Williams, Hudson, OH, 44236
I support NET Neutrality coverage under title 2. ISPs need to be classified under title 2 to ensure equal and balanced service and support
to all customers.
45. Chris D Incorvati, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Support net neutrality and title 2, do it.
46. Sean P. McLaughlin, Willoughby, OH, 44094

I support strong net neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISPs. Please do not change this.
47. Adrian Stovall, Mentor, OH, 44060
The "Restoring Internet Freedom" proceeding proposes to roll back the Title II classifications previously put in place by the FCC.
Rolling back these provisions may create a more attractive environment for businesses that provide internet connectivity to individuals
and organizations, but they do not promote competition that benefits individuals, small businesses, internet startups, or pretty much
anyone else except for incumbent internet providers who would like to more effectively monetize internet connectivity.If one views
internet access as a commodity that is not a necessity, then this is reasonable, and incentivizing businesses to focus on providing
services by allowing them to charge more money for services they already provide makes sense. Internet access, today, is not a
commodity, it's a vital utility. In schools, work, business, and in our personal lives, internet access is essential to day-to-day activities.
Ensuring that all individuals have that access, and that the companies that provide it treat that access as a responsibility is
essential.Internet users come in a variety of forms. Individual people and households pay providers for internet access. Businesses pay
hosting providers and ISPs for internet access, as well. Internet providers propose to add additional charges to internet users who are
already paying for access in exchange for not de-prioritizing the traffic that internet users send and request from them. That's wrong.
Fast-lanes, slow lanes, whatever you want to call them, have the same effect of forcing internet users to pay again for the internet
connectivity that they have already paid for.If I pay $90 per month for internet access, I'm paying for access to any arbitrary data located
anywhere on the internet, delivered at the maximum speed that the various networks between myself and that remote data can provide.If
a provider of that data pays $10,000 per month for internet access, they are paying for access to reply to requests for data to any
arbitrary node on the internet, delivered at the maximum speed that the various networks between myself and that remote data can
provide.Verizon or Comcast or AT&T coming in and saying that a popular location from which to obtain data is consuming too much of
the bandwidth that they sell to us is not a regulatory problem, it's a business problem. Build more capacity and/or charge enough for
high speed connections to pay for network improvements. Extorting the business that provides the data I connect to by limiting the
speed of my connection to them just ends up costing *me* more money while making it appear that the cost is incurred somewhere
other than my internet provider.The idea behind net neutrality is to prevent this type of double-charging and to ensure that there are
some programs in place to ensure internet access for people who could not otherwise afford it. Rolling those changes back would be
short-sighted, harmful to businesses that provide data on the internet, and costly to individuals connecting to and downloading that
data.Please refrain from making this change. Don't allow ISPs to double-charge for the access I'm paying them to provide me.
48. Jack McCormick, Hudson, OH, 44236
I do not support this proposed move away from title 2. I urge the FCC to remain with the current title 2 standing that providers are
currently regulated under.
49. Claudio Ibarra, Painesville, OH, 44077
I am writing to specifically support strong net neutrality backed by TITLE II oversight of ISPs.
50. Donald Tobul, Madison, OH, 44057
Dear Chairman Pai,Please do not change the Internet back to Title I. The only way we little people will get a break on our Internet
Service is if it remains in Title II. Please do not change my service.Thank you for your time.Regards,Don
51. Anthony Bouquot, Hudson, OH, 44236
I strongly support continued enforcement of net neutrality under title 2. This is the only way to ensure that ISPs do not act solely in their
own interest and against the best interest of their customers and the public at large. The government deregulation taking place under
Donald Trump must be done in a more judicious manner. Net neutrality is one area where deregulation is clearly not in the best interest
of the American public.
52. Justin Shannon, Ravenna, OH, 44266
I am frankly appalled at the extent the government allows wanton conflicts of interests continues. Even more so when those conflicts are
clear and direct affronts to those citizens and their livelihoods. For while media content is a large portion of the bandwidth, one thing
that seems to never be considered is just how much of today's workforce is hired through the internet (either directly from company sites
or job sites like indeed.com). It may not affect those reading this, but thousands of people are constantly using these resources. They
already spend hours of their life searching just to provide themselves their basic needs. If you allow ISPs to restrict this flow I only see
two plausible outcomes.1. That time is greatly extended from it's current state as internet speeds plummet, or if the propaganda the ISPs
spout about "it being a more like a hyper lane while you keep your fast lane" is true (spoiler: it's not). 2. These free resources will have
to start to charge in order to use the fast lane. This will mean either low income earners will have even less money to live off when they
pay for the accounts, or these sites will go under entirely.Regardless of the path, that leads to (>) slower job acquisition rates > higher
unemployment >higher crime rates > ect. And for what purpose? ISPs are doing just fine as they are and it's not like our society is gonna
replace them any time soon. Because it's like I said earlier, the internet has become a vital part of our everyday lives. Plus we can't get
affordable universal healthcare or education through, so what makes people think we're going to succeed in making the internet
universally available (AKA the only thing ISPs really have to fear)?
53. David Falck, Solon, OH, 44139
Do not change the Net Neutrality rules as they stand now. Leave the ISPs as Title II common carriers. The internet should remain open
and equal. ISPs should not be allowed to sell "fast lanes" for certain types of data or data from a specific company. The people should
choose what services they use not the ISPs.
54. Robin Stroschin, Aurora, OH, 44202
Protect Net Neutrality!! I strongly support net neutrality and maintaining Title 2 oversight of ISP's!
55. Alex Frank, Painesville, OH, 44077
Doing away with net neutrality is a terrible idea. ISPs cannot be trusted to keep their word. We need to be able to keep the internet open
and free and enforce penalties on those who get in the way of that. IT is pretty clear that competition promotes growth in the industry,
not lack of rules.

56. Net Neutrality, Cleveland, OH, 44021
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of Internet Service Providers / Telecoms
57. John Deane, Painesville, OH, 44077
Preserve net neutrality and tittle 2. Also, your new director seems to be a self serving lier hiding behind a novelty mug. You may want to
look into that too.
58. Rahul Venkatesh, Hudson, OH, 44236
I support strong net neutrality backed by tight oversight of ISP's by Title 2
59. Mary Jo Williams, Painesville, OH, 44077
Please, you cannot regulate and control everything. Our country is based upon freedom. To restrict our freedom to gather information
from a personal and chosen source needs to be maintained and protected. We are not China or South Korea or anywhere else where
information and freedom is but a dream.
60. Zachary Miday, Mentor, OH, 44060
To Ajit Pai, I support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs.I do not support simply "trusting new neutrality to "too big
to fail" ISPs to place (and keep) it in their TOS"ISPs already own their own distribution lines and they cannot ensure quality of service
to a majority of the country, let alone speeds that match many other countries by this point. The technology is out there but they are
more interested in profit by eliminating regions than following true competitive environment.Please restrict future mergers and break
down huge corporations so that competition can again flourish! How can you allow Comcast and Time Warner to merge into another
even worse company for customer support? These are terrible companies and do NOT deserve to continue operating at the expense of
new start-ups with great new ides.
61. Edward Mallinak, Russell, OH, 44072
The FCC should continue to protect net neutrality by maintaining Title II status for Internet Service Providers.
62. Stephan Gnatiuk, Painesville, OH, 44077
Uphold net neutrality. ISP's, as painfully evidenced over their history, cannot be blindly trusted to self regulate. Keep an open internet.
63. Ce Ortbander, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
To the FCC: My family and I strongly support net neutrality and request that you ensure this important internet fairness and usage
protection for every U.S. citizen. Thank you.
64. Deb Berkebile, Conneaut, OH, 44030
Please preserve net neutrality and its title 2
65. Eric Knapik, Newbury, OH, 44065
I am for strong net neutrality backed by title two oversight of internet service providers.
66. Net Neutrality, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISP's! Name one person not backed by a corporation that is in
support of removing Net Neutrality
67. Title II, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I want to go on record as strongly supporting net neutrality as currently covered by Title II. We cannot allow the ISP's to favor certain
sites over others..
68. Fcc yoruself, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Promoting the market place of ideas is the foundation of the first amendment and democracy itself. Handing over the controls of the
internet to corporate interests is insuring propaganda tactics across the most valuable worldwide free.
69. Brian Duffy, Solon, OH, 44139
I support Net Neutrality backed by Title II, this is an important issue shared by all sides. This can't be taken away.
70. Michael Jacobson, Madison, OH, 44057
Please do not preserve net neutrality under Title II. I specifically oppose strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs.
71. Alexander Borsi, Eastlake, OH, 44095
We are in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of Internet Service Providers.
72. Nancy Sullivan, Solon, OH, 44139
Do NOT dismantle net neutrality. ISP's should not have the opportunity to slow down the internet for their own purposes. It is important
to retain Title II.
73. Michael Greer, Chesterland, OH, 44026
I do not wish for net neutrality to end.
74. Andres Loretdemola, Hudson, OH, 44236
I strongly support net neutrality under Title II oversight of ISPs. Please make sure Mr. Pai sees this.
75. Nicholas Albertone, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Keep Net Neutrality Title II in place for the ISP's

76. Net Neutrality, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I am adamant in my support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
77. Joseph Marchiano, Willowick, OH, 44095
I am in strong support of Net Neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of Internet Service Providers.
78. Zakary, Middlefield, OH, 44062
I STRONGLY support the upholding of Net Neutrality laws with Title 2 enforcement.
79. Doug Bower, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
It is likely that removing the protections of Title II net neutrality will cost us revenue and expenses that will cost jobs.
80. Frederick James Stone, Chardon, OH, 44024
Jesus christ you all are a bunch of monkeys why do I even have to do this.Keep the internet open! Go net neutrality!
81. Corey Cargill, solon, OH, 44139
I support strong net neutrality backed by title two oversight of isp's! Do not change it!
82. Alison Shedloski, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net Neutrality is an important part of modern life. We have the capability to keep it free and open for everyone regardless of where they
purchase their internet sources. Closing or just slowing down certain internet sources is what could eventually create a monopoly from
certain providers. We need the neutrality to allow everyone the opportunity to view any content they choose.
83. Brian Burkhart, Mentor, OH, 44060
I am voicing my support for keeping strong net neutrality rules backed by Title II. This is incredibly important to us as a nation. I have
not met a single person that after understanding what it means, would prefer this regulation go away.
84. Scott Danielson, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Net neutrality should be preserved it it's current form and companies should not be allowed any means of compromising it. Anything
else would be done solely for internet provider's benefit.
85. Ryan Jones, Mentor, OH, 44060
I cannot make this more clearer. I support strong net neutrality, backed by title II oversight of ISP's.
86. Scott Peetz, Hudson, OH, 44236
I strongly support net neutrality. In my area only the cable company provides internet, so they are essentially a monopoly. Allowing my
cable company to charge a premium for certain types of internet traffic will restrict free trade by reducing choices. In particular, other
services providers that compete with services provided by my cable company. Until more providers are available to create competition, I
will support net neutrality.
87. Jonathan Salamone, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. A strong and open internet provides the necessary
resources for advancements and sharing of new technology and innovation.
88. Frank Kraft, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Net Neutrality is a needs and must remain
89. David J Horne, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I urge you not to remove the consumer protections know as Net Neutrality. If I have paid an ISP for a given bandwidth, and a service
provider has paid for a sufficient bandwidth, it should not be lawful for a third party to restrict that bandwidth for their own profit.
90. Ezra Kagan, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Maintain net neutrality!!! Don't reclassify ISPs as Title 1 providers.
91. Jason Bolczak, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please keep Net neutrality & Title 2. Keep it fare!
92. Richard Lamb, Kirtland Hills, OH, 44060
I favor strongly safeguarding net neutrality by maintaining controls at the Title 2 level.
93. Sean McGurr, Hudson, OH, 44236
As someone who uses the Internet for both my work and my hobby, I am a supporter of net neutrality. We should put the needs of
Americans above that of cable and telecommunication corporations.
94. Margaret Gilbert, Hudson, OH, 44236
I'm writing to urge you to preserve net neutrality through the use of Title 2.
95. Jacob Palmer, Mayfield heights, OH, 44124
To redesignate ISP's under title 1 would severely harm net neutrality and is not of the best interest of the people that use the internet.
96. Stephanie, Concord, OH, 44060
I'm commenting to express my disapproval that the FCC is trying to eliminate net neutrality. Preserving an open internet is crucial for
fair and equal access to the resources and information available on it.

97. Kelsey Frustere, Mentor, OH, 44060
hey could you maybe not ruin my entire life??? pls keep net neutrality and quite trying to monetize off of my need to make selfdeprecating jokes on twitter. thanks.I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISPs
98. Mitchell barnhart, brecksville, OH, 44141
classifying ISP's as title II will help to ensure that the internet remains free and open and that no content on the internet is favored in one
way over another
99. Michael, Chesterland, OH, 44026
Please don't allow the hard won efforts to secure net neutrality to be overturned. By writing these regulations under Title 2, a firewall
was established to prevent big corporations for making profit more important than equal access to the internet. The current appointed
director of the FCC is horribly compromised and biased in this regard as he fought against these important protections as an employee
of Verizon.
100. Thomas Sullivan, Chagrin falls, OH, 44022
I wholeheartedly support strong regulations on ISPs and Title II classifications. The FCC should uphold net neutrality at all costs.
101. Jennifer Holz, Hiram, OH, 44234
Please preserve Net Neutrality it is a cornerstone of our freedom!
102. Sam Woofter, chagrin falls, OH, 44022
I support the strong regulations on isps provided by title 2
103. Matthew McCombs, Stow, OH, 44224
Restore net neutrality through title 2.
104. Travis Beach, Mantua, OH, 44255
I write to strongly discourage the FCC from changing ISP classification from Title II back to Title I. The internet is a modern day utility,
and is as vital to the everyday lives of our citizens as water and electricity are. There is no reason why ISPs should be able to regulate
consumer activity of their vital services, considering no one would think to allow a power plant/power transmission company the ability
to regulate what appliances can or cannot be used with their electricity. Furthermore, allowing ISPs the ability to downgrade services as
they see fit could very well lead to ISPs favoring media of one political ideology over another, or to put more bluntly there would be
nothing stopping an ISP from favoring traffic headed towards/from a site supporting, say, Hilary Clinton while suppressing traffic to her
opponent.Giving ISPs this kind of unfettered power would be unprecedented, and history is rife with examples of just what happens
when the keys to the information gateways are held by only a few. It is in the best interest of the citizens of the United States to allow
them the freedom to use the internet how they see fit.
105. Zack Eidam, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Hello I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs.
106. Paul Simon, Jefferson, OH, 44047
Please do not change the net neutrality law. Companies should not be able to speed up service to companies who can pay the fee or slow
the service down if they can't. The only thing that will happen is it will cost consumers such as myself more money. Also, could you
possibly make it any more difficult to find the page that allows comments? If you don't want comments from the consumers who pay
your wages, then eliminate the page and state is as deleted on your website.
107. Danielle LaHurd, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Keep Net Neutrality as it is. Do not dismantle it. Enforce net neutrality standards.Net neutrality is what our current economy runs on.
Removing it allows ISP to double bill companies and consumers, as well as control who wins and loses in the economy. I for one do not
trust ISPs to run the economy when they can't even run decent customer service.
108. moe ahmad, Brecksville, OH, 44141
We support net neutrality for all
109. Grace Lillie, Geneva, OH, 44041
I am strongly in favor of net neutrality and Title II oversight of ISPs.
110. Matthew Ribic, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
I ask that you keep the classification type of internet providers type 2
111. Michael Scott, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I am in full support of Net Neutrality and keeping it in Title 2. Internet Service Providers should not be able to control what websites get
more bandwidth/speed; the internet should be kept free.
112. Derrick Drago, Stow, OH, 44224
I specifically support strong net neutrality and the regulations set by Title II. The FCC must preserve net neutrality and Title II. There
are a pantheon of issues in this country that efforts could be focused on other than spreading misinformation to the people so that ISP's
can have their precious new legal footing to exploit customers in new ways. We're Americans, we're exploited at the behest of
companies enough. Speaking of enough, it is enough. Leave the internet alone.
113. James Maull, Aurora, OH, 44202
I am writing this to urge you to support Net Neutrality and preserve Title 2. This country is founded on free and open market, for us

consumers to make OUR OWN CHOICE of which sites to use, not because we are forced into the choice but because their product is
simply better than competitors. I urge you to support net neutrality and uphold Title 2, please.
114. John Hunter, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Freedom of internet should not be compromised due to greed of those who hold power and wealth. This will benefit no one other than
large corporations.
115. Gregory Hinkle, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I, and my company, run a business based entirely on the Internet and any change to Net Neutrality would have a negative impact on my
company, every company we deal with, everyone we deal with. Do not change existing Net Neutrality rules and regulations. Don't fix
what isn't broken. Don't.
116. Anthony Szpak, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support preserving an open internet and net neutrality under title 2.
117. SB, Mayfielfd Hts, OH, 44124
Net neutrality is crucial in the modern age of web based communication and information exchange. Please do not remove Title II
oversight from the open internet. It is WRONG to think that ISPs can continue supporting net neutrality without proper oversight, and it
is also wrong to think that the FCC oversight hinders infrastructure development.
118. laura lang, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I strongly support net neutrality and Title II oversight of ISP's
119. Mason Fink, Independence, OH, 44131
Please preserve net neutrality, corporations don't need to have any more control than they already have.
120. Kirk Jaeger, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I strongly believe that the FCC should support and maintain Net neutrality for all businesses and citizens, as well as continue to work
within the dictates of Title 2.
121. Nick Litwin, CONNEAUT, OH, 44030
I support title 2 and the current regulations on isps
122. Jay Gupta, willoughby, OH, 44094
Preserve net neutrality title -2
123. Curtis Manges, Chesterland, OH, 44026
I support strong net neutrality as backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. Keep the playing field level.
124. pat, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Keep net neutrality safe
125. Matthew L Gillilan, Auburn Township, OH, 44023
Preserve and protect current net neutrality legislation. Consumers are not asking for deregulation of the internet. ISP's should not have
the ability to throttle customer's internet speed based on their choice of content.
126. brad hough, Hudson, OH, 44236
I am for net neutrality rules and disagree with Mr. Pai's current stance on removing them. Please do not do this.
127. Chris Egeland, Independence, OH, 44131
I am in support of maintaining Title II classification over the Internet.
128. John Fitzpatrick, Stow, OH, 44221
It's important to the future of the open internet and online commerce that net neutrality is protected, back by Title II
129. Eric Lee, Orwell, OH, 44076
I strongly support net neutrality under Title 2 guidelines of ISPs.
130. Tyler Kish, Painesville, OH, 44077
We NEED to keep net neutrality, DO NOT LET COMPANIES CONTROL OUR CONNECTION
131. Calum McShane, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
The internet is a public domain just as our streets, and hospitals. Nobody should have priority because they payed more. And conversly,
nobody should be penalized for not being able to pay.
132. Liam, Twinburg, OH, 44087
I would really appreciate it if everyone could try to do exactly the opposite of the previous administration. Are we just going to keep
flip-flopping over policy until the entire country falls apart? Net Neutrality has only proven to be positive for the internet as we know it,
and if there's one thing that can unite everyone, it's net neutrality. The only people against it are the ones profiting from its destruction.
Find your humanity, guys, just one more time.
133. Kyle Dunphy, willoughby, OH, 44094
Please, just don't. Be honest with yourselves, do you REALLY understand what the impact of this will be? I'm a libertarian, and even

vote that way, and still this is a bad idea. Since access to the internet is controlled by an oligopoly, the only way to realistically maintain
any semblance of a free market is to limit that oligopoly from playing favorites. The internet without FCC Net Neutrality protections is
the antithesis of a free market. Its just cronyism.Unfortunately I suspect that's well known, and is the point, so this probably means
nothing. But it's literally all I can do.
134. Christopher Milliken, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by Title 2 Oversight of ISPs. Please do not change the oversight back to Title 1.
135. Jeanna Purses, Thompson, OH, 44086
I emphatically support net neutrality and ask you in the strongest possible terms to keep the net neutral and keep Title II.
136. keep net neutrality, Willowick, OH, 44095
I am an educator. I use the internet almost entirely for educational purposes, which means I'm accessing non-profit sites. By ending net
neutrality, you are effectively telling these giant corporations that they can slow down companies/organizations that won't pay higher
fees for faster service. It is infantile to assume these companies will do this out of the goodness of their hearts. They will find some
plausible reason why they need to charge more for faster service. Don't do this. Protect net neutrality!
137. net nutrality, jefferson, OH, 44047
We need to maintain title 2 for our isp.We cannot rely on a for profit enterprise to act fairly in our behave
138. Christopher Giancola, Cleveland, OH, 44143
Securing Title II regulation is essential for the lasting future of net neutrality, and a free and accessible internet for all. For the head of
the Federal Communications Commission to roll back these regulations is a fundamental attack; not only on internet freedom, but also
on the constitutional freedom of speech, and freedom of the press.
139. Richard Vesel, Hudson, OH, 44236
I absolutely oppose giving internet service providers or other actors the ability to filter, throttle, or otherwise differentiate in the way
they deliver internet content to their users. Net neutrality is important in ensuring that the internet evolves in a democratic way and
continues to be a tool where ideas and information are shared freely without undo burdens or hoops to jump through. Please support net
neutrality and oppose this absurdly named "Restoring Internet Freedom" proposal.Thank you.
140. Robert G Albertson, Independence, OH, 44131
We strongly support protection of Net Neutrality via keeping service providers under Title II laws.
141. Michael Hamrich, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I started a regional ISP in Cleveland Columbus Ohio 1996-2001 Net neutrality is proven to be best idea. I went to the Ohio PUCO in the
early 90's remove ridicules transatlantic like tariffs on ISDN service so it could be always on. I know from still be involved in the
industry that there is plenty of dark fiber and large over capacity in most regions and the only reason to change they way it has been is
greed or public servants being misinformed.1. Your completely miss-informed 2. Your in the back pocket of special interests. Hands off
the Internet would be a wise Idea IMHO people are not as stupid as you seem to think.
142. Fred Halbderdash, Middlefield, OH, 44062
I would strongly suggest that we preserve net neutrality; the future depends on it
143. Heidi Wormser, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I urge you NOT to roll back Obama-era rules safeguarding net neutrality. The internet should be equally available to everyone. My
provider should not be able to slow down my access to whatever I choose to view.
144. emily courtney, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I SUPPORT STRONG NET NEUTRALITY BACKED BY TITLE II OVERSIGHTS OF ISPs. Anything else is an attack on
constitutional rights to free speech and accessible information.
145. Christine DeMeester, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Keep Title II please.
146. David J. Puzder, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support strong net neutrality rules and Title II oversight of ISP's.
147. Matthew Foster, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I support STRONG net neutrality and oversight of ISPs backed by Title II of the Communications Act of 1934 and section 706 of the
telecommunications act of 1996.
148. Scott Chumley, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
A free and open Internet is non-negotiable for the progression of society and the advancement of the American people. Title II status
provides the FCC the ability to enforce an open and free Internet. Any attempt to change this status is 100% anti-consumer and antiAmerican, giving power back to large corporations which consistently attempt to exploit the American people to the fullest extent. This
is a simple way for the FCC to maintain the status quo and to demonstrate its commitment to the progression of American people.
149. Drew sabo, Mentor, OH, 44060
Don't sell out the internet, protect net neutrality. Title 1 is not enforceable or acceptable.
150. Sharath Sakleshpur, Solon, OH, 44139
Please maintain net neutrality. We want the speed of all websites to download or upload with the same speed. Below are my reasons.1.

Tampering with that will only cause cable providers to dominate and websites like Hulu, Netflix will be affected.2. These websites like
Netflix, Fullscreen, Hulu were able to make big and generate a ton of employment and economy was because of Net Neutrality.3. It will
also stop any further innovation in streaming content.
151. Ray Huntley, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
With out a doubt, Net Neutrality and Title 2 must be preserved!
152. Anthony Robusto, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support net neutrality. Neither the government nor internet provides should be able to infringe on free speech by picking and choosing
which parts of the Internet get better service. This will lead to an Internet without independent creators, and one where websites can be
blackmailed by providers.
153. Matthew Peterson, Mentor, OH, 44060
I strongly support net neutrality backed by title II oversight of ISPs. I am completely opposed to docket no. 17-108.
154. Nathan Webster, Painesville, OH, 44077
Please do not do this. I like my internet speed when it's not being controlled by the companies I buy it from, thanks. Much obliged,
boios.
155. MICHAEL LANZOLA, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Preserve our fair and balanced access to the Internet
156. Stuart Douglas, Aurora, OH, 44202
I'm in favor of net neutrality; i.e. preventing ISP from prioritizing traffic to my Internet connection. The current law wherein Internet
traffic is governed by Title 2 needs to remain place. The core problem is that residential customers, in most cases, have no real choice
for ISP as there's no real local competition. Additionally, since an access provider could also be a content provider, there is a huge
conflict of interest created by allowing them to self-govern regarding restricting access.
157. Becca Ress, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I support STRONG net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs. Regressing to title 1 oversight would be unacceptable. I call on
you to protect all Americans' access to a fair internet.Thank you.
158. Brian M Talbott, Stow, OH, 44224
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs! Please stop giving freedom for the ISPs to do whatever
they want.
159. Wayne P. Molnar, Mentor, OH, 44060
Protect net neutrality. Don't give special treatment to corporations. Stop being assholes! That giant Reese's Cup mug is so fucking
stupid! Nice mug you little bitch!
160. Laurel Mitro, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I strongly support Net Neutrality. ISP's are common carriers and should be regulated as such. Please honor your strategic goals of
protecting the public interest and making networks work for everyone. Thank you.
161. Daniel Rerko, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Dear Ajit Varadaraj Pai, Please preserver Net Neutrality and Title 2.
162. Jason Coliadis, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
Please do not consider any actions that would eliminate net neutrality. The restoring internet Freedom bill is a deceivingly named ploy
to take away the communication rights of citizens by large corporations.
163. Zach Zanetti, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Dear FCC,It is your responsibility to ignore the billions of dollars spent on lobbying and represent the consumer. Any other action is
reprehensible.You need to preserve net neutrality for the american people and for your children. It is really not that hard.P.S. - new head
of FCC is a pawn.
164. internet neutrality, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Email neutrality needs to be strongly supported
165. Tony Demchak, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
I am strongly in favor of all forms of net neutrality, and I do not want to see it dismantled for the benefit of wealthy corporations to get a
little more money out of hardworking Americans.
166. Amanda Jurack, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Corporations, especially those seeking to end "net neutrality" as we know it, have shown multiple times in the past that there is no such
thing as self-regulation. The FCC must maintain net neutrality.
167. Amanda Sideris, Reminderville, OH, 44202
As a software professional and concerned citizen, I support strong net neutrality rules and title 2 oversight of ISPs.
168. Evan Janoch, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I stand for net neutrality and the believe that, by striking down regulations regarding net neutrality, it will ultimately harm American
consumers and allow the telecom oligopoly to further consolidate power over the free exchange of information and ideas on the internet.

Title 2 oversight of ISPs allows Americans to use the internet as it should be, a neutral platform for the open exchange of information,
unfettered by greed and private interest.
169. Pamela Thompson, Madison, OH, 44057
Really, why are we fighting this again. When the only "people" who want this have a board of directors, maybe there is a problem.
170. Kathleen M Thompson, Madison, OH, 44057
Please vote to maintain a strong net neutrality and Title 2 protections.
171. S. Owens, Mentor on the Lake, OH, 44060
I STRONGLY SUPPORT NET NEUTRALITY. DO WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO RETAIN IT!!!!!
172. Richard Russell, Painesville, OH, 44077
I specifically support strong net neutrality that is backed by Title 2 oversight of ISPs. Internet should be treated like a common utility
such as electricity or water. In today's day and age internet is necessity and in no way should ISP's be able to throttle speeds just because
you aren't using the website/brand/company that they want you to use. Your water doesn't get slowed down when you use a Maytag
washer instead of a Samsung washer. Which is essentially what you would be doing with our internet if you choose to go thru with this.
173. Bethany Newell, Stow, OH, 44224
I'm sure you're seeing some pretty choice comments, but we are all becoming angry - no matter how strongly we say we want an open
Internet, these proposals continue. Please make this the last
174. Matt Wilkinson, Painesville, OH, 44077
Preserve net neutrality, DO NOT let Trump undo the good that has come before him.
175. Debra Garner, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
Respect the principal of strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs! The FCC chairman's downplaying of the importance
of this is nothing less than trying to swindle the less-knowing parts of the United States population! He should be ashamed of himself!!!
176. Rebecca, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support Title II and I want to preserve net neutrality!
177. Kellie West, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I support net neutrality. There is absolutely no reason I should have to pay a premium above what is an already outrageous standard rate
for streaming or browsing services. I should not suffer slower speeds for utilizing content not owned by the cable provider Stop
meddling where you're not needed and STOP allowing cable corporations to take advantage of the American people.
178. Seth Grimshaw, kirtland, OH, 44094
Please keep strong net neutrality rules in place. Do not let ISP's mess with our internet connections even more than they already do.
Consumers DO NOT want these rules rolled back.
179. Jonathan Douglass Bartlebaugh, Willoughby, OH, 44095
I support strong net nutraility. Title 2 is the correct place for Internet Service Providers.
180. Raeann Johnson, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Keep Net Neutrality you boobs.
181. mc, Cleveland, OH, 44026
I am in support of Net Neutrality and remaining under Title 2 regulations.
182. Jane Doe, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I support strong net neutrality and Title II. Do not revoke this you power hungry politicians. The internet should be a space free and
untempered by conceited corporations.
183. Edmund Maloney, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
YOU NEED TO PRESERVE NET NEUTRALITY BY KEEPING IT TITLE 2! That is the only way this can be done for a free and
thriving and open internet.You haven't made it easy to make a comment about this. What's done in secret is shouted from the
rooftops.Make Donald Drumphf again; you jerks!- Edmund "Indigochicken" Maloney
184. steve koranda, Painesville, OH, 44077
I support the tighter restrictions in net neutrality in title 2
185. Matt Shore, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I strongly support net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs. We need to return to being a government 'of the people and for the
people' rather than one that supports corporate interests. As a capitalist society, there seems to be an inherent notion that jobs, and
therefore corporations, are good things. But how many people in America actually like their jobs? How many people would rather be
doing something else or nothing at all? Do we really want to save dying industries by shoving people into coal mines just so they can
slave away for low salaries while the guys at the top rake in the big bucks and tax cuts? Jobs are a means to an end- the ability to support
ourselves and those we care for, the ability to live a life untarnished by the woes of poverty, ailment and discomfort. Our country is
wealthy enough that there is no reason that the millions of Americans- veterans, the mentally ill, those born into poor and sorry lots in
life- who suffer daily in obscurity should not have a second chance at life, should not be given new opportunities to better themselves.
Instead, the GOP and massive global conglomerates work together to keep themselves wealthy and keep the status quo. There will come
a time when robotics advance to the point where people won't need to be doing menial labor all the time, and the companies will jump at

the opportunity to hire robotic employees who don't need breaks or health benefits. At that time, there will be massive layoffs, and
suddenly this notion of 'every American deserves a job' will be called into question. The notion of net neutrality isn't secondary or
unrelated to this- it's directly key. When it comes to the dissemination of information, there can be no favoritism. The ignorant masses
are already so misinformed they think a Republican administration is actually looking out for the blue-collar worker rather than the
dudes at the top. We need a forward thinking policy with regards to net neutrality, because as soon as artificial intelligence becomes
prominent and robotics are commonplace, the ability to feed robots and virtual assistants information will become even more important.
If certain companies are allowed to block their competitors sites from reaching customers, there's no doubt that they would program AI
to similarly be disabled. We'd be looking at an America populated by unemployed, uneducated nincompoops who are at the mercy of
robots (who have taken their jobs) who provide a physical and mental buffer to the rich guys at the top, and on top of that, you can't
even trust the information provided by the robots, because due to lack of net neutrality, all of the information they provide could be
filtered to benefit the company alone. It would be like asking a horse with blinders on what it sees in its peripheral vision. Do you really
think Star Wars loving America wants to be the impoverished serving class to a bunch of dumbass robots? Get real, buddy. That's why
Net Neutrality is so important.
186. caleb soudry, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
I stand for strong net neutrality rules!!!
187. Net Neutrality, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Please preserve net neutrality by regulating internet service providers under Title II of the communications act of 1934
188. Richard Kwiatek, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please preserve net neutrality. Its important for a free and equal internet
189. Timothy R. Howard, Painesville, OH, 44077
I strongly support Title 2 regulations of internet service providers.
190. Josh Wygle, Solon, OH, 44139
I believe that the FCC should retain the rules of Net Neutrality, and the classification of Title II for internet service providers.
191. michael thompson, moreland hills, OH, 44022
i would like isp's to be bound by the regulations of title II of the communications act.
192. Matthew G. Mayer, willoughby, OH, 44094
I support neutrality and title II protections. Net neutrality is essential to.insuring freedom of expression and a level field.
193. bobbi alexander, Geneva, OH, 44041
I am asking you preserve net neutrality and title II.
194. Matthew Bolton, Middlefield, OH, 44062
Keep net neutrality alive by keeping it on title 2 do not leave it up to Congress or the president keep the internet nutral for futureâ€‹
generation.
195. Duane A Magley, Austinburg, OH, 44010
Please preserve net neutrality under title 2...Aggression against net neutrality will not stand man...
196. Kenneth G. Holloway, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I beg you to reconsider removing Internet Providers from regulation by the FCC. The net neutrality rules are very important to me. I am
a partially disabled 69 year old whose only window on the world is my computer and internet connection. Allowing my local ISP to
charge more for connections to specific websites and internet services will severely impact my internet use. I am already at the point, for
the 5 months out of the year when I'm in the Medicare "Donut Hole", where I sometimes must choose between food and medications.
Making my internet more expensive would be the straw that breaks the camel's back.
197. Cavan Vannice, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Keep the internet open. Do not give ISPs free reign over the internet.
198. Kyle T. Harris, Garrettsville, OH, 44231
Net Neutrality is a primary utility that should not be a privilege but a right of all people; not only in the US but in the world. Business
itself has generally shown it can be swayed only in the manner of the bottom line; not what is right. In this vein, it should remain neutral
in all respects and we, as a people, should NOT allow companies to determine who gets preferential treatment. The democratic manner
of the internet has brought about massive changes in society and this, generally speaking, has been good for The United States and the
world. Once we rely on the empathy and "good" nature of companies is when we realize many do not have empathy because the bottom
line rules all choices.
199. Kendra Kocinski, Concord Township, OH, 44060
I am in favor of strong net neutrality under Article II.
200. Bill Wilson, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
I'm a strong supporter of net neutrality, backed by Title II oversight of ISPs.
201. Philip Holy, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I am at a loss for words as to why I have to speak up again. Nothing has changed that drastically in the, what, two years since this was
last brought up. The internet needs to be free. Free so that people might share their ideas, free so that everyone has a chance to flourish

and fade within. Destroying net neutrality would be tantamount to electing someone wholly unqualified to lead this country. Seeing as
how that measure has already been taken, let's not shoot ourselves in the other foot by stripping ourselves of freedoms we are entitled to.
The internet needs to remain free in order for ideas to flourish and people to grow. If the internet being neutral really hurt
communications companies as badly as some claim, I'd not have the phone I'm using to type this up nor the internet service I'm about to
use when I hit submit.This is hubris in its purest form to reintroduce something that caused such an outcry it crashed this site from the
traffic of people saying "nay". Leave the internet neutral. The white house, and congress can play favorites but let the internet stand for
us all in true neutrality.TL;DR Don't freaking take away net neutrality for the love of God and all things holy, and I should know. Check
my last name.
202. David Dehner, Stow, OH, 44224
I firmly believe keeping ISPs under Title II classification.
203. Josh Patterson, Cleveland, OH, 44124
Net neutrality is a good thing. Keep the ISPs in Title II. Ajit Pai clearly is still working for Verizon. #Notmychairman
204. 17-108, Cuyahoga falls, OH, 44223
You must keep net neutrality as it is under title 2 to keep ISP from messing with their customers access!
205. Hema Patel, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support strong net neutrality by strong oversight title 2 oversight of ISPs
206. James Vonderau, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I STRONGLY support net neutrality and it should remain in place.
207. Joe Finelli, cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44221
Stop screwing with net neutrality. The Internet is not for sale!
208. Brad Hanlon, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support Net Neutrality. Please keep strong Net Neutrality rules in place, backed by Title II.
209. Rajni Patel, Aurora, OH, 44202
I back support for net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs.
210. marissa miller, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I support net neutrality! Do not get rid of it! In getting rid of it, you are promoting corporate greed and being entirely un-American!
211. Nicholas Bank, Stow, OH, 44224
Please do not take away net neutrality and title 2
212. Luca DiFranco, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
I am submitting this to express my desire for the retention of net neutrality and Title II.
213. Marianne Veniero, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPâ€™s, Please do not change this!!
214. Nick Angelo, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I support strong net neutrality backed by titled II oversight of ISP's. Please don't pass the restoring internet freedom act.
215. Joseph S Miller, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Do not get rid of Net Neutrality. If you do, you are nothing more than a puppet for Internet Service Providers that want to pick and
choose winners and losers for us rather than us doing that for ourselves.
216. Mitchell Tekien, Northfield Center, OH, 44067
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs! I am opposed to Docket No. 17-108! Do not put corporate
citizens before private citizens!
217. 17-108, Walton Hills, OH, 44146
Preserve Net Neutrality! Do not support corrupt politics and more money for the higher ups.
218. Fcc, solon, OH, 44139
the internet needs to be regulated becasue if asswhole have choices to make things eaiser for themselves then that is exactly what they
are gonna do, hitler did it, stalin did it, and T-mobil and verison have done it before. they bend us over the table with thier monopoly on
phone service already don't give them free access to the internet
219. Rose, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net neutrality is 100% your duty to preserve
220. jacob Gavelda, Fairport, OH, 44077
I don't want my ISP to be able to limit speeds, keep net neutrality
221. Scott Black, Aurora, OH, 44202
This is fucking horseshit.

222. Caroline Six, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Net neutrality is very important to protecting small business and providing freedom of choice for consumers. I very strongly support
Title II protections.
223. Charles Smrekar, Willoughby, OH, 44094
To remove Title II classification from cable companies and other ISPs would be profoundly detrimental to Internet users. No reasonable
individual using the Internet today ought to support deregulation because it runs the massive risk of a drop in quality of service,
something that no economic boon could compensate for.
224. Jonathan Wise, Chardon, OH, 44024
Keep ISPs in Title 2 so that Net Neutrality can be maintained. A free and equal Internet is necessary for a free market, and for freedom
of speech.
225. Mary Li, Solon, OH, 44139
Please continue net neutrality and title 2. This is important to continue fair access for all.Thank you
226. Charlotte Tam, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net neutrality needs to be protected as it is. If this hurts ISPs (and there is no real evidence that it does) then they need to take that blow,
not use it as an excuse to rip off customers. SAD!
227. Matt Mccoy, Stow, OH, 44224
I stand behind title 2 regulations and net neutrality.
228. Brad, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. The idea that ISPs will not gouge consumers given the chance is
absurd, and the argument that they won't because they didn't do it before 2010 asinine.
229. jason, stow, OH, 44224
FUCKING NO ARE YOU KIDDING ME?How can you be so absolutely corrupt that you agree with lowering regulations that prevent
corruption.Keep title I and II
230. Jonathan Pendleton, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. I am very opposed to Docket No. 17-108. Hard to call
something internet freedom when you are taking rights away from the people and giving it to major corporations. Please do what is right
for the people of this great nation and allow net neutrality to continue. Fight against Docket No. 17-108. Please.
231. Michael Post, Moreland Hills, OH, 44022
Do not move ISP's back to title 1. The internet is a critical element of the US and world's infrastructure, and anyone who tells you that
the ISP's adequately respected that when last under title 1 is being disengenuous (perhaps they once worked for an ISP as legal council?)
232. Matthew G Russell, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support Net Neutrality using strong Title II oversight.
233. Jeremy Preston, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net neutrality is needed, and does not limit investment. An equal platform encourages new start ups. I think we should have strong
regulations. Title 1 should be strong.
234. Robert Batian, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Please do not gut Net Nutrality. This is one of the most important issues facing our country. We do not need yet another realm
dominated by big money. I thought this county was based on freedom? Remember Samuel Smith said that a "free market requires
regulations in order to remain free and fair."
235. Mark Herold, Stow, OH, 44224
I support net neutrality and I strongly request that net neutrality is maintained. With that said, it is time to get politics out of the FCC starting with the current chairman of the FCC .
236. John Nelson, Newbury, OH, 44065
It is vitally important for the freedom of information in our country that the FCC continue to categorize the Internet Service Providers
under Title II of the Federal Communications Act, giving the FCC the authority it needs to prevent the ISPs from playing favorites on
their networks.
237. Denise Potter, Mentor, OH, 44060
I urge you to support strong net neutrality back by Title II oversight of internet service providers. Please ...
238. Jennifer Kennedy, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
The Internet is built around the idea of openness. It allows people to connect and exchange information freely. Net neutrality allows for
an even playing field and provides no limit on access to information. The FCC should maintain the Title II status so that net neutrality
rules can be enforceed to protect the flow and access to information. Otherwise, access to small, but valuable, information will be
suqeltched by larger companies financial impact on service.
239. Daniel Goodell, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I feel that it is important for the FCC to maintain the Title II status of ISPs so that net neutrality rules can be enforced. Otherwise it is
inevitable that service providers will attempt to degrade competing services in order to push their own or partnered services.

Additionally, competition cannot be counted on to prevent this from happening as in many areas there is only one or two broadband
providers. If ISPs will voluntarily follow net neutrality rules as the FCC head has claimed then enforcing them should have little impact
to their bottom line anyway.
240. Nick Orlando, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
Please maintain the current level of regulation that exists to protect net neutrality.
241. Scott W. Hallgren, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
I strongly support Net Neutrality and Title 2, and ask that Chairman Pai recuse himself from something he so obviously has a personal
and financial interest in.
242. Cheryl Kelly, Chardon, OH, 44024
Please preserve net neutrality and Title II. It is crucial to have these regulations!
243. Restoring Internet Freedom, Kirtland, OH, 44094
You guys are a bunch of shitbirds. Leave the current net neutrality rules alone. I am so tired of the government acting on behalf of
corporations and not the general population.Cut it out, you shitbirds.
244. Frank Mecham, Mentor, OH, 44060
I strongly support keeping ISP'S under Title 2. Without this, I feel the current state of the internet would be under attack. Keep net
neutrality.
245. Patrick Feeley, Chesterland, OH, 44026
I am writing to present my support for strong net neutrality laws enforced through title II oversight of ISPs. The open nature of the
internet that is enforced through strong net neutrality regulations is essential to the growth of innovative new ideas and the genuine
competition that is the foundation of the success of the American technology industry. Removing Title II oversight will hinder American
technological competitiveness in the global community and inhibit the growth of emerging companies.
246. Jason Baker, Aurora, OH, 44202
It is very important to have strong net neutrality and to keep the enforcement of Title II.
247. Richard Barker, Northfield, OH, 44067
Most of my life I lived with the belief that the fundamental intent of most government officials is to act with at least some consideration
for the common good.The latest effort by the FCC to blatantly act on behalf of major internet providers and outrageously reduce
oversight on internet neutrality has clearly proven me wrong. It is blatantly obvious that this is yet another blow to the rights and
privileges of average Americans, as our freedoms appear to be more threatened by the day.I cannot use strong enough terms to express
my support for the freest possible access to the internet for all, and my opposition to placing how the internet is accessed in the hands of
major corporations maneuvering to control it.
248. Stephanie Mecham, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please keep ISP's net nutrality under Title Two which will in able downloadâ€‹ speed to remain neutral for all user's.
249. t musone, Hudson, OH, 44236
Your job is to protect consumers, Keep net neutrality and title 2.
250. Eric Meli, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Net Neutrality is essential to the public good. It is simply not an option to allow for-profit companies the ability to decide what traffic
gets priority. Keep, enforce, and build on the current net neutrality rules.
251. Jacob McGowan, Solon, OH, 44139
I am in full support of Net Neutrality. Internet service providers (ISPs) should not have the right to favor or block any products, services,
or websites. ISPs should also not have the right to sell my personal information, including web history. ISPs selling personal
information should be considered a violation of my right of privacy. Lastly, I am in support of Title II oversight of ISPs.
252. Martha Dittoe, solon, OH, 44139
I support net neutrality and oppose any actions taken to end it
253. Daniel Bergrin, Solon, OH, 44139
I strongly support a free and open internet and continued Title 2 regulation of ISPs. As someone who is more or less forced to use a
specific provider, it would be terrible to know that my only real source of Internet would be controlled and influenced by corporate
needs and desires. Please do not make changes to the Internet regulatory regime!
254. John Garner, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
We must continue to support net neutrality through Title 2 rules.
255. Clare Grehofsky, Newbury, OH, 44065
Please do not reverse Title 2.
256. Michael J Monreal, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Net Neutrality will ensure a fair and level playing field for all. Without this, companies have incentives to put profit ahead of the public.
The Internet is a near right that must be protected.
257. Matt Hoffman, Mentor, OH, 44060

I strongly support the preservation of net neutrality and the continued oversight of ISPs under Title 2.
258. Paul Heintz, Northfield, OH, 44067
I am in favor of a strong net neutrality backed by title II oversite of ISPs
259. e, Ravenna, OH, 44266
Do not get rid of net neutrality laws and keep title 2. Internet service provides should remain regulated with the laws in title 2. Do not
change the regulations
260. Natasha Livits, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
I value and trust my ability to navigate the internet freely without corporate self interest manipulating and obstructing access to my
preferred choices in internet applications. Corporate self interest should not monopolize internet applications. The free market place
requires that corporate giants such as Verizon, AT@T, Comcast, Spectrum etc.. should not interfere with public demand for internet
applications such as web browsers, shows, apps etc...
261. Net Neutrality, Burton, OH, 44021
Net neutrality is essential to maintaining a free and open internet, which is neccessary as much for free access to information in a
democracy as it is for encouraging economic growth in our country. PLEASE SUPPORT NET NEUTRALITY MR. CHAIRMAN!
262. Samantha Nicholson, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I'm writing to say that I emphatically support strong internet neutrality. We need Title 2!
263. Ryan Miozzi, Mayfield village, OH, 44143
ISPs deserve to be under the strict scrutiny of Title II. The consumer will suffer if a reschedule happens. I implore you to protect net
neutrality, and I implore you to think of someone other than large corporations for once.
264. stefani hadley, aurora, OH, 44202
Keep Net Neutrality & Title 2. Please and thank you.
265. Miguel Torres Jr, Cleveland, OH, 44125
Preserve net neutrality and keep the spirit of Title ii.
266. Robert, Garrettsville, OH, 44231
I specifically support strong net neutrality, that's by title 2 oversight of ISPs.
267. William Kurtz, Chardon, OH, 44024
Preserve it net neutrality! Come on! #titletwo
268. Bradley Masturzo, Silverlake, OH, 44224
To maintain net neutrality the fcc needs to keep cable companies under the scrutiny of title 2. The new guy has a pretty hot conflict of
interest too.
269. Rebecca Parkes, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I believe in strong net neutrality and it should remain under the governance of Title 2. These must be preserved.
270. Matthew Flemming, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I support net neutrality, preserve Title II.
271. Randal Leeson, Stow, OH, 44224
I strongly support internet neutrality. I strongly support regulation of internet service providers using title 2 oversight.
272. Adam Zehner, Stow, OH, 44224
We demand to preserve Net Neutrality & we need to preserve Title 2.
273. scott ashburn, mentor, OH, 44060
Keep the internet neutral. We the people require the FCC to maintain the title II protections we were given. We cannot live in a country
that is ruled by corporate interests. Any politician who continues to favor corporate interests over the interests of their constituents will
no longer receive my votes.
274. Adam Dunlap, Madison, OH, 44057
I would like to first thank you for reading my opinion, which is for the keeping of title's one and two and government protection of net
neutrality. Your doing a service to your nation and I hope you have a good day.
275. Hunter Evans, Kirtland, OH, 44094
Please Uphold net neutrality standards and article 2
276. Matt Sikon, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support the current net neutrality standards and advocate strongly for maintaining these standards on into the future
277. Leah Oelbracht, Mentor, OH, 44060
Strong net neutrality policies are essential to protecting small internet businesses that conservatives are so adamant about protecting
from big companies. Keep ISPs under Title II!

278. Nikko Williard, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
This "pay-to-play" system will harm the Internet. ISP's are not responsible companies with nearly illegal billing practices, barely
functioning service, blatent lying about service speeds, and for most, no other option. The Internet is so crucial in people's lives that it
needs to be protected. Do not tear down these rules. Save the Internet.
279. Reece DeAnna, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support strong net neutrality backed by title 2, it is horrible that this is under attack by the current administration. Please preserve net
neutrality and title 2. Thank you.
280. Johnny Wishbone, Concord, OH, 44077
Anybody who votes for this is genuinely stupid. Not "Oops, I forgot my keys" stupid but "Oops, I left my baby on the airplane" stupid.
Enjoy your jobs while Trump is in office because I'm sure in four years there is going to be a cleaning out of every dumb-ass that abused
this opportunity to screw the people.
281. Morris Wein, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Keep Net Neutrality laws the way they are
282. liam downing, Hudson, OH, 44236
Dont you dare let internet providers favorite certain companies by making them load faster than their competitors. I swear to God if you
do ill become President and personally fire every single one of you thatre currently employed at the FCC. May Jesus help your soul if
you remove any of my freedoms from my internet.
283. Scott Gloden, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Preserve net neutrality, and an internet that doesn't ulteriorly exploit for privatized gain.
284. ummm, hudson, OH, 44236
i support strong net neutrality, and john oliver has a better mug than ajit pai.. just sayin
285. Kim Dunagan, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support strong net neutrality back by title 2 oversight of ISPs. The public has benefited from strong neutrality rules. Just because
companies will be able to rake money out of people doesn't mean that a public servant like should heed to their requests because its in
his best interests. The FCC Chairman Ajit Pai is a disgraceful man. He should go back to version instead of fucking over the public.
Which if he doesn't now, i'm sure he'll have a cushy job lined up later where he can reminisce about fucking up net neutrality for the
public and making large gains for companies. Its disgusting when people fight for companies bottom lines versus the good of the public.
So Ajit Pai, go fuck yourself.
286. Christina Tizzano, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support net neutrality and strong title 2 controls on ISPs.
287. Nicholas McNealis, Hudson, OH, 44236
I am specifically in support of strong net neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISPs. I am requesting you not to go through the
revision of this policy that is currently in question.
288. Bryan Law, Independence, OH, 44131
I want to have strict net neutrality laws. I want ISPs to keep being classified as a Title II entity. Do not roll back current FCC rules.
289. Kevin Swaffield, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I support using net neutrality that supports using Title 2 to oversee ISPs. #GoFCCYourself
290. Michael Neiheiser, Stow, OH, 44224
Please, please preserve Net Neutrality by keeping strong Title II regulations enforced. I'm all about less oversight and regulations, where
that makes sense. But, maintaining an open internet with net neutrality is as important as any regulatory framework can possibly be.
Don't destroy what's in place...it's working just fine!
291. Daniel, Stow, OH, 44224
I believe Net neutrality is an important American right allowing fair competition without any favoritism being shown by ISP. That being
said, I also believe that strong Net Neutrality is best protected by Title II oversight of ISPs
292. Joseph Reitz, Stow, OH, 44224
I support the preservation of net neutrality through title 2
293. Keri Skrtic, Chardon, OH, 44024
I'll keep this short and simple. Net neutrality is good. Do everything in your agency's power to keep it that way.
294. Ben Genco, Brecksville Ohio, OH, 44141
I support a free and open Internet. Do not roll back Title 2 regulations that could lead to corporate biases taking the place of net
neutrality.
295. Shane Akos, Chardon, OH, 44024
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversights of ISPs! I am strongly opposed to Docket No. 17-108! This
damages every business in the world and should not exist. Net Neutrality is the only way the Internet and global communication can
exist.

296. eric wulff, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support a strong bet neutrality law and the current rules should remain in place.
297. Joe Armagno, kirtland, OH, 44094
do not allow internet providers to provide content more preferable with their own content than competing content. this is just stupid that
you even consider this. i support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISP's.
298. Bret Vaselaney, Chesterland, OH, 44026
Please preserve the net neutrality rules under Title 2. Americans access to internet should be equal.
299. Max Milstein, Moreland Hills, OH, 44022
Can you please not screw everyone over so that corporations can make more money and hinder competition in the marketplace.
300. Mallory McBee, Austinburg, OH, 44010
I support net neutrality backed by title 2!!!!! Peserve net neutrality backed by title 2.
301. Colin A. Schalk, Valley View, OH, 44125
Keep strong net neutrality rules backed by Title II. Do not remove net neutrality, protect the internet.
302. Michael R. Kilroy, Aurora, OH, 44202
Michael Kilroy and Danielle Kilroy fully support the preservation of Net Nutrallity and Title 2.
303. neeraj, Painesville, OH, 44077
I support net neutrality and type 2 backed categorization of isp's
304. Joseph McDonnell, Painesville, OH, 44077
Preserve Net Neutrality and Title II. Don't kill the internet.
305. john belcher, willoughby hills, OH, 44094
Please keep the Internet a level playing field by preserving network neutrality by regulating ISPs under Title 2 regulations.
306. Kyle Knoch, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Dear FCC,Get rid of the money grubbing incompetent named Ajit Pai. I shouldn't have to pay more for a service which should basically
be free anyway. Quit sticking out your hands for money which is illegal to take and make the most important resource in the world
(spelled internet) stay at a the current price. Hell, make the fucking thing cheaper because everyone in the country needs it these
days.Kyle Knoch
307. James Stone, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net neutrality is tremendously important. The voters in this country overwhelmingly want it.Please don't take this away from us
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308. Lauren, Hudson, OH, 44236
Don't get rid of net neutrality. I support title 2 laws. Leave as is
309. Grant Montgomery, Mentor, OH, 44060
I STRONGLY SUPPORT Net Neutrality using Title 2. Please do not allow ISPs the ability to slow certain websites. Keep the controls
in place.
310. Sandra D. Molnar, Painesville, OH, 44077
I support strong, very strong, Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISP's. I can't believe we have to fight this again. When we,
the people, fought for Net Neutrality in the past did someone think we were kidding? Are we going to have to do this every election? Or
just when we vote in a republican president who doesn't understand what he is doing while another politician who is owned by Verizon
tries to ignore the will of the people? I so regret that vote. I never have before regretted my vote. So for the record, I say again, I strongly
support strong, very strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISP's. Without such oversight ISP's will respond to their greed
and desire for control of available knowledge. Any person who uses the internet and isn't at the top of the food chain in one of the
greedy, grasping and dishonest big companies that want to stifle competition is in full support of strong Net Neutrality rules backed by
Title II oversight. In this digital age, with society trending toward the internet of things, it is more important than ever to maintain a free
and open pipeline for all to use. This will allow all entities, big and small, to compete on a level playing field and will allow us, the
consumers, to vote with our dollars for the products/companies/services we like best. Stripping regulation of this now will set the stage
for ISPs to be able to control who suceeds, who fails, and destroys the consumersâ€™ ability to participate in a free and open market.
Every truck driver is permitted to use the roads without having to worry about paying more to use the fast lanes. Internet service should
be no different. Please do not weaken net neutrality and leave it in the hands of large corporations by removing Title II oversight. I am
fully opposed to Docket No. 17-108. We can decide for ourselves which sites we want to see without any manipulation to try and push
us toward which ever company has the most money.
311. Jackie, Painesville, OH, 44077
I strongly support net neutrality. The access to vast libraries of knowledge and creativity should not be hindered. All people, not just
Americans, should be granted speedy access to best answers and ideas the world currently presents. Continued net neutrality gives
people the best chance to communicate quickly and easily with multiple people across the world. This communication does come with
its hate and misconceptions, but the ignorance can easily be clarified with a simple search for the truth. Some of the greatest opinions
and ideas could be silenced by destroying net neutrality. Please consider the future of the human race and the need to communicate to
flourish and become greater.

312. Drew Gittins, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support strong Net Nutrality laws as it currently stands under title 2
313. Drew Schwartfigure, Geneva, OH, 44041
America, land of the free, has been at jeopardy because of many political agendas. Net neutrality does not have to be one of them.
Taking away net neutrality allows corporations to meddle in one of the few freedoms Americans have left. It forces Americans to use
search engines and websites that corporations want us to use instead of allowing us the freedom of choice. Our freedom of choice has
been narrowed in so many different fields that taking this one away may lead to frustrations among many Americans, left and right.
With all that has been going on in America, the internet is the last place we need to feel frustrated. The internet is an important part in
every Americans daily life. If the government starts meddling in the daily life of the average American, we are headed toward an
Orwellian society that everyone, including government workers and politicians, should fear. The internet environment is already
predatory enough, through targeting advertising and corporate sharing of information. Allowing corporations to share your personal
information and force you to use the internet the way they want you to is a danger to society.I understand that you should allow
corporations a chance to thrive and make their money, but discontinuing net neutrality limits the market on the internet. Allowing
competition is what makes capitalism successful and limiting competition is a step toward communism. Let's keep America "free" by
preserving net neutrality.
314. Jacob Gialamas, Novelty, OH, 44072
ISP's should treat all data equally. As a taxpayer, I support keeping the Net Neutrality rules under title two.
315. Scott Hildenbrand Jr, Concord, OH, 44024
I specifically support oversight by title two oversight of ISP.
316. Christopher Branick, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Net Neutrality as it is is integral not just to the foundation on which the United States were built upon but also to our position as a global
power.
317. Guys..... Guuuuuuuuuys...... Come on dude, Kinsman, OH, 44428
Don't be dicks about the whole Net Neutrality thing dude. I mean.... come on...
318. Matthew Dustman, Lowellville, OH, 44439
Yo you dumbasses, if you get rid of net neutrality and title 2, I'm voting any of you that I can out of office.
319. James Charles, Madison, OH, 44057
This is extremely important as it's the only thing that allows all of the information we've stored and preserved on the vast amounts of
internet repositories to remain "neutral" and fair to everyone. ISPs should not be able to dictate who can see what and when.
320. Lynne Howley, Mentor, OH, 44060
Do not remove net neutrality. We are reliant on computers for work or school. Leave net neutrality alone.
321. Bradley Zaborszki, Northfield Center, OH, 44067
Preserve net neutrality laws and keep title ii.
322. Peter Miller, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
Please keep the Internet an open and balanced bastion of freedom in this world where all traffic flows equally and freely! ^_^Preserve
Net Neutrality and Title 2 Regulations!
323. Myles Lundberg, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Do not shut down Net Neutrality Do not reclassify ISPs from Title 1 to Title 2- treat all data equallyAlso limit fcc officials to only being
allowed to use certain mugs.
324. save the planet, Chagrin falls, OH, 44023
Listen. The new chairman is getting a massive check from Verizon. (his previous employer) to rip apart the fabric of information
sharing. This is a disgrace. A disgrace to democracy. A disgrace to our country as a whole. More importantly the removal of net
neutrality is a disgrace to humanity. I am disgusted that the chairman of the FCC would lie and say that title II regulation made a
significant impact on network investment particularly because Verizon (the chairman's previous employer) told it's investors that the
switch over to title two will have "no impact on how they invest in network infrastructure." We need to keep title two in place. In fact
we the people should add regulation to not allow former employees of top 5 telecommunications companies hold office of the FCC.
325. David Thomas, Kirtland, OH, 44094
I support strong net neutrality regulation backed by Title II oversight of ISPs and oppose the Restoring Internet Freedom Act.
326. Patrick, Hudson, OH, 44236
I am in full support of strong Net Neutrality rules backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. In this digital age, with society trending toward
the internet of things, it is more important than ever to maintain a free and open pipeline for all to use. This will allow all entities, big
and small, to compete on a level playing field and will allow us, the consumers, to vote with our dollars for the
products/companies/services we like best. Stripping regulation of this now will set the stage for ISPs to be able to control what rises to
the top and destroys the consumersâ€™ ability to participate in a free and open market. Every trucking company is allowed to use the
roads without having to worry about paying more to use the fast lanes. Internet service should be no different. Please do not weaken net
neutrality and leave it in the hands of large corporations by removing Title II oversight. I am fully opposed to Docket No. 17-108
327. Matthew Saporito, Moreland HIlls, OH, 44022

I am in favor of net neutrality. Preserve this freedom and along with it preserve title 2. The end of net neutrality is the end of the free
internet.
328. David Girbino, Mayfield Village, OH, 44143
I urge you to uphold the Title II Net Neutrality Rules. Please do not compromise Americans' access to the global internet community for
the sake of capitalistic gains.
329. Skyler Julian, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I firmly believe in net neutrality as outlined by Title II of the Communications Act
330. Robert Wingerter III, Solon, OH, 44139
As a member of the internet community as a web developer and as a member of the republican party, I think it is absolutely imperative
that net neutrality remain a core value of the United States of America at all cost. Though there are fields where regulations can be an
issue, the internet and it's freedom is essential to the future of the American dream, and will ensure free speech for years to come.
331. Jennifer McNeal, Mentor, OH, 44060
If you allow this to be undone, then a True free open market net will be broken and destroyed.
332. Debi Zander, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I strongly support Obama era regulations that prohibit internet providers from messing with net neutrality and reclassifying ISP's to
ensure all web content is given equal band width
333. Jeffrey Murray, Concord, OH, 44077
Please preserve net neutrality through Title II. This will affect you and your children as well!
334. Mark Gardner, Waite Hill, OH, 44094
Quit screwing around with something that is working PERFECTLY FINE! Net Neutrality is an absolute must in our society. It is a great
equalizer. And it's equalizing nature can not be comprised by absurdist ideology of Ajit Pai.LEAVE IT ALONE!!
335. Clara Agawa, Thompson, OH, 44086
I ardently support net neutrality and Title II and ask the FCC to support it and leave Title II intact to protect citizens' rights in internet
access. KEEP TITLE II!
336. Nancy Knoble, Mentor, OH, 44060
I'm appalled that the FFC is considering weakening its rules that would help uphold net neutrality. Limiting the flow of information
from independent and possibly less well funded sources is a terrible idea. The wealthy and well funded already have an out sized voice
in this country.
337. Mitchell Wilson, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support Net Neutrality and ISP regulation under Title 2 as do ALL Americans not employed by ISP's or formerly employed by ISP's.
338. Garrett Travis, Willowick, OH, 44095
I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISPs.You cannot let companies take control of yet another
thing of our fine country. If you let companies run rampant without any oversight you are doing nothing but inviting disaster upon the
freedom of the internet. Stop selling our freedom to companies, stop ruining this country, and stop jerking off every company. Oh, and
don't break your arm jerking them off.
339. Steve Kiffmeyer, Painesville, OH, 44077
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. Any legislation or changes that make net neutrality weaker is only a
greedy move by ISP providers to improve their profit at the expense of fairness to the common user. Please do the right thing and leave
net neutrality strong.
340. William Allen, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
The internet needs to remain open and free for all companies and users to send or retrieve information. It has become an important
resource for the operation of society for most people in the United States. We cannot have the company or person with the most money
be able to decide how traffic flows and shut down their competition. This is not how the internet will grow and realize it's potential. A
free society needs a free internet. Thank you for hearing my comments, sincerely William Allen
341. steve eisenberg, Solon, OH, 44139
I strongly,y support net neutrality under chapter II. Strong prot cations are needed and voluntary compliance is a hope and a prayer.
342. Damon Drozd, Walton Hills, OH, 44146
Net Neutrality is essential if the internet is going to remain useful and accessible by ALL individuals of our society. Retaining the Title
II classification helps ensure this while putting minimal restrictions on ISPs. Without the guarantee of equal access regardless of
services being used, ISPs could influence what services people use to their benefit which is not good for the consumer.
343. Patrick Floyd, Newbury, OH, 44065
Preserve Net Neutrality and Title II for an open and unfettered Internet for all Americans.
344. Mark Zahniser, Chesterland, OH, 44026
I strongly urge the FCC to keep strong net neutrality and leave the administration under Title II.
345. Richard, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094

The Internet is too important a technology to allow preferential bandwidth treatment by ISP's.
346. Glen Cooper, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Net neutrality needs to remain under Title II enforcement. Access must remain equal for all.
347. Ernest Buehman, Macedonia, OH, 44056
I vehemently support strong net neutrality enforced using federal oversight of internet service providers under the authority of Title II of
the Communications Act of 1934. ISP oversight (or lack thereof) should NOT be returned to oversight under Title I by the FCC. Net
neutrality is integral to the assurance of free speech and an open communication of ideas in the free world.
348. John Bolt, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Keep the net neutrality regulations set by Obama! I am sick of this country pandering to big business and screwing over the people....
349. Bryan Callow, Painesville, OH, 44077
I strongly oppose anything other then net neutrality. ISP should remain under Title 2 classification and allow access to any site without
reducing or restricting speed.
350. Christopher T. Warren, Chardon, OH, 44024
I urge the FCC to protect net neutrality by continuing to regulate internet service providers under Title II. Is is important that the internet
remain a free and open forum. To fulfill this goal, we must prevent ISPs from arbitrarily interfering with internet traffic and speed to
maintain equal access for all.
351. Michael McGrath, Silver Lake, OH, 44224
I support net neutrality. Please keep internet service classified as Title II. There is not enough competition between internet service
providers in my municipality, so deregulating ISPs would make it difficult for me to find equivalent service should my current ISP start
selectively throttling connections if reclassified as a Title I provider. Please keep internet service classified as Title II, and please keep
current FCC Net Neutrality policies.
352. Marty Mason, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
Please maintain Net Neutrality as it exists under Title II.
353. abdelkader abouhashem, macedonia, OH, 44056
We would like for the FCC to preserve the net neutrality act 1 and 2 to keep everything fair between big and small business alike. thank
you.
354. Free and Open Internet, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I support strong Net Neutrality, backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. Without this oversight ISPs would be enabled to control their
markets and freeze out any competition for similar services other companies may provide. A free and open internet ensures a level
playing field for all, and allows for anyone who wishes to find information on a topic that interests them to find it.
355. Marie, Fairport Harbor, OH, 44077
Dear FCC please keep a fair and open Internet. Support net neutrality and title I I. Listen to what the people want not what big business
wants. You have an obligation to the people you represent.
356. Matt Striner, Stow, OH, 44224
Please preserve Net Neutrality laws and Title 2 of the The Communications Act of 1934. Thank you.
357. Jonathan Li, Solon, OH, 44139
Net neutrality is important and must be preserved. Please do not reclassify ISPs from their current Title II regulations.
358. Dominic Archual, Sagamore Hills, OH, 44067
Maintain net neutrality. Do not allow ISPs to dictate what sites we browse by any methods including but not limited to throttling
bandwidth thus making certain sites slower than others.
359. Ron Hoffman, Solon, OH, 44139
I support strong net neutrality backed by title II oversight of ISP's. They're past history demonstrates abusive price gouging, poor
service, and customer neglect. To believe they would self regulate themselves is a fairy tail. To believe they would allow digital traffic
to be equally processed and delivered across their network is total wishful thinking. They have to be considered, like broadcasters, to be
a public entity with oversight and regulated equal access for all.
360. Title II ISP classification, Willowick, OH, 44095
Protect Title II regulation on ISPs, people should not be limited or influenced by ISPs for the purpose of greed. Without proper
protection to the consumer choices will be eliminated, and we will be forced to utilize the services that ISPs consider to be beneficial to
them. Ajit Pai, is decidedly wrong on this issue. He is an embarrassment to the FCC, the internet, and all Americans for his stance on
this issue as the head of the FCC. His position gives him the unique authority to protect consumers, and he instead has decided to
neglect the people that he is meant to represent. PROTECT II & NET NEUTRALITY!!!!
361. Mike Owcarzz, Aurora, OH, 44202
Protect Net Neutrality and Title 2!!!!!!!!!
362. Craig Vinkovich, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Please do not do the utterly self serving act of undermining net neutrality but changing Title 2 protection of net neutrality. Thank you

363. Lori Cohen, Solon, OH, 44139
I am writing to you to request that you keep net neutrality. It is unacceptable to limit internet exposure based on financial ability. While
you may argue that this hinders businesses bottom lines, even those businesses, like Verizon, agree that net neutrality will not impinge
on their ability to continue to do business as usual. Thank you,Lori Cohen
364. Trevor Ostrowski, Painesville, OH, 44077
Please preserve net neutrality and title 2. Its important to information and freedom.
365. David Farshchian, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I support strong net neutrality, supported by Title 2 oversight of ISPs. Thank you.
366. Herb Wainer, Moreland Hills, OH, 44022
I fully support net neutrality Title 2
367. Frank Kellogg, Mentor, OH, 44060
I am in support of Strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs! I am opposed to Docket No. 17-108!PS--This is the
worst/hardest to fill out comment page ever. If I wanted to design a web page to somehow restrict people from making comments, this
web page would be an example of how to do it
368. John Grega, Mentor, OH, 44060
I would like to express my option that you not reclassify the net neutrality from title II to tile I.
369. kristina Hayes, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
I support title II and internet neutrality.
370. Ron Hayes, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
I support Title II and Internet neutrality. Do not remove what was put in place during Obama's presidency.
371. Eric Doremus, Mentor, OH, 44060
I am in support of Title 2 of the Communications Act of 1934 aka "Net Neutrality Act" and do not want to see it go away as it helps
preserve internet freedom.
372. Keenan McArthur, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support Title 2 enforcement of Net Neutrality. Rolling back these regulations will only hurt consumers.
373. Evan Martin, Novelty, OH, 44072
Paragraph 82 asks for input on whether throttling should be regulated. In the past ISPs have throttled content based on their own
determination of what was lawful or permissible, and had to be forced to stop in the courts. Therefore, I support robust net neutrality
protections, and classification of ISPs under Title 2 of the Communications Act of 1934.
374. Combat Veteran, Mentor on the Lake, OH, 44060
Under the previous administration, net neutrality was a decision for all who use WWW.Why the change.....a new head honcho under
Trump....thanks...new honcho.
375. John Kalman, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
NET NEUTRALITY FOR ALL FOREVER!
376. Michael Tarach, Concord Twp, OH, 44077
The Internet is a utility. One can scarcely function without it in our modern life. For that reason, access to the Internet needs to be
democratic - wherein each person has equal access, regardless of its use. Information has freely flowed among people of differing
economic and cultural backgrounds since the Internet's inception. To tamper with its unfettered use among all citizens would be counterdemocratic, and seriously harm our society. Further, the very act of that tampering moves the FCC from a tool of democracy to a tool of
commerce. This would have far-reaching effects for decades to come. Do not change the role of the FCC. Do not put the desires of
commerce ahead of democracy. Protect net neutrality. Thank you
377. Siddharth Arun, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
1. Net neutrality benefits customers.2. It stops big companies from pushing out competition from smaller companies by preventing the
big companies from using fast lanes for their services and making smaller companies pay to use these fast lanes without which their
service quality will suffer3. If Ajit Pai feels less regulation is required, I don't think it is going to benefit the customer. As it is, I only
have 2 options for internet - TimeWarner/Spectrum or ATT UVerse. Both options suck big time. And without regulation, they arent
going to get any better. Service quality will drop and prices will increase as there is no REAL competition is you (Pai) would have
people believe.4. Unless you have more competition, net neutrality is the only thing that protects the consumers.5. Comcast/ATT and co
sue the hell out of local municipalities trying to build broadband infrastructure and provide BETTER service to its residents, when we
are at such a situation, there will be no competition. So, please stop the repeal effort of Net Neutrality. It is meant to protect consumers.
378. tmoble, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Keep net neutrality and stand with Title 1 and 2. By allowing ISP's to control our choices is limiting our freedom of speech. VERY
FEW people actually want to deregulate the internet, so shame on Pai for issuing the policy for his own personal gain
379. Nick Bragg, Madison, OH, 44057
Keep the Net Neutrality in Title 2!
380. Donald Strenio, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023

Keep Net Neutrality and Title II. Keep an open internet.
381. Alexander Barni, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
I completely support Title II and the idea of net neutrality. Not having net neutrality will open the door for so much wrongdoing.
382. Randy Ellis, Aurora, OH, 44202
I strongly support Strong oversight of the internet under Title 2.
383. CYNTHIA MOORE, BURTON, OH, 44021
Internet service providers should hold no bias to slow down and/or block the content of specific websites and applications.
384. John Kerins, Hudson, OH, 44236
Please save net neutrality - otherwise pornhub will buy a network and I don't want to have to pay more for that
385. Kelley Beck-Plishka, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Net neutrality needs preservation for fair use of consumers and no plan seems to achieve that better than oversight of internet providers
via Title II.
386. Donald Strenio, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Keep Net Neutrality and Title II. Keep an open internet.
387. Anthony Luscre, Stow, OH, 44224
I feel that Internet Neutrality is essential for consumers.Please retain Title II regulations and preserve a Free Internet.
388. Richard Krebs, Chesterland, OH, 44026
Leave Net Neutrality alone! It's just fine under Title II
389. amy stemmermann, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I support strong net neutrality and title 2!!!
390. Kevin KRaus, Willowick, OH, 44095
I support strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. Net Neutrality is of the utmost importance to preserve the unbiased
and amazing resource that is the internet.
391. andrew ritchey, Mentor, OH, 44060
I strongly support Net Neutrality and keeping Title II.
392. Jennifer Burke, Moreland Hills, OH, 44022
Please maintain the current protections of Title II and Net Neutrality. This is critical to prevent unfair practices especially of the largest
corporations against smaller ones.
393. Russ Mazzaro, Kirtland, OH, 44094
I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs. Please pay attention to the people who put you in office.
Thank you.
394. Brandon Nelson, Chardon, OH, 44024
Keep net neutrality rules backed by title ii
395. Robert Herman, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Please continue to protect net neutrality by maintaining Title II classification for ISPs. Asking ISPs to voluntarily refrain from violating
net neutrality sounds great, but we know FROM EXPERIENCE that it will not work. The pressure from stockholders to maximize
profits is simply too strong. Only by using Title II, which ISPs have confessed is not burdensome, can we hope to preserve a fair and
freely available internet. Title II classification doesn't stifle innovation; it fosters it by giving growing room to fledgling enterprises and
services. Without Title II classification, ISPs will be free to pick winner and losers, which they will, and the winners will always be
themselves and their interests. Thank you for your consideration.Rob Herman
396. Ralph E. DeNunzio, Stow, OH, 44224
Uphold Title II and net neutrality. Individuals should have free and open access to pursue the websites of their choice on the internet.
Without Title II there are no safeguards to ensure that this remains the case.
397. Tim Burke, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I believe this is a horrible idea that would quash competition (what little there is left due to mergers/monopolies) and isolate poorer
communities further.
398. Alan Marshall, Conneaut, OH, 44030
The current classification should be left in place. My ISP is in business to make money, not to do the right thing.
399. Daniel Pinto, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support Net Neutrality under the Title II regulations of Internet Service Providers. If these regulations are changed, the way we use the
internet will become a thing of the past. I hope these regulations stay in place.
400. Brittany Russell, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Please keep all ISP's under Title II the way they should be and already are! Net neutrality is import and needs to be maintained as is. Do

not change ISP's back to Title I.
401. Hrishue Mahalaha, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support net-neutrality. I want you to preserve it and Title 2. Do not repeal them.
402. Net Neutrality, Hudson, OH, 44236
Preserve Net Neutrality, and keep ISPs under title 2.
403. Hannah Hinrichsen, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I strongly support Net Neutrality and Title II to ensure fairness to all in the internet world.
404. Benjamin Licata, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please uphold net neutrality! IT IS VITAL for the advancement of humans and the future generations. Think of the children.
405. Linda Hlebak, Painesville, OH, 44077
Please keep Net Neutrality in place and covered under Title 2. The open internet provides an even playing field to innovators and lets
individuals have real choices in where they want to go for content. Without these protections, the internet will become dominated by a
handful of major companies who will then have control over the content that can be readily viewed by the populous. Voluntary
compliance will not work because the nature of business is to beat the competition. ISP's have no incentive to provide equal access to
content not created or affiliated with their business. This will create a situation where entrepreneurs and start-ups have no access to
reach customers. Ultimately it will stifle business creation and jobs.
406. Mark Hartshorn, Madison, OH, 44057
Leave the net neutrality rules in place. One company should not be able to gain an unfair advantage over another company by paying a
higher access fee. What happens if the ability to pay higher fees isn't the determining factor? What if my internet provider doesn't like
company X and decides to slow down my connection to them? The lack of net neutrality could be used as a weapon in price negotiations
for other services. Leave the rules in place.
407. Alex Abramov, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Net neutrality is a very important to use and enjoyment of the Internet, Title 2 should remain as it is an not be destroyed to serve
corporate interests at the cost of American consumers.
408. Tyler Robertson, Mentor, OH, 44060
I would just like to say that I greatly support net neutrality and the backing of Title II regulation of ISPs. This is something that should
not be messed with, as the internet is a utility that is crucial to everyone nowadays, and the flow of that utility should not be decided by
the provider, just as the quality or quantity of water flow is not decided based on how much a user pays.
409. Curtis Franks, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I demand strong net neutrality provisions under provisions which are at least as strict as Title II in application to ISP's. And if you
undermine this fundamental human right and the backbone of the modern world, then you can go fcc yourself.
410. Josh Dalin, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISP's. Please preserve Obama rules that are in place.
411. sharon tkacz, novelty, OH, 44072
you must preserve net neutrality. it is essential to our democracy.
412. John Thomas, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net Neutrality should not be reversed.
413. net_neutrality, cleveland, OH, 44077
I support title II net neutrality. Any attempt to reclassify it back to title I is an attempt to create a closed internet run by ISPs. The result
would be catastrophic for the American competitiveness as the open internet is directly responsible for so much new wealth created over
the last 20 years. If ISPs have control over who can be a part of wealth creation then they have an extreme amount of power over the
economy. Keep net neutrality the way it is.
414. Gregory Leyes, Mentor, OH, 44060
I strongly support the current regulations regarding net neutrality and do not want them changed or modified such that they would be
weakened from their current form. I especially do not want greater control given to internet providers so that they could preferentially
restrict accessibility.
415. Sandra Goodin, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Do not remove net neutrality. All Internet traffic should be treated equally!
416. Michael Lipphardt, Painesville, OH, 44077
The internet NEEDs title 2 protection. The internet is no longer a luxury as many claim. There are a lot of activities we used to take for
granted as done by paper that are done exclusively on the net. Applying for university for instance. In addition, the claim that
infrastructure buildout would be affected is nonsense. Verizon told their shareholders that title 2 made zero difference. So we need the
FCC to do their job and protect our ability to use the net freely, and for business to do the same. Please retain title 2 protections. It's the
right thing to do. I think you know that. We rely on you to protect our access to information. Don't let us down.
417. Catherine McManus, Brecksville, OH, 44141
As a graphic designer for websites of small to medium-sized businesses, I believe we should give everyone equal-footing on the

Internet. Protecting net neutrality ensures this. We would be taking a huge step backwards as a society if we silenced creativity and
innovation.
418. Leah Larson, burton, OH, 44021
Please keep Title II. Rob Portman will not get my vote if you don't.
419. Elijah Haslage, Stow, OH, 44224
The internet has become a cornerstone of democracy, entrepreneurship, and progress. Getting rid of Net Neutrality threatens this. I
demand a free and open internet.
420. Stephen Sciarrino, Willoughby, OH, 44094
What ever you do, do not revoke the current Internet Neutrality laws we have in place. They may not be the best laws in place for this
issue but removing them is an even worse solution. Internet speeds need to remain constant and preserved we do not want our speeds to
suffer because Bing is paying my internet provider more money than Google is. The public should not have to be subjected to the
aftershock of corporate competition in internet service. As a student I do a lot of online projects and essays and if my internet speed
were to suffer at least a little bit I may not be able to turn in an assignment on time, thus dropping my grade because corporate overlords
are biding on my access to the internet. The current laws in place are just fine and have no reason to be revoked or reformed. Please, as
an American citizen I beg you, as a country we have the slowest and most expensive internet service in the world; let us not make it
worse by allowing big business to determine what websites we visit. Thank you very much for taking the time to read my comments.
421. Derek Chamberlin, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I support net nuetrality under Title 2 classification.
422. Benjamin Howell, Hudson, OH, 44236
I support strong net neutrality and think the FCC should keep it as title 2. To do otherwise is to favor big business and risk the creation
of monopolies. It is corrupt and immoral.
423. Kevin Payravi, Hudson, OH, 44236
I specifically support strong net neutrality, backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. Please don't take away our ability to thrive and innovate
on a free and open internet.
424. James Pilewski, Eastlake, OH, 44095
It's 2017, and the internet is no more a "luxury" than cellphones. Millions of ordinary Americans use the internet for innumerable daily
communications and vital social and financial activities. Title II net neutrality regulations protect use of the internet for all Americans.
Do not allow corporations to set up fast lanes for their profit and ease. Keep the internet providers out of the role of gatekeepers. Keep in
place the current Title II net neutrality regulations... for all of us.
425. richard m carrel, eastlake, OH, 44095
as someone who has seen actual victims of throttling and seen clear reports of intentional abuse by ISP providers I clearly desire Title
two protection and regulation of this service. The choices in my area are a monopoly of one and they know it. If anything please break
up these ISP monopolies and enforce fair service across the board. it cannot be more clearly expressed there was abuse and fraudulent
offers in the past to my service. Do not allow it to repeat.
426. Prashanth Peketi, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Net nuertrality should stand and support a free and open Internet, in line with the importance freedom has within American values.
427. Mike Crissman, Mentor on the Lake, OH, 44060
Please preserve Net Neutrality and Title 2. Thanks! We the people would really appreciate it. :)
428. Theodore Waddell, Independence, OH, 44131
I strongly support firm net neutrality rules with Title II classification for all Internet Service Providers. The Internet has become an
essential form of communication and should be protected as such.
429. Sagar Patel, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
This will give ISPs free reign to manipulate and squeeze consumers. History has shown that without proper regulation, companies will
always put self interest over the consumer. It is the responsibility of the FCC to protect THE CONSUMER. Ajit Pai has a background
working for an ISP (Verizon), which raises concern on whether or not he'll truly put the interest of the consumer over his old firm (and
business colleagues).
430. Benjamin Washington, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I wish to express my support for strong net neutrality; retaining the classification of ISPs as "common carriers", and subject to Title 2
regulation.
431. Cindy Boggs, Geneva, OH, 44041
We need strong internet neutrality to continue!
432. Stephen Kay, Solon, OH, 44139
The big communications companies have plenty of power right now. How about looking out for the little guy? Thank you!Stephen Kay
433. Mark Khalil, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
We want the government to enforce Net Neutrality. This gave the FCC a pretty clear mandate to do exactly what they did when Title II
was invoked and Net Neutrality was enacted.We said, with a strong and clear voice, that fast lanes, slow lanes, and corporate censorship

are not to be tolerated, and the FCC listened. The American Peoples opinion has not changed. Thank you
434. john merrin, Hiram, OH, 44234
I strongly support net neutrality supported backed by title 2 oversight
435. Joshua Smith, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please stand up for net neutrality. Small businesses such as my own would not be able to succeed if the ISPs were able to provide my
competitors a faster lane or to artificially slow down our website. Don't allow companies to hurt their competition by buying faster
internet lanes that small businesses simply couldn't afford. Please, keep it classified as Title II and make further effort to protect an open
internet.
436. Austin Reitz, Aurora, OH, 44202
I support net neutrality backed by Title I oversight of internet service providers. By returning ISPs to Title I, they would no longer be
subject to the regulations that currently prevent ISPs from charging obscene prices for a tool unimaginably widespread an essential.
Unemployed people need the internet to apply for jobs. Disabled and elderly people who cannot move from their homes use the internet
to receive food and medication. Separated families and small businesses use the internet for communicating across the globe. Without
net neutrality, corporations can ruin the lives of countless citizens and businesses, reducing economic competition and harming the
prosperity of the nation.
437. Joseph Williams, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I support strong net neutrality backed by title II oversight of ISPs. Allowing companies to affect what we are able to access on the
internet for their own benefit is not beneficial to this country.
438. Kaila Kushner, Solon, OH, 44139
I strongly support net neutrality as noted in Title II. Dismantling net neutrality would be unfair and unconscionable.
439. Lynn Vargo, Perry, OH, 44081
I respectfully ask that net neutrality be preserved as well as Title II. Thank you.
440. Josh Green, Mayfield Hts, OH, 44124
Keeping ISPs on Title II is essential in protecting new start ups. It also prevents ISPs from abusing their position as service providers.
441. Andrew Parent, Sagamore Hills, OH, 44067
Net Neutrality is a vital portion of the internet. Please preserve both it and Title II. Internet Providers are not trustworthy enough in this
regard to allow them to simply swear they won't do something, they have not earned that.
442. Jonathan Herr, Pittsburgh, OH, 15224
Please retain net neutrality and the title 2 precedent.
443. Brenden Boch, Northfield, OH, 44067
Regulate internet service providers under title 2.
444. William Addison, Chesterland, OH, 44026
I fully support Net Neutrality. DO NOT eliminate, modify or water it down to be non effective. It is very important that entities can not
gain a monopoly, economic or undue physical control over what is offered on the internet such as speed, content, etc.
445. jennifer mcintire, Timberlake, OH, 44095
Internet neutrality is necessary to allow consumers freedom of choice. To allow for equal opportunities among web services, this should
remain in place. Consumers should not have to pay the price for shady net practices that would only benefit large entities.
446. Christopher Bowe, Stow, OH, 44224
I support Net Neutrality. Specifically, strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISP's.I STRONGLY support Internet
Freedom.I STRONGLY support Net Neutrality. Keep it that way.Keep. Net. Neutrality.Keep. ISP's. Overseen. By. Title II.Once
Again.PRESERVE NET NEUTRALITY.KEEP ISP's OVERSEEN BY TITLE II.
447. Elizabeth Burgess, Sagamore Hills, OH, 44067
The internet has become a large enough service for businesses and families alike that it practically is a public utility. It's a primary
source of news, entertainment, education, and is required to apply for jobs. Getting rid of Net Neutrality will harm everyone that's not an
ISP.
448. eric Schauer, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Please maintain net neutrality by continuing to regulate isp's under title 2.
449. amy, Highland hts, OH, 44143
internet neutrality must be kept autonomous. Please do all you can to keep it free from discrimination based on user, content ,
application or type of equipment.
450. Diane C. Malarik, Independence, OH, 44131
Keep net nuetrality regulations !
451. Milan Tomsic, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I am in full support of keeping Net Neutrality as it is. Please do not change it and remove these restrictions.

452. Peter Urban, Mentor-on-the-lake, OH, 44060
The eroding of net neutrality will be disastrous for the average consumer and business alike. The labyrinthine layers of privileged access
will create unfair access to time sensitive information, potentially cause network synchronization issues, and will prevent start-ups and
average individuals from having the access needed to create further innovations. Strong net neutrality requires no alteration of current
setup, and in fact would benefit from rules that would make municipal internet more plausible by providing a standardized benchmark
of minimum access if one were of the mind to strengthen net neutrality further.
453. Christie Annichine, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Please do not repeal Title II, which the American people rely on; it is part of what we value as a democratic and progressive society. It is
imperative that you protect net neutrality.
454. Jebron Lames, Cleveland, OH, 44024
If you are going to go through with this at least tell the American voter that this is just a way to curry a ton of favor with telecom
companies and their $$$ and is actually a bill to restore internet freedom to blackmail and bully competition. There is very little
difference between net neutrality protections now and those pesky laws mandating fair business practices such as not artificially
lowering prices to price out the competition. I'm just letting you know as a voter that I would prefer the status quo be maintained and
that I will consider the administration's actions on this issue when I cast my ballot for midterm elections and presidential
455. Julie Lee, Stow, OH, 44224
Please protect Net Neutrality and Title II! Access to information should not be controlled by the highest bidder.
456. Nick Waugh, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I support strong net neutrality under Title 2 oversight of the ISP's. Please do the right thing.
457. David Dalpiaz, Highland heights, OH, 44143
I wish to express my concern and, indeed, outrage over the attempts to reverse the Net Neutrality rules. Regulation of carriers should
remain firmly under control of Title 2. It is only these regulations that provide consumers and every content provider with any
protections from the abuses of major carriers.
458. Megan Blank, Solon, OH, 44139
You must retain the net neutrality policy. Please keep Title 2.
459. Dean Wooley, Stow, OH, 44224
I support Strong internet neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISP's
460. shannon wirthwein, Chagrin falls, OH, 44022
Net neutrality is valuable and important. The people are watching your shady de-regulation, STOP ITAlso, the mug is sad. Grow up.
Lose the mug
461. adam, madison, OH, 44057
please preserve net neutrality and title II. this is an important right we have as american citizens.
462. Nathaniel Robert Jurcago, Mentor, OH, 44060
I am for net neutrality. It is a good thing. Anything that may place barriers to being free is un-American and against my values.
463. Ian Pike, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Hello,Please do not make ISP's not Title 2. ISP's have proven in the past they are not for Net Neutrality and want only to benefit
themselves. The internet has always been a free place with no corporate entities dictating what you can and can't do and screwing that
up would just be awful. Please keep the people safe and don't change ISP's to Title 1.
464. Carol Smith, Cleveland, OH, 44023
People want and deserve net neutrality and this is an outrage. Leave the Internet alone.
465. eric unangst, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I support strong net neutrality. Keep the Internet free of ISP intervention and put the people first.
466. Theo Woodson, Stow, OH, 44224
I want the the federal government to preserve net neutrality and Title II.
467. Mike Snyder, Aurora, OH, 44202
Net Neutrality needs to remain in tact. ISP's should remain Classified as Title 2. These regulations are in place to protect consumers
from ISPs whic already have natural monopolies over these consumers internet access. I am a professional in the IT field, and can safely
say that with the "cloud" technologies backing so many companies today it could cause major upset to allow those services to willfully
be slowed.
468. Samuel Payne, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
Net neutrality is important to all American citizens. We've had it available to us since our first personal computers had access to the
world wide Web and it shouldn't be tampered with by ISPs for their personal gain.
469. Claudia Corbissero, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Taking away net neutrality would be detrimental to our freedom of speech
470. Curtis Landis, Kinsman, OH, 44428

The internet should be kept free from interference as it is with title II as of now. The internet may have grown under the old policies but
that was while companies were unwilling to take the risk to innovate with the internet. As of now if this protection is removed then
multiple companies have reasons to create unequal treatment of content. For example Comcast with it Xfinity will has every reason to
reduce available bandwidth for Netflix, HBOGO/HBONOW, Amazon Video, and YouTube in order to make its Xfinity seem like a
better option. As the past has shown companies like Comcast cannot be trusted to do the right thing with the kind of freedom it would
see from not be regulated under Title II. A prime example of this is the ISIS mobile wallet app that was being developed by Verizon,
AT&T, and T Mobile which when being rolled out those carriers ensured that Google wallet did not work on their networks to ensure
people used their solution. Another prime example of why these companies cannot be trusted to do the right thing by the public is when
Verizon promised to roll out Fios to a large portion of New York they literally placed fiber down a street but ensured that it was
unusable by anyone outside specified areas. We cannot let the internet be relegated to the dealings of these companies and allow them to
choose what companies succeed and die on the internet and what content consumers see and consume on the internet. Title II, therefore,
needs to remain to ensure that everybody has fair treatment and to ensure that the internet does not become a utility for only the "elite"
to use.
471. bryan lawson, Painesville, OH, 44077
Retain net neutrality and ISPs in title II!!!
472. Christopher Borstnik, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I support strong net neutrality that's why Title II oversight of ISPs.
473. chris juriga, mayfield hts, OH, 44124
persevere net neutrality under title 2
474. Kyle Hutchison, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I want a strong Net Neutrality policy in place
475. Stephen Grushetsky Jr., Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Preserve existing net neutrality.
476. Brian Hanna, Mentor, OH, 44060
Hello to whom it concerns I fully support Net Neutrality I feel that the best way to go about it is to keep it listed under Title II. This will
insure that small and big companies compete on the same footing and that popular sites won't be like Netflix, Amazon and other
streaming sites won't be at the mercy of the ISP's. Thank for listening Brian Hanna
477. Allison M Esack, Geneva, OH, 44041
Equal access to internet information is essential to a free and informed public.
478. Strong Net Neutality, Eastlake, OH, 44095
I am a PC Gamer and I support Strong Net Neutrality. I do not wish to be influenced to or nearly forced to use a service that is paying an
isp more money for better interests. Leave It Alone!! Move on to something that is actually worth our tax moneys time. Your not doing
a very good job if part of your first order of business is to disrupt ours!
479. Eric Bearfield, Cortland, OH, 44410
I believe that Internet should stay as under Title 2, and that a strong net neutrality is important for business as well as the average
American. If ISPs are given the ability to throttle some sites over others will hamper growth and hurt companies that are have
competition that is in better graces with the ISPs that control the pipe.
480. Christopher Snyder, Streetsboro, OH, 44241
The regulations imposed by Title II should not be taken away. The internet needs to be free no matter what.
481. Ryan Barrett, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Free internet is of utmost importance, don't let us get fucked over by the cable corporations.
482. net neutrality, chesterland, OH, 44026
bubby u better keep that net neutrality, and keep us protected by title 2 or else you'll have many people angry at you, and you don't want
to see us angry
483. net neutrality, willoughby, OH, 44094
stop banning my internet u dweebs
484. Net Neutrality, Willoughby, OH, 44094
listen, buddy, you have to keep the Net Neutrality act AND Title II for the sake of us memers and internet fans. Without it, how could
we ever make fun of Pai's stupid mug?
485. Timothy Fenner, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I would like to express my explicit opinion and desire to leave the internet classification as Title II. I do not fell someone who worked as
a lawyer on behalf of Verizon can offer a fair and honest opinion on the regulation and governing of the peoples best interest. Do not
reclassify the internet.
486. Charlie Ellis, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Internet is what our country virtually runs on. If you want to keep the people happy, do not let internet providers control how productive
we are by utilizing the internet. Do not go against what our country was founded upon: freedom. Maintain the internet's Title II status.

487. Caitlin, Solon, OH, 44139
Leave the internet as it is now and maintain its Title II status. All citizens want to freely get the internet without any further costs.
488. Diana Brnjic, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Like many citizens and even companies and corporations, I support "Net Neutrality" under Title II of the Federal Communications Act
of 1934 and wish to maintain the current status of the internet, which is free from extortion by internet service providers. Additionally,
your overly complicated method to merely obtain the submission form entry will not discourage me or others from voicing our concerns
with the jeopardy of this issue.
489. Russell Davis, Aurora, OH, 44202
I am heavily concerned about the future of the internet. It's extremely important to our everyday lives and I believe it is necessary for it
to maintain its Title II status.
490. Andrew Herbruck, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support net neutrality. The FCC should continue to keep ISP's under title 2 control.
491. Dan Barbera, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support Net Neutrality. We all should...seriously.
492. Michael Ontolchik, Mentor, OH, 44060
Allowing ISPs to prefer one business over a competitor is unfair to subscribers. Consumers do not have many choices for internet and
mobile access. By allowing the companies that provide the last mile access to The Internet the ability to throttle competitive internet
services, innovation and therefore jobs may be stymied. Please reconsider re-categorizing internet service providers and mobile phone
companies from their current status. Net Neutrality offers a level playing field for consumer choice and technical innovation.
493. Nick Simone, Eastlake, OH, 44095
I am a software developer for a company that secures internet transactions, and I strongly support net neutrality. The removal or
loosening of net neutrality would be a large determinate to our industry and the internet as a whole. The internet provides a massive
virtual market place worth billions of dollars. If anything we should strengthen net neutrality and not weaken it to ensure a level playing
field on this virtual market place.
494. john georgeton, Hudson, OH, 44236
Please protect internet neutrality and title 2, please stop Trump appointed Ajit Pai from manipulating and misleading the public into
believing companies will not use removing title 2 protections from creating unfair advantages to outcompete smaller companies in the
future.
495. Net Neutrality, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Asking the ISPs to voluntarily police themselves, is as bad as asking the banks to just do right by their customers. It will not happen.
Your argument that companies are not investing is simply false. If you do this, history will report, that this is when freedom of speech
started to die.
496. Carl Czaga, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight. I am a registered voter & never miss an election.
497. Catherine D. Czaga, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
Do not compromise "net neutrality." Maintain strong net neutrality oversight backed by Title II regulations.
498. Rachel Lipton, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I support net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISP and do not want any change made to ISP oversight because it will enable
corporate stifling of free speech and without free speech our country is closer to dictatorship and further away from democracy.
499. Mia Cowan, Moreland Hills, OH, 44022
I believe in net neutrality. Please keep the classification of ISPs in Title II and protect us, the consumer. It is of great importance that
people have the option to choose what information they want to consume, and that the companies will not only have to adhere to
"voluntary" guidelines, but to actual strict Title II regulations.
500. Carol Collins, Painesville, OH, 44077
We need to preserve net neutrality and Title II. This is of utmost importance.
501. Jen Stocz, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I am writing to express my disapproval that the FCC is trying to kill net neutrality. Preserving an open internet is crucial for fair and
equal access to the resources and information available on it I strongly support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs. I
believe that all companies should be allowed the access without prioritizing data.
502. Sean Zelmanovich, Chardon, OH, 44024
I am deeply concerned about the pending discussions based around keeping the internet fair and impartial to all. I urge the chairman of
the FCC to keep rules and regulations to keep the internet as neutral as possible. Keep net neutrality.
503. Cynthia Bell-Moores, Lyndhurt, OH, 44124
Support Net Nutrality under Title 2.
504. Richard, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
We need to keep net neutrality rules as they are and keep IPSs regulated under title 2. Even with the current laws ISPs are doing shady

things to rip off their customers. They frequently abuse their customers because they have monopolies we can't let them have more
power to abuse customers more. Do not let this change go through.
505. Phil Tizzano, Chardon, OH, 44024
Keep Net Neutrality. And supervise the ISP market under Title 2 rules.
506. Franklin Francosky, Painesville, OH, 44077
I strongly support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 over-site of ISPs. For you to do otherwise would be a dereliction of your duty to
protect this valuable resource of the American public.
507. Christopher Corrigan, Mentor, OH, 44060
I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by title two oversite of ISPâ€™s
508. Marilyn Doerr, Novelty, OH, 44072
Please preserve net neutrality. Our communications systems are already so convoluted as to responsibility that we must at the very least
be able to say that the internet itself is neutral as to speed, time, and access.
509. Dan Leising, Stow, OH, 44224
I strongly support the Title II provisions to preserve net neutrality on all internet service providers.
510. Kathi Hampton, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Preserve Title II and keep net neutrality.
511. James Sabat, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I want the FCC to preserve net neutrality. There is far too much removal of regulations that benefit the public to provide additional
profit to business. The Trump administration does not care about the well being of the public. Retain legislation that maintains NET
NEUTRALITY!
512. Jeff Hyde, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please do not remove ISPs from Title 2 oversight. Net neutrality is important to preserve a level playing field for consumers and small
businesses.
513. Patrick Gutbrod, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
I back strong Net Neutrality rules and keeping internet in title 2 with utilities so that it is fairly distributed to ALL AMERICANS!
514. Evan Wagstaff, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Please preserve net neutrality under title 2. Relaxing regulations on ISPs will harm competition between internet content providers
leading to a less efficient market and slower innovation across almost every platform. The United States would suffer economically as a
whole while a few individuals would profit greatly if ISP regulation is covered under title 1 of the communications act.
515. Charity Perry, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I support net neutrality. Please do NOT let the new FCC head ruin this for everyone! #TrumpIsRuiningAmerica
516. Matthew Steven Henley, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. I also find it alarming and shameful that the director of the FCC is
intentionally misrepresenting the potential negative impacts deregulation would have on consumers.
517. Ilan Isakov, Solon, OH, 44139
I support strong Net Neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of Internet Service Providers. I do not support the current plan for the future
of Net Neutrality. Please do the right thing.
518. Terrence L. Salvi, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Keep companies in the Title II category. Keep Net Neutrality.
519. Sharon Vrettas, Willouby, OH, 44094
I support net neutrality strongly enforced by Title 2.
520. margrita colabuno, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
i support strong net neutrality backed by title two oversight
521. Andy Wood, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I support strong Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. I am HEAVILY opposed to Docket No. 17-108!
522. Ryan Davis, Chardon, OH, 44024
Here is that I can absolutely, without a single shred or seedling of doubt, guarantee: There will NEVER come a time where an internet
provider or carriage partner can prioritize specific commercial traffic in favor of any one or more competing products and/or services,
regardless of whether such prioritization benefits or detracts from their own products and/or services.Never.No sane, intelligent, person
would even consider allowing this for even the briefest of moments.Additionally - I will never allow it.
523. Beth Dunaway, Painesville, OH, 44077
Keep strong net neutrality rules backed by Title II. Please and thank you.
524. Debbie Felt, Wickliffe, OH, 44092

Restore Internet Independence
525. Joshua Nelson, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Hello - i strongly urge that you protect net neutrality BY LAW! Huge corporations should not be allowed to own the internet and
download speeds. We need this protection! Thank you.
526. Trevor Carlson, Mentor, OH, 44077
Just stop it.
527. Brandon Fahey, Solon, OH, 44139
The thought of allowing the highest bidder to restrict the content you see is a direct violation of the first amendment. Freedom of the
Press is protected in-addition-to the freedom of Speech. Easing net neutrality laws would allow both these protected rights to be
infringed. The American people deserve a free and open internet. Don't fuck this up. Your grand-kids will be watching and history will
remember the decisions that you make.
528. Robert Bell, Novelty, OH, 44072
Please vote to maintain Net Neutrality. Taking this away risks networks of commerce that support the USA's Constitutional rights
guaranteeing Free Speech, Free Commerce, etc.
529. Danica Young, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Preserve Net Neutrality and Title 2!!!!!! Don't destroy our internet access for your greedy consumerist agenda!!!!
530. Adam Novelli, Hudson, OH, 44236
It is unfair to restrict access to internet speeds. The current rules allow smaller websites to adequately compete with much larger
websites. Over regulating the internet is un-american and paves the way for unfair competition on the last frontier.
531. Travis Fortney, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please keep ISPs title 2 providers. These huge companies need to be regulated.
532. Daniel R Kneale, Stow, OH, 44224
Net neutrality needs protected.
533. Tim Kosem, WILLOUGHBY, OH, 44094
Net neutrality benefits normal citizens
534. Jeff McCollim, PAINESVILLE, OH, 44077
More corporate conservative corruption
535. Harlan Penn, SOLON, OH, 44139
The internet has become a necessary utility like water
536. Susan Barchard, BRECKSVILLE, OH, 44141
Don't destroy the internet. You keep this up you'll have a revolution on your hands you never expected!
537. joe wolf, CLEVELAND, OH, 44124
resist persist litigate
538. Mary Urbas, WILLOUGHBY, OH, 44094
I deserve and demand a free and open Internet!
539. Jeanne Moenk, CHARDON, OH, 44024
The internet is supposed to be as free as telephone service and other interpersonal communication. The concept of monetizing websites
according to some unknowable algorithm is against the entire concept behind the internet.
540. Kathy Shepherd, ASHTABULA, OH, 44004
Speaking as someone who works for a not for profit hospice
541. Sherry Wilber, WICKLIFFE, OH, 44092
The Internet is an essential and integral part of the modern world. Pay-to-Play Internet will destroy a vital service many cannot
otherwise enjoy. Please uphold Net Neutrality.
542. Kathy Walsh, WILLOUGHBY, OH, 44094
Please support people's right to a free and open internet!
543. Fred Snowden, AURORA, OH, 44202
Hands OFF!\r\nKeep Title II rules.
544. theresa laning, CHESTERLAND, OH, 44026
We fought for net neutrality and won. You corporate interests are not the majority. We want the most democratic options.
545. Raymond Laning, CHESTERLAND, OH, 44026
Chairman Pai

546. Erin Rees, NORTHFIELD, OH, 44067
Stop trying to destroy freedom of speech on the internet.
547. Brenda Boudinot, PAINESVILLE, OH, 44077
Keep your hands off Ajit Pai. We already pay so much more than is reasonable on our pay scale. We deserve an open and free internet
that was created for the people
548. Kelley Louden, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I am concerned about Net Neutrality. Equal access to information is essential in a democracy. We need an informed citizenship. Since
the internet is the way most people receive their news and information, having it available and unrestricted to all, is paramount. Please
keep the safe guards in place to protect our access.
549. Rachael, Eastlake, OH, 44095
I strongly support strong net neutrality supported by title II regulation of ISPs. Please do not roll back these regulations, we must have
free and equal access to the internet for all!!!!
550. Kevin Carter, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I strongly support strict net neutrality backed by Title 2 oversight of ISPs. Not upholding this common sense regulation would be
downright negligent.
551. Chris Hilty, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I support, and strongly urge the FCC to continue supporting, net neutrality with strong type 2 oversight. Anything else would be a
betrayal of the American people's right to choose.
552. Larry Tyler, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
DO NOT CHANGE TITLE 2. I want regulators to have some "teeth" to repel any attempts by ISP's or other "PROVIDERS" to create
unfair advantage for their site, products or other offerings by modifying or denying service to customers or competitors. Allowing selfpolicing to achieve net neutrality is naive and will result in gross abuse.
553. Philip D Boyle, Willowick, OH, 44095
Please retain the Title II categorization of internet service providers which will protect Net Neutrality. Large corporations already
control too much of the public airways and data transmission.
554. against, Solon, OH, 44139
I am very opposed to removing the public utility classification from ISPs, as it is the only way by which we can currently enforce net
neutrality, as opposed to simply asking them to uphold it, and hoping. I don't care what it costs, I don't want a fast lane for the internet
and I don't want them to be able to spread my data around like the plague.
555. Nicole L Burnside, Northfield, OH, 44067
Please keep Title 2 and maintain Net Neutrality
556. Norah Robinson, Chardon, OH, 44024
Internet Service Providers should be regulated under Title II. Not because there is evidence of wrongdoing, no, ISPs should be regulated
under Title II because one does not wait until a crime is committed before declaring it illegal. The whole situation is ripe for abuse.
Allow me to make an analogy. Removing net neutrality is like having differential speed limits on the road depending upon if I am going
to Burger King or Arby's. There is no public welfare gained by interfering in my decision. I argue that much like over-the-air stations,
the internet is a public good and the same sort of ideas that led to must-carry, also a Title II, should apply. Another concern I have is the
opportunity removing net neutrality creates to introduce bundling, whereby going with one ISP gets you exclusive speedy access and
violates anti-trust laws. Yet another noncompetitive side-effect is the creation of a barrier to entry for small firms who cannot pay for the
faster speeds or access. Now, I am not saying I think such business practices will happen, but neither must overly burdensome regulation
happen just because of a classification. When weighed, the possible consequences of not regulation ISPs under Title II are greater than
the known cost of Title II regulations as stated by the ISPs themselves.
557. Theresa Curnutte, Northfield, OH, 44067
"Dear Express Restoring Internet Freedom, We don't need to regulate the internet look at Obamacare Regards, Theresa Curnutte 48
Springwood Rd Northfield, OH 44067"
558. Natalie Stuart, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please do not let net neutrality be taken away. It is important for those in schools to freely access information without being charged.
Taking it away will allow big companies like AT&T and Comcast to create massive monopolies, which is illegal itself.
559. Kate Foster, Fairport Harbor, OH, 44077
I'm writing to express my support of continuing net neutrality and title 2.
560. Drew Lepley, Mentor, OH, 44060
You know why I'm here doing this. I'm just one of the probably tens of thousands of internet users writing you that isn't excited about
the idea of losing net neutrality. I honestly have no idea how I would benefit from its loss, and I imagine you, the person(?) hopefully
reading this, don't know how you would be benefitted by it either. I'm sure you are aware of the negative consequences though. So
maybe pass your and my thoughts along to someone that can make the right decision here. Thank you!
561. George Hanas, Conneaut, OH, 44030
It helps people find out about what is going on in the world and also helps protect democracy

562. Tom Steinmetz, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Because it's a lot more awesome (and interesting) when users from different "walks of life" have access to it (not just the wealthy).
563. Dave Benson, Aurora, OH, 44202
The internet is important for research on many issues that are important to me. Net neutrality should be the right of all citizens in a
democracy.
564. B, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support and NEED strong net neutrality and I need you to preserve Title II
565. Brittany Fatica, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Please preserve net neutrality and Title II. No evidence of major corporations expressing interest in taking advantage of removing Title
II is not enough to validate they will not. In fact, cable and Internet companies will do anything to compete in the market. Removing
Title II will be a huge mistake.
566. Nathan Kapela, Northfield, OH, 44067
Net neutrality is vital for people in this day and age, and I absolutely do not trust the ISP's to control their behavior without government
over site, which is why it is imperative to keep the Title II classification so that we have any hope of keeping it open.
567. lindsay vincent, moreland hills, OH, 44022
We want net neutrality. Please keep title 2 enforced on ISP.
568. ML Cohen, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
Please oppose any attempt by Chairman Pai to roll back the FCC's net neutrality protections.In addition, please oppose any effort in
Congress to undermine the Open Internet Order.A free and open Internet is essential for a free society. I urge you to resist attempts to
weaken net neutrality protections and entrench Internet monopolies.
569. Kristina, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I support net neutrality and want to keep ISP's under Title II. Please do not deregulate this.
570. Patricia Williams, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Small businesses and non-profit organizations communications with the public are at stake.
571. Donald Clark, Concord Twp., OH, 44077
What is wrong with you people, do you just hate everything but money. Sick human beings should not be in positions of power, but that
is where they seem to gravitate in mass. Sad for the human race, sad for the planet.
572. Jeannine Grizzard, CHAGRIN FALLS, OH, 44022
I wrote a letter and signed petitions regarding net Neutrality. This issue is very important----especially in the era of Citizens United.
America was not intended to be a "pay to play" government. Net Neutrality is an important check on creeping authoritarianism.
573. Judith Bello, Painesville, OH, 44077
Please leave the open creative space that is equal for all users on the internet. It is a critical basis for all of the other freedoms in our
society.
574. CJ Houghtaling, Chesterland, OH, 44026
Our government is suppose to work FOR us, not against us. It's time those who serve the government start serving the PEOPLE and
NOT the Big Corporations who WANT the government in their pockets.
575. Michael Sixtus, Aurora, OH, 44202
What are you afraid of that you need to suppress freedom of the press?
576. Daniel Goodson, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Preserve Internet neutrality and title 2!!! Thanks, Dan
577. martin brennan, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Preserve net neutrality. It's too important to mess with.
578. mike gaugler, Concord, OH, 44077
Keep net neutrality and title II intact.
579. TimRiley, Burton, OH, 44021
Please keep net neutrality. It's important!
580. Daniel Henderson, Solon, OH, 44139
Please preserve strong net neutrality and keep ISPs under Title 2. It's wrong and frankly un-American to do otherwise
581. alex, macedonia, OH, 44056
it is our duty as americans to keep net neutrality in place and protected.
582. Tom Steinmetz, Brecksville, OH, 44141
As I've said before, net neutrality offers a level playing field for small businesses to be able to compete in the same world, using the
same marketing tools and strategies as large businesses.

583. Steven Johnson, Willoughby, OH, 44094
The Internet is a utility. Net Neutrality ensures all traffic is treated equally, like every electron in the power grid and every drop of water
in the water system. For once, be like other developed nations, don't support the rent extractors, don't "fix" something that isn't broken,
and leave Net Neutrality alone.
584. Paul Simundza, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Please protect our internet privacy. It is more important than corporate profits
585. Jeff McCollim, Painesville, OH, 44077
America was founded as the land of opportunity.Without net neutrality, this administration will make America no better than any 3rd
world country.Maybe that's Trump's economic agenda, King Donald I with his wealthy nobles and the public as all their peasants.
586. Emily Warren, Solon, OH, 44139
Net neutrality is essential for small businesses to have a fair chance. And it's better for consumers, as removing it gives cable companies
unprecedented power to provide even WORSE service.The internet is crucial to all our daily activities, and therefore must be provided
to all citizens equally, without fast lanes and content discrimination.
587. Janet Swidet, Mentor, OH, 44060
Do Not change the law, Period
588. Alice Dugar, Independence, OH, 44131
Millions and Millions and Millions of People identify Net Neutrality with AMERICAN DEMOCRACY.
589. steve Buss, Thompson, OH, 44086
Duh !
590. Benjamin Green, Madison, OH, 44057
I believe Net Neutrality is important and believe that ISPs should be regulated under Title II.
591. Raja Krishna, Solon, OH, 44139
I support net neutrality! Please do not change the legal enforcement status of net neutrality.
592. Steven Corso, Chardon, OH, 44024
Do not over turn the current regulatory framework for the internet. It should be treated as a public utility, under FCC oversight following
title II restrictions that maintain net neutrality. Quit trying to sell the American public bullshit arguments that their life will be better and
freer if only companies that provide internet access and sell services over the internet could profit by slowing page loading of
competitors.
593. Michael Patterson, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support Net Neutrality protections under Title II. I reject the chairman's reasoning that the protections are unnecessary. Net Neutrality
cannot be a voluntary and self regulated option for ISPs.
594. Jason Panek, Macedonia, OH, 44056
I support strong net neutrality protections pursuant to Title II.
595. nicholas kost, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Net Neutrality is a vital component of a fair and open internet and the current providers have shown they are willing to throttle or restrict
their competitors at the expense of the consumer. It is important that Net Neutrality is preserved into the future.
596. Nathaniel Hulsey, Hudson, OH, 44236
PLEASE CONTINUE TO IDENTIFY THE INTERNET AS A TITLE II SERVICE.I firmly believe that the internet should be open and
free for all to use. It shouldn't be completely controlled by disingenuous telecommunication companies that only want to monopolize
and provide sub-par service. They have proven time and time again that they do not have the customer's best interest in mind, and until
that is proven otherwise, the FCC should fight for us for a free and open internet. Thank you
597. Jeff Salenger, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Title II is important. PLEASE Preserve Net Neutrality and Title II.
598. Jerald Catt II, Conneaut, OH, 44030
Net Neutrality must remain... And for a Former Lawyer of Verizon to be put in this position is completely inappropriate. Pai should
recuse himself from this topic and resign from the office
599. Michael Horkan, Mentor, OH, 44060
Protect Net Neutrality and maintain it's Title 2 classification under the Communications Act of 1934.
600. Wesley Wilson, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I am in strong favor of net neutrality and the protections is gives to us as consumers.
601. Christopher Johnstone, Hudson, OH, 44236
I support strong net neutrality, which, unless Congress passes a bill, needs to be protected by Title II standards.
602. Olivia Splete, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net neutrality is so essential to a fair and protected internet for the public, please keep it in tack and under Tiitle 2.

603. Mark Schultz, Aurora, OH, 44202
MAINTAIN NET NEUTRALITY. DO NOT LET PROVIDERS THROTTLE SERVICES TO CUSTOMERS.
604. Sally Previte, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please protect net neutrality. I do not believe it is in the best interest of American citizens to allow corporations to police themselves to
provide equal broadband access. We have a right to airwaves and broadband free from monopolies and undue influence of large
corporations. The internet should continue to be regulated under Title II to ensure fair and equal access by all ISPs. Please keep the
regulations as they are. Thank you
605. Rory F. Gallagher, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I strongly condemn the FCC Chairman Pai's moves to dismantle net neutrality.
606. Dawn Clemens, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please keep a free and fair internet. We need you to preserve net neutrality.hank you
607. Paul E. Clemens, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please preserve net neutrality. Do not let POTUS or anyone else take this away from us. We need to have a free and fair internet that is
not run by companies limiting information, shows, etc.
608. Ruth V. Spanos, Burton, OH, 44021
Net neutrality is essential to a free and open society that increasingly relies on the internet as a source of information and access to
government services, free speech, even healthcare. Allowing companies to charge more to some content providers can only multiply the
current inequality between corporations and individuals and between the wealthy and the poor when it comes to access to information
and expressing our opinions. KEEP NET NEUTRALITY!
609. Dan Litowitz, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Maintain net neutrality.The internet of 20 years ago is not the internet of today and governance of it must recognize and adapt to those
changes. Just as electricity was an option that became a necessity, the internet is an indispensable tool that must be protected.Because of
our dependence on digital communication (e.g., banking, tax filing, mortgage payments, or paying for your food at the grocery store),
ISPs would otherwise be able to extort money from us or those we work with - including the government in which we are supposed to
have a voice.
610. Michael Byron, Stow, OH, 44224
Please retain Title 2 net neutrality. Thanks.
611. Jeff Peterson-Davis, Solon, OH, 44139
It is VITAL that the FCC protect the rights of the citizens of the United States. The proposed rule change in 17-108 sides with corporate
interests, not the interests of citizens and consumers. "Net neutrality" is essential, and without protections afforded by FCC regulations,
we as citizens will not be protected from the greed, power, influence, and control of ISPs. Simply put, I am powerless against the
behemoth corporations that control my access to the internet. I need to protection of the FCC to make sure that my internet access is
open, decentralized, and free from any type of throttling or up-charging for particular types of web content. I urge you to keep the
existing Open Internet Order and to not turn your backs on the citizens and consumers you are responsible for protecting.
612. sandra gonsowski, Independence, OH, 44131
Net neutrality needs to be protected and improved. The Internet should be treated as a utility and made available to everyone on an equal
footing. Communications companies are NOT suffering financially with the present regulations. There is no need to change them. The
Internet has become a necessity to all. We should be patterning ourselves in European countries who are doing a MUCH BETTER job at
providing broadband service to all their citizens. While I am not against companies making a fair profit, the needs of all citizens need to
be protected.
613. Peter Urban, Mentor-on-the-lake, OH, 44060
I am writing as an engineer that operates in the manufacturing fields, and am in the process of transitioning to engineering research as
the main focus of my career. I feel that the committee should know that net neutrality is key in insuring that I have no hassle and
uncomplicated access to the information I need to conduct design, research, and innovation in STEM fields. Without net neutrality,
technological and commercial progress would be greatly hindered in this country, greatly slowing job creation and negatively impacting
many individuals that the board represents economically. I urge the board to take this into consideration before making any substantial
changes that might weaken net neutrality.
614. Justin Moore, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support strong net neutrality rules under Title II. Furthermore, it's shameful for the FCC to have such ignorant people as Ajit Pai
making these decisions seemingly without regard to public opinion. This is not a DDoS, this is Americans being angry at your
ignorance.
615. Sandy Beth Kreisman, Garrettsville, OH, 44231
I have worked with inner-city urban communities my entire life in the non-profit education sector and have witnessed first-hand the
importance of keeping the internet affordable & attainable for all. If this proposal passes, there will be a larger threat to maintaining the
internet as a strong force in our country for free speech, exposure to a broader society, communication and democracy. This proposal
discriminates against low-income communities & schools. We should follow the European standard of keeping the internet affordable
and accessible to all at equal speeds and pricing. DO NOT pass this proposal. Our country will live to regret it.
616. Sandra Cobb, Moreland HIlls, OH, 44022
Freedom of expression must be retained. No censorship.Iâ€™m concerned that the protections that are in place will be weakened if we

change the way theyâ€™re enforced. I would support a new regulation style if it guarantees the same or better protections, but not if we
lose any.
617. Jennifer Wells, Stow, OH, 44224
The UN has declared that internet access is a human right. Protect net neutrality! Defend human rights!
618. Duane Magley, Austinburg, OH, 44010
I support keeping Internet service providers under title 2.
619. Matthew Dietz, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Seriously? Net neutrality should be supported regardless of what dumb telecom CEOs tell you. The internet is now a utility, like
electricity or water. You start giving telcoms the ability to mess with the freedom of the internet, and hundreds of thousands or more
will suffer. Come on, guys.
620. Zachary Miday, Mentor, OH, 44060
I want to voice that I am ashamed that I had read that the FCC, a scientific and educated commission, has been reported to be blatantly
ignoring repetitive submissions generated procedurally and submitted in highly suspicious alphabetic order.And another incident, at a
time when thousands of people were attempting to submit their comments, you had muffled their voices by shutting down and declaring
that you were being DDoS'd (shortly after a popular TV show urged consumers to voice their opinions). You did not provide proof of
the DDoS, which is simple to provide and does not incriminate you or your employees in any way (assuming they were not the
perpetrators). It is extremely shady to obfuscate the submissions of a large population of individual submissions seeking to uphold Title
2 standards to ISPs but then simultaneously allow to the record highly suspect submissions of the exact opposite nature.I do not feel that
you are accurately interpreting comments to the will of the people and are seeing only what a corporate backed Chairman might desire.
ISPs are not there to monitor my internet or provide me better access. They are there to provide the same access for everyone. For 20
years the internet has swayed back and forth for information sending as new technology has arrived, but for the ISP they have made
hand over fist dollars on simply transferring these vasts amounts of information: not interpreting them for us.I feel a review of several
passages are completely correct. That you are applying lawyer-like logic to word the descriptions of ISPs in a way that opens too many
back doors and loop holes. Simplify the language and prevent reducing your role in telecommunications in a manner that is very
difficult to restrain in the future. Once the public loses their privacy, with the technology today, it will never be gained back in the same
fashion. Do your damn job to protect the people first, and keep your corporate overlords second.
621. Andrew Troyer, Middlefield, OH, 44062
I believe the Internet needs to be protected under Title 2 Net Neutrality Rules from here on out.
622. Jeremy Gruszewski, Northfield, OH, 44067
Iâ€™m concerned that the protections that are in place will be weakened if we change the way theyâ€™re enforced. I could possibly
support a new regulation style if it guarantees the same or better protections, but not if we lose any. It's clear that companies will always
act in the interest of their own bottom line and have even less of a reason to think of the customer when they have such a stranglehold on
the market â€“ like the large telecomm companies. While Title II may not be perfect, it's in my opinion far better than allowing the
marketplace to "regulate itself."
623. Danielle LaHurd, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Keep and enforce net neutrality.There is no reasonable economic nor technical reason to not treat all data the same over the internet.We
cannot trust the ISP to be able to manage their own customer service and billing appropriately, much less the entirety of the internet.The
freedom of the internet has lead to new and unprecedented growth of new industries based entirely on the freedom of the internet.
Allowing the ISPs to decide who wins and who loses on the internet would lead to a great loss of new and innovative ideas and
businesses. Removing net neutrality would disproportionately harm small businesses as they would not have the resources to fight
against ISPs hampering their data.It is more and more obvious that the majority of our current economy depends on the internet, much
like it depends on electricity. We do not argue that electricity is a utility, why are we arguing against data access as a utility? Data is
data. It should not be billed on its content or origin, nor should its content or origin even be relevant to the ISPs whose only job is to
deliver that data.It is quite telling that the only group campaigning for destroying Net Neutrality is the ISPs that would use the removal
to directly profit off of both data creators and data consumers, essentially double billing for the same content. It is also telling that since
Title II was activated, there has been no reduction in online investment and innovation, contrary to what the ISPs claim. (And it is also
quite telling that the current ISPs are constantly preventing new smaller ISPs from forming, and removing net neutrality would only
make their monopoly worse.)
624. William Nash, Stow, OH, 44224
I am in favor of strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of Internet service providers. don't believe companies should have the
ability to control your internet speed or quality based on the content, information, or application you are using it for.
625. David Charvat, Mentor, OH, 44060
The current way things are run are fine by having free and open internet for all. Regulating and restricting the internet hinders people's
use of it and some proposed changes haven't worked in the past and have caused backlash just like over this bill.
626. Joseph Sopko, Brecksville Ohio, OH, 44141
In our modern society the Internet is as crucial a tool as electricity, and to not have it protected as Title 2 communications is wrong and
negligent. Don't screw this up Ajit Pai. Support openness and availability of information regardless of corporate interests.
627. Gene Parish, Willoughby, OH, 44094
This is a shockingly betrayal of the trust of the citizen. This ruling will not only hurt us all, but consistently undermine our country's
future.

628. Sarah Insull, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net neutrality is incredibly important. Title II needs to remain in order to protect net neutrality and the rights of internet users.
629. Ryan Kelly, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Title 2 should be upheld and net neutrality should be the standard that is set. Do not let corporations and internet providers determine
what consumers see on the internet, keep the pathways fully open.
630. Hale Douthit, Auburn, OH, 44023
Net Neutrality is important. You stupid fuck.
631. lisa holy, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I am in favor of strong net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of isp's
632. Shuhei Tsuji, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Not only did you use false names and real names to post comments for this there are reports of chat bots generation comments in support
of this. Shame on you.
633. Dylan Specht, Conneaut, OH, 44030
We NEED net neutrality--- without it, ISPs can and WILL create internet slow lanes and worse. Most ISPs already refuse to upgrade
their infrastructure, and contrary to their claims about competitiveness, they actively SUPPRESS any competition from local providers.
Having a free and open internet is vital for modern Americans, and that must be protected; US citizens (and people the world over) rely
on the internet to make informed decisions and connect with people.Destroying Net Neutrality could create a slippery slope for free
speech-- and it definitely would have NO benefits for American citizens!
634. internet, stow, OH, 44224
This "restoring internet freedom act" is a farce. You saying that "the government is heavily regulating the internet!" is also a massively
misleading lie. The only thing the government has done is what they are supposed to do for EVERY area, and that is prevent
monopolies.Without the current rules that internet service providers (like Comcast) CANNOT treat different websites differently, and
cannot restrict access of their customers to certain websites unless they pay more money (aka ransom the websites.) This is a perfect
example of what WOULD happen without net neutrality: https://imgur.com/muJfxMQ We are not fooled by your astroturfing. We will
do everything we can to fight this affront.
635. Christopher Dickey, Solon, OH, 44139
Let net neutrality stand. A free and open internet is important to the country and world.
636. NICHOLAS D MONREAL, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Keep the net neutral! It is the greatest tool mankind has to date. Keep it un-ruled.
637. Brian Tromp, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Please preserve net neutrality rules under Title II to prevent ISPs from determining which content is favored over others. ISPs that are
content providers, own content providers, or have financial agreements with content providers could use their status unfairly to
effectively block or make their competition practically unusable.
638. Hallie Shipley, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. The internet should remain free and open.
639. Jerry Jaffe, painesville, OH, 44077
Please work to maintain net neutrality. The marketplace will not protect consumers. There are already many exampels of providers
limiting access of consumers. Protecting consumers is the JOB of the FCC.
640. Angela Brekalo, Kirtland, OH, 44094
Please maintain net neutrality. It is for the good of everyone, except of course, giant corporations and governments who want to censor
their people. Which I suppose is why I am forced to leave this comment in the first place, letting you know that people are paying
attention to you getting rid of a free and fair internet. Letting companies control speeds and accessible websites is bad for citizens, bad
for students who cannot afford to pay more to get internet for their classes, bad for small businesses without excessive funds, bad for
free speech, bad for democracy. Getting rid of net neutrality is horrible and will impact the citizens of the United States in an extremely
negative way. If our neutral net is taken from us, we are setting ourselves up for internet censorship like that in the countries we like to
call backwards and oppressive.
641. Gary Boggs, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Keep net neutrality as it is. Do not change regulations. We do not want "fast lanes" nor do we want to see independent websites suffer
because of your propisal.LEAVE NET NEUTRALITY ALONE!
642. John Hurt, Chardon, OH, 44024
Dear FCC,I'm terribly worried about the potential removal of net neutrality. Doing so would be incredibly anti consumer and only
benefit corporations (that have obviously sponsored this). The same corporations that routinely have the lowest consumer satisfaction
every year.I'm also very worried over the blatant efforts to fabricate and lie over the submitted responses. John Hurt
643. Anne Nelson , Novelty, OH, 44072
As a small, online business owner, the FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me. I urge you to
protect them.I don't want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split
the Internet into "fast lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time to let giant ISPs censor what we

see and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner
Cable throttled the popular game League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes
for everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC
ends Title II classification, the FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for all.But if some companies can pay our ISPs to have
their content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to compete. You will kill the open
marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in America-just to further enrich a
few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet providers will be able to impose
a private tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will be able to make it more difficult
to access political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that would make it harder for blogs,
nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I worry that
Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also sending this
to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce Chairman
Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank you!Anne Nelson
644. jeffrey vahcic, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Preserve Net Neutrality and title two, please. Bing is straight garbage.
645. Mitchell Zito, Mentor, OH, 44060
I wish to voice my strong and passionate objection to any revision or rolling back of previously established protections that would
reverse the Title II classification or otherwise threaten net neutrality.
646. David A Schrader, Silver Lake, OH, 44224
I'm appalled that the FCC chairman is considering a backwards move away from net neutrality. The internet needs to be considered as a
part of our public infrastructure and regulated as such. I strongly ask you to preserve net neutrality and keep the internet under Chapter
Two. Do not take us backwards!
647. Michael Monfort, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net Neutrality is ESSENTIAL. No one should be able to "throttle" my internet access for ANY REASON.
648. Lenora Inez Brown, Solon, OH, 44139
Net neutrality is critical in retaining freedom to information and equal access to said information. Keep the Internet accessible and the
barriers to its access neutral.
649. Maureen Howell, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
I support net neutrality and full enforcement of the FCC's Open Internet Rules through Title II. Actions to diminish these rules in any
way is tantamount to limiting US Citizens and their Freedom of Information.
650. Jessica Mukavetz, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I support strong Net Neutrality Title II regulations. Please do not roll back Net Neutrality.
651. Stacey Kern-Fowler, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
DO not remove the Title II from the ISP. Keep the internet free and open
652. Paul Heacox, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
I support strong Net Neutrality, backed by Title II classification and oversight of Internet Service Providers.
653. John Grogan, Windsor, OH, 44099
We believe that it's important to maintain a legal status for net neutrality. We also believe making it this difficult to provide public
commit suggest the new leadership at the fcc doesn't want to hear public commits.
654. William Davis, Gates Mills, OH, 44040
Please protect net neutrality. I strongly support net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs.
655. Patrick Rohr, Mentor, OH, 44060
I strongly and specifically support net neutrality rules backed by title II oversight of ISP's.
656. Benjamin Werth , Mentor , OH, 44060
We must have the freedom to communicate.
657. Mary Le Rouge, Peninsula, OH, 44264
Please protect net neutrality to the fullest extent possible! Thank you!
658. Terri Nagao, Mantua, OH, 44255
I SUPPORT net neutrality laws including the regulations of ISP companies by Title II.
659. Alex Remmers, Hudson, OH, 44236
Save internet freedom and save net neutrality. The cable companies and isps suck enough already
660. Erin, Northfield, OH, 44067
I strongly support Net Neutrality and the protections and the classification of the internet as a telecommunications service. I am a small
business owner and it is bad for small businesses as well as freedom of speech to allow Comcast and Verizon to control how we interact
online. Attempting to classify it as an information service and reducing the FCC's ability to regulate it is bad for small businesses and
small business development. Comcast and Verizon are attempted to act as monopolies. Monopolies are not free market and this is an

unacceptable attack on the average American's economic self determination.
661. Jonathan Van Vechten, Geneva, OH, 44041
Maintain net neutrality please. I love you ðŸ˜˜
662. George Leonhardt , Perry , OH, 44081
FCC,Net neutrality is vital to support our rights to free speech and to ensure our ability to search freely information that we can use to
make personal choices and use as we see fit. Giving the internet to big communication companies would imprison us to their own views
and agendas. I am against the selling off of a open internet.
663. Don Muir, Chardon, OH, 44024
Free markets and competition is not a starting point, they are not constructs that are based on relative position nor casualties of crowning
an industry or market leader. They are the fundamental components that the government must insure are protected and expanded within
all markets and industries, particularly ones that are dominated by a few large player. Higher revenue, higher profits and a higher stock
price are the just rewards for excellence. Using such dominance to stifle competition and reduce the amount of information flowing into
a free market, while perhaps a natural competitive inclination, is antithetical to the very essence of competition within a free market.
And it is always undertaken by individuals and companies that never valued free markets, competition anymore than they value ethics,
integrity and honor.
664. Steve Simmons, Independence, OH, 44131
I worked professionally in the broadcast industry for almost 30 years and hold a BSC in Communications from Ohio University. Fair
and equal access to mass communications channels is critical to liberty, entrepreneurship, the arts, and free expression. The FCC has
traditionally defended fair access to media channels, and worked to oppose dangerous monopolies. I think it would be tragic if digital
gatekeepers were granted the right to reserve the fastest data speeds for the highest bidder - and likely throttle access for the less
powerful and underrepresented population. It is critical for our democracy and the free market to maintain a digital communications
framework that is reasonably fair and equal to all. The rich and powerful already have the resources to dominate this channel, and
should not be granted additional unfair advantages to foster monopoly.I am also an entrepreneur with experience in local retail
endeavors and new product development. Even on the current "level playing field", it is prohibitively expensive to effectively reach an
audience. I believe that the greatest hope for the US economy is innovation fostered by small, specialized, local-centric businesses.
Please do not turn the internet over to the already oppressive global corporations.
665. Raymond Rozman, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
The internet is the greatest vehicle for the dissemination of information and the growth of business today. Please protect learning,
communication, innovation, and commerce. Defend Net Neutrality.
666. Anna Toth, Middlefield, OH, 44062
Having free speech and the ability to unabashedly pick our medias, connect with others and expand our minds is a human right. Do not
take it away.
667. Glenn Young, Geneva, OH, 44041
All freedoms must be protected, for life and liberty.
668. Vincent Liviola, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net Neutrality is extremely important to me as an American. Our country was founded on the concept of freedom and Net Neutrality
upholds that freedom. I don't want anybody to decide what, I or anybody else for that matter, watch or do online. I can't believe this is
even up fo debate. Please protect the freedom our forefathers fought for to start this great country.Thank you,Vincent Liviola
669. Thomas Baird, Stow, OH, 44224
The internet is an open pipeline for the free exchange of ideas and information. It must be protected as a neutral territory, free of
restriction - be that governmental or corporate - for innovation and free speech.
670. Tyler Vidal, Middlefield, OH, 44062
I support net neutrality. The magic of the internet is that there are no gatekeepers telling me or anyone else what cannot be made and
distributed on the internet, no matter how strange it may be. Without a free and open internet, I would be at the mercy of big publishing
companies in order to get my first novel read. For the sake of my artistic vision, please protect net neutrality.
671. Walter W. Schilling, Eastlake, OH, 44095
I believe that the net should always continue to remain neutral in relation to being controlled by big companies.
672. Mike collett, mentor, OH, 44060
This will cost me more money
673. Aaron Zelina, Mentor, OH, 44060
Can't afford to not have net neutrality, would ruin personal and commercial internet use.
674. alan, hudson, OH, 44236
What the hell man !!
675. Laurence Hiner, Chardon, OH, 44024
Freedom and the individual right to choose is what my family has been fighting for since before the Revolutionary War. I have a novel
idea! Why don't you do something truly revolutionary and support the average Americans right to a free and open internet instead of
caving into special interests groups who only see us as for profit cattle? Appreciate your consideration on this matter.

676. Jon Klepinger, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Let it be ! I want to watch and listen to what I choose. Let me decide what's good and interesting. Let me decide how I use the internet.
Government is to involved in peoples lives as it is.
677. Ashleigh Caine, Willoughby, OH, 44094
The internet is where most of the world gets it's unbiased information. In today's age, we need to make sure our news isn't trickled down
through conglomerations, but delivered directly to us, so we can make informed decisions.The internet also allows some people to be
themselves and come out of their shells. Trolls aside, anonymity on the web is part of what makes it so fun, and frankly, a little more
secure. As an introvert, I believe that we should be able to keep our secrets secret, but also be able to let our freak flags fly!Please do not
let these conglomerations run the internet. It's been working fine as is, so why change it?
678. Wendy Van Ittersum, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net neutrality is a critical benefit to innovation and personal independence, key values in our country. Consumers should be free to
choose their internet use, not large corporations. Please support net neutrality as it currently stands.
679. Greg Fadorsen, Chardon, OH, 44024
I support the views of Ajit Pai, not the government tyranny supported by Mozilla.
680. Christine Whitlow, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Net neutrality must be protected to keep our basic constitutional rights. Having choices is what makes this country great. Without net
neutrality our country would suffer a great loss of new ideas and innovation.
681. Ryan Sauder, Chagrin Falls , OH, 44023
First, I am a die hard republican that hates government regulation. That being said sometimes stupid problems need to be solved. All I
ask is that the internet I receive be a constant speed so that I can simply play my online games. Is that so hard?
682. Hussein ElShash, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Stop the internet monopoly to just few companies and Leave Firefox access to my internet connection
683. louis lanese, mantua, OH, 44255
net neutrality is freedom of speech it allows us to choose what we watch & do on line. it keep the internet neutral
684. Luke Rodgers, Mentor On The Lake, OH, 44060
The importance of an open and free internet cannot be understated. The internet has not only connected the world to information, but
also its people to each other. In an age of diminishing trust in news organizations, the voice of the people can still be heard above the din
of partisan bickering, but only because access to the internet is relatively unrestricted. The internet is an incredible accomplishment and
a gift to humanity, as important as vaccines and more awe inspiring in its implications than the moon landing. Please do not allow the
desire of a few companies for a little more profit to destroy the spirit of the internet.
685. jo kausek, Willowick, OH, 44026
I love using my grandchildrens' computers. I believe that what is better for all Americans (99.9%) should be the rule. Corporations are
not people.
686. Samuel Jansen, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
The community of the open internet is one of the only things left in the world untouched by corporate greed. Please keep it that way.
687. Jim Renner, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Not everything that works needs change and Net Neutrality is one one them. If you allow it to change then we will have the Golden Rule
all over again. "He who has the gold makes the rules." you will lock out the many in favor of the few. Not the way this country was
formed or should work.
688. Avis Johnson, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
Net neutrality is a service that the FCC should support, allowing free Internet service and free speech. Please change your rules to
protect these citizen rights. We should be able to choose what to watch online and doing so should be free.
689. Nancy Burkhart, Kirtland, OH, 44094
I want freedom in my internet choices. I don't like dealing with large companies who try to tell me what to read and what to look at, and
following around my every move. I do not need or want Big Brother watching me like that! Say NO the the proposed rule changes!
690. Terry Carson, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Net neutrality must be maintained because everyone must be treated the same. No fast lanes for providers making money from the
internet and slow lanes for the rest of us!
691. James , Stow, OH, 44224
Please stop trying to give cable monopolies control over the sum of human knowledge and communication.
692. Michael Witte, Novelty, OH, 44072
I am concerned that the access to quality, high-speed internet service, which is already expensive, and for which I have only one
provider for the speed range I choose, will become more limited, based solely on how various sources I may use on the internet
compensate the service provider through which I access data. Please do not throttle back data transmission rates; keep them unrestricted.
693. Natasha, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
While a capitalist market is important, there are too few companies in the technology industry that control our online livelihoods that it's

putting the control in the wrong hands. We already suffer terrible services from the big cable companies but have nowhere else to turn
to. The US is behind on fast internet at affordable prices.
694. Laurence Hiner, Chardon, OH, 44024
Net neutrality is freedom of thought, of expression, of knowledge; unbridled and pure. It is this freedom that our people have fought and
died for since our founding as a Republic. I urge you to continue on our current path and not to destroy this access for all to enrich the
few.
695. Margaret Montano, Cleveland, OH, 44124
As an average consumer I don't want Big Corp and the ever increasing monopolies to determine what I watch based on their profits
696. Mary Dustin, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Keep the net open and neutral and out of commercial hands!
697. Yale Carpenter, geneva, OH, 44041
Please leave internet access alone. Communications (federal or not) are and most definitely should be protected against
incursion/manipulation by the U.S. Government or any private entity. No excuses!
698. Mary Fletcher, Stow, OH, 44224
FCC leave our net neutrality alone. I don't need one more major company conglomerate sucking dry my monthly income. This is total
bullshit. Verizon already makes a whopping 335.00 a month because my 2 teens and my spouse and I use our phones. That's a CAR
payment. Landlines totaled 36.00 tops. I don't want to PAY to use something that has been FREE ( like TV???) AGAIN. Leave your
mitts off my free internet.
699. David McClintock, Conneaut, OH, 44030
Please do not gut net neutrality.An open internet is a part of free speech.
700. Gwen Hall, Andover, OH, 44003
I believe net neutrality must be protected because it is an equalizer. It puts information and opportunity in reach of everyone with
internet access. The last thing we need is more hurdles for the average citizen.
701. Dominic Cirelli, Madison, OH, 44057
Assuming anyone of any merit gets this, let me explain what you are about to do. You are about to essentially turn Switzerland into a
warmongering Oligarchy. Big business will rule the web and you will have so much push back from lay people and the computer savvy
alike. This is a pandora's box you don't want to open
702. Terri Vechery, Mantua, OH, 44255
Most of our lives are governed by MEGAbusiness or GOVERNMENT overreach. Even though 'dumbing' down has tried to control
Americans, it has not worked. Witness the President that has been elected. Do not think another rebellion will not occur from this
GOVERNMENT grab for MEGAbusiness! Leave the internet ALONE!
703. joe wolf, Cleveland, OH, 44124
It's the democratic thing to do.This Country was based on the idea that we all share same Freedoms. The internet needs to remain free
and open.
704. Gary Mihalyi Szirony, Mayfield, OH, 44124
Leave net neutrality alone! I work online! Gutting net neutrality would be tragic for those of us who work online, attend school online,
or simply use the Internet - worldwide! If you adhere in any way to the Constitution, preserve the 1st Amendment!
705. Leslie Edwards, Painesville, OH, 44077
Resist giving control of the last open and freely available frontier to Big Money. Cyberspace belongs to no-one and everyone and its
accessibility must not be controlled by the money changers. Free speech must be protected.
706. Mitchell Barnhart, brecksville, OH, 44141
Having the FCC strictly regulate the ISP's allows for the enforcement of net neutrality which allows all content on the internet to be
treated equaly and fairly. This allows both sides of the aisle to be at a click away for everyone.
707. Patricia Wood, Chardon, OH, 44024
I care about new users and the net neutrality and do not want my ISP to decide things for me.
708. Camille Zimmerman, Aurora, OH, 44202
We have enough big companies taking over everything in our lives. I don't want them telling me what i can and can't do on the internet.
Please protect net neutrality.
709. joe wolf , Cleveland, Oh. , OH, 44124
the open internet is protected by the forth amendment of the Constitution. No need to change either one.
710. Marte Cellura, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
The FCC should keep the internet as open and free as it has been. No restrictions to free speech or privatization is needed. Corporate or
Left wing totalitarian front groups are not allowed to sway public opinions and legislation to their benefit. The FCC should not have
been given this power, nor the UN the dictorial authority ( by Obama) to police the internet for political control. The Aware public is
watching carefully.

711. Dennis G. Morton, Kirtland, OH, 44094
The internet, available to all, is the only globally democratic utility in existence. To trust what is a monopolistic private industry to
protect privacy and treat all with equanimity is both disingenuous and dangerous.
712. David Verhas, Hudson, OH, 44236
How can free speech be limited or censored? How can we let big companies choose for us what we see and do? How will we tell our
children this was the best decision for us and them?
713. Jonathan Vonasek, Aurora, OH, 44202
This is a historical moment, please don't let corruption destroy it.
714. Eve Sheridan, Wickliffe , OH, 44092
Net neutrality has been the underpinnings of tremendous innovation and creativity since the dawn of the consumer internet...net
neutrality is fundamental to free speech - a constitutional right. Small businesses will get screwed.
715. Frank W Zimmerman, Aurora, OH, 44202
Keep the internet neutral it should be for the people not large cooperate interests. Money should never buy freedom of speech.
716. dennis howell, mentor , OH, 44060
look what these big companies have done with cable and phone they all should be charged with fraud
717. Claudio Gallo. M. D, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I'm very happy the way we have the Internet. I don't want to have anybody telling me what to watch or how much of any area of the
Internet on line. I'm for net neutrality and I hope we continue to have it.
718. Dale Verbic, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Net Neutrality is crucial for free speach, uninterupted and unimpeded access to information and to prevent unfair buisness practices or
practical monopolies.
719. Jonathon Schleicher, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Greetings FCC, Please do not allow a group of organizations who are poorly run, customer service devoid, and seem to encourage a
used-car tactics approach to sales, to have direct control to an individual's peace of mind on the web. It's tough enough navigating the
waters their oceans already encompass as it is. Thank you for your time.Sincerely,Jonathon Schleicher
720. MaryAnn Kneier, Middlefield,, OH, 44062
Net neutrality is part of our American freedoms. It is part of the right to read what we wish. Controlling the internet would be
tantamount to banning books or closing libraries. Please do not eliminate individual's freedoms in favor of large companies.
721. lisa kowall, Stow, OH, 44224
The majority of the internet users use the internet responsibly.
722. Joe Parker, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
My business as a music producer, entertainer and educator will be severely limited by these short sighted, business centric "solutions"
that will continue to throw the U.S. into a further nosedive in regards to competitiveness.
723. John Malloy, Solon , OH, 44139
There is a reason 76% of Americans support net neutrality. Because it is the right thing to do. Not much in government is working these
days, don't add the FCC to the list of agencies that choose big business over what is right for people.
724. Murray Brown, Painesville, OH, 44077
I am in total favor of internet neutrality. We do NOT need any MONOPOLIES controlling the internet. Thank you.
725. Maria Passerell, Painesville, OH, 44077
Etsy sellers depend on a free and open internet to start and grow their businesses. IF the Federal Communications Commission repeals
net neutrality regulations that allow creative entrepreneurs like myself to compete and thrive in a global market. Net neutrality is
essential to my success.The proposed a plan that would allow big companies to make deals with broadband providers for faster access to
consumers, putting them in the Ã¢Â€ÂœInternet fast lane.Ã¢Â€Â Etsy sellers like myself will be forced to choose between paying
more for priority access or losing sales in the internet slow lane. With 1.8 million Etsy sellers and 29.7 million Etsy buyers worldwide*,
our Etsy community depends on a free and open internet. No matter who we are or where we live, for the price of an internet
connection, each and every one of us can turn our creative passion into a business and access a global market of buyers.Please
reconsider this proposal to protect small businesses like myself. This proposal could have devastating results to buyers and seller alike.
726. Sam Alderman, Mayfield Hts, OH, 44124
I feel that my ISP should not have the right to censor my data according to what they want. I should get what I pay for.
727. Mike collett, mentor, OH, 44060
Leave the net alone.hands off
728. Robert A. Keesecker, Willoughby, OH, 44094
No matter what one's political persuasion may be, it is a fact that our country has been on a path of increasing control of our lives by the
corporate world, led by the Republican party, which supposedly touts individual freedoms. This is just another example. Please do not
give more control to the cable companies. Please. I do not wish to wake up every day knowing I have less control over my life.

729. Mitchell Barnhart, brecksville , OH, 44141
without net neutrality, I couldn't expand my concussion new site and be on a level playing field with the rest of the news sites
730. Joe Wolf, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
An open internet is protected by the Forth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States
731. Christine Hupscher, Painesville, OH, 44077
Dear FCC net neutrality opponents,Please tell me a good reason to end the open internet as we know and love it. I use the internet daily,
and I'm a 62 year retired woman. I can only imagine the students and businesses, etc. and how much they research the web. Leave it as
is. Do not be swayed by Big Money. They are not here to help anyone. Thank you. Christine
732. John Kugler, Stow, OH, 44224
Please stay out of a good thing! Government intervention in the internet by opening up for the rich and powerful companies to control
and profit at the consumer's and small business expense! Really? Isn't there enough of that in the world? Enough is enough!
733. Donald Tobul, Madison, OH, 44057
Please keep the Title II part of Net Neutrality. We can not afford an Internet to the highest bidder. Thank you for your time.
734. Kiel Donelson, Stow, OH, 44224
I am in support of the free and open internet. I also support the stronger title 2 regulations on ISPs.
735. jessica gojak, Concord Twp, OH, 44077
We need Net Neutrality!!!! Save Net Neutrality and Title II!!!
736. Connor Bacon, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Do not remove any regulatory power. If anything, internet providers should be classified as public utilities, considering the extent to
which they are used today.
737. Karen Royer, Mentor, OH, 44060
to Ajit Pai, FCC Chairman:I support STRONG Net Neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISPs. My freedom should not be
constrained, filtered or limited by a utility.sincerely....Karen Royer
738. Dr. Thomas Dakermanji, stow, OH, 44224
Americans increasingly live their lives online, and some communities have only one option for their broadband service provider. As
consumers, we expect that the broadband services we pay for will provide unfettered access to an open marketplace of goods, services,
and ideas. The esteemed Chairman Paiâ€™s plan would allow service providers to throttle back internet speeds and offer better
connectivity to the highest bidder, restricting consumersâ€™ choices and the ability for small businesses to compete. In an industry
where consumersâ€™ choice of provider is already limited, we must take steps to ensure that our access to content is not controlled by
the service providers they are forced to rely on.I implore you, please do not remove what little protection from monopoly we have. Who
needs protection more, millions of Americans, or a few billionaire CEOs? And please do not throw "stockholders" under the bus. I'm a
stockholder of Verizon, and I support Net Neutrality. I believe in their innovation.
739. Alec Lawlor, Gates Mills, OH, 44040
I am in favor of Net Nutrality for the following reasons:Without Net Neutrality, ISPs would be able to devise new schemes to charge
users more for access and services, making it harder for us to communicate online â€” and easier for companies to censor our speech.
The internet could come to resemble cable TV, where gatekeepers exert control over where we go and what we see online.Without Net
Neutrality, ISPs would be able to block content and speech they donâ€™t like, reject apps that compete with their own offerings, and
prioritize Web traffic (reserving the fastest loading speeds for the highest bidders and sticking everyone else with the slowest).No
organization, person, or party should have that ability to control the free flow of knowledge, speech, or information.
740. peter boyle, Chagrin falls, OH, 44022
I want a strong net neutrality supported by title 2 oversite of isps
741. Dan Arters, Solon, OH, 44139
One of the most basic purposes of the FCC is to protect the rights of citizens to communicate freely, which absolutely includes the free
use of internet by all individuals. By not upholding Net Neutrality to the most strict of standards, that "freedom" now sits in the hands of
the few who run ISPs, who can only gain by serving biased content. This is something that should never happen, and is worth drawbacks
that might come from ISPs not gaining that additional revenue from biased connection speeds
742. James Edward Arnold, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Without a legal foundation to address the anticompetitive practices of the largest players in the market, the FCCâ€™s current course
threatens the viability of competitive entry and competitive viability. Direct competitors to the biggest cable and telephone companies
have reservations about any plan at the FCC that seeks to enhance their market power without any meaningful restraints on their ability
to monopolize large swaths of the internet. I have those same reservations. I'm part of the 3/4 of Americans that have no choice for
internet. Killing title II classification will only help the rich monopolistic companies so they keep control. No need to inovate when you
can charge whatever you want for a utility that is required to function as a citizen. Do what's right for Americans not what's best for your
buddies back at Verizon. I'm very angry your choosing to line the pockets of your former colleagues rather than do your civic duty. The
government is supposed to protect it's citizens from these monopolistic companies so they don't do harm. Remember when you had to
shop at the company store because you got paid in company currency. No, because the government protected it's citizens when they
realized it was bad to let companies grow too large and control everything. They put a stop to it, with regulations These days the
government does nothing but side with the big companies. I feel like I live in a foreign country seeing the policies being pushed, the way
the media is being silenced and discredited, and our votes are being suppressed. Something is deeply wrong here in America. When the

rich few (monopolistic companies) make all the laws in their favor, democracy is dead. Do the right thing, don't follow your partizen
Bros and flush America down the toilet just to win. By the way, Mr Chairman your videos make you look like a pompus jerk. You
should stop making them they are not helping you. You present yourself and make your arguments like an internet troll in them. It is
very discrediting to you in my opinion. You should be ashamed of the videos, as well as this restoring internet freedom garbage.
743. Scott Trimmer, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please support Net Neutrality by continuing to classify ISP's as Title 2 Common Carriers.
744. D. Wynne, Chardon, OH, 44024
The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me and the US economy as a whole. I implore you to
protect them. If ISPs are granted the power to control access and the speed of traffic over the internet, small and start-up companies will
be at a competitive disadvantage and may not be able to compete with larger companies. As this, and other administrations, continually
claim to be supporters of small businesses and that small business tend to be the job-creators, putting small businesses in such a
disadvantaged position is counter to the objective of having a robust US economy that can compete on a global scale.
745. Net Neutrality, Mentor on the Lake, OH, 44060
To whom it may concern,I specifically support strong net neutrality backed by Title II oversight of ISP's. Don't let Ajit Pai ruin all the
good work that has been put into place and restrict the flow of any internet to whomever may choose to use it.
746. James Butera, Eastlake, OH, 44095
The internet is a vital resource for all Americans. The proposal to remove net neutrality protections will result in the American people
having restricted access to said internet. This should never happen and is why this proposal needs to be rescinded.Thank you
747. Kegan, Mantua, OH, 44255
internet doesn't need anyone controlling it. We should be able to use it for what we want, when we want. ISP's already screw us on
pricing most of the time.
748. Michael Pandy, Eastlake, OH, 44095
As a citizen of the United States of America, I want to voice my support for Net Neutrality, and to keep Title II in place, taking those
protections away will be a major setback for the American people.
749. Nathan Campbell, Mentor, OH, 44060
I want the internet to be open and free, not to be controlled by the government or ISP's.
750. Cristian Gomez Olivares, Novelty, OH, 44072
I am a language professor at an American University, who heavily relies on the Internet to do research. Most of the websites that I
constantly visit, are not mainstream nor commercial. If net neutrality is not maintained, I and many more like me will see drastically
hindered our chances to keep researching and sharing my knowledge with my students.
751. Leeor Dicker, Painesville, OH, 44077
I'm floored that we're doing this YET AGAIN. Net neutrality is an issue that shouldn't even be an issue anymore. Maintain Title II
classification for ISP's -- they are already monopolies and since the FCC is doing _NOTHING_ to break them apart at least protect the
open Internet by forcing them to abide by specific rules.
752. Thomas Kovalski JR, madison, OH, 44057
Do not revoke net neutrality. it will benefit nobody but the big cable companies who are desperate for revenue because we the people
are cutting cable. Its not our fault the quality of cable TV has gone down.
753. William Chin, Aurora, OH, 44202
We need to keep the internet a free and open space. Without restrictions. Many depend on the internet for communication, entertainment
and access to knowledge. Web sites should not be throttled, restricted or outright prohibited. Don't leave the power in the hands of the
ISPs or government. That is a dangerous road to go down. The world is already complicated and confusing. Don't make it worse.
754. Simon Livshits, Solon, OH, 44139
When we surf the web, we expect to have privacy and access to the content we would like. If we remove these neutrality rules and allow
ISP's to have control over what we surf, such as banning certain websites, we become no better than the government of the People's
Republic of China. We should be allowed to keep our freedom on the internet, just as we have freedom of speech. Restrictions hinder
our freedom and they destroy competitive markets, and if these new rules/restrictions do come to pass, there will be lots of angry and
dissatisfied people. Let us keep our neutrality rules, it is for the better.
755. Jacob Sherlock, ashtabula, OH, 44004
mercy
756. Alexandar Barratt, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I believe in an open net.
757. christopher macadam, willoughby, OH, 44094
I should be able to choose what websites I want to go on. I want to have freedom of information. Not just what the government wants
me to see.
758. Christopher Kovalcheck, Huntsburg, OH, 44046
It is very important to not restrict any flow of information in the modern age. The circulation of information is directly responsible for

the tremendous technological achievements we benefit from every day. Less freedom is anti-American, and so is the basis for net
neutrality. The interests of the few never outweigh the interests of the many. There are certain inevitabilities in life, and freedom of
information is one of those. No good will ever come from this concept of controlling information highways.
759. Kevin Kerr, Concord, OH, 44060
We must preserve net neutrality and keep the internet free and open. The internet has become more than a simple email or messaging
service, it has become vital to everyday life being used by businesses large and small. It is used as a primary connection to the outside
world for many people, including myself. Currently I have two options for high speed internet service, both offer speeds that are nearly
identical at nearly identical prices. So do I really have a choice? We are in a new age of innovation and progress, we cannot allow that to
be stifled by outdated beliefs and rules that only benefit large corporations. We must protect the internet and all of its users, no matter
how small or big.
760. John Vanderhoff, Stow, OH, 44224
The internet is a pathway to avenues of free speech, expression, and education that should be kept open and unrestricted in order to
promote a more democratic and diverse society.
761. Joseph Anderson, Chesterland, OH, 44026
As an aspiring animator about to enter college to learn my trade, the most recurring piece of advice I receive from my artistic peers is to
make a well-established internet presence. By placing works on social media sites such as Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook, and Instagram, I
can effectively network with hundreds of thousands of people across the globe. This increased attention will be vital in getting seen by a
major employer, and therefore obtaining a job. If the FCC makes the decision to allow large corporations like Verizon and AT&T
control the accessibility to the internet, the ease at which I can put my name out on the market is harshly decreased. In addition to
paying for internet service, which is already a hefty average of $50 per month according to Time.com, I would also have to pay to
access the aforementioned social media sites-- and so would my viewers. This type of change to how the internet works severely
damages those trying to build their own businesses and livelihoods by putting up a pay wall on free speech. For instance, if net
neutrality is removed, companies like Verizon and AT&T can make certain websites more expensive to access. By doing so, Verizon
and AT&T can punish websites like Facebook and Twitter for making statements that aren't beneficial to their businesses. By keeping
the principle of Net Neutrality, the FCC can reinstate what was once known as the American Dream. In ages past, the American Dream
meant making enough of a living to own property. In the modern age, however, the American Dream has changed to be simply making
enough of a living. For a couple decades now, the open internet has become a tool to help making a living a little less stressful by
removing the geographical barriers to producers' audiences. The solution to the economic problems of America is at our fingertips, and
by keeping Net Neutrality, the United States has a chance at reestablishing itself as a strong global economy fueled by a mix of goods
and services alike. By removing Net Neutrality, the United States risks plunging into economic isolationism and cutting off easily
obtained trade-- all for the greed of a couple companies.Please keep Net Neutrality.
762. Mary Schellentrager, Chardon, OH, 44024
As a graduate student, I support net neutrality and Title II. I could not access the critical research I need without it. I purchase broadband
internet access to reliable access to the internet at fast speeds. I use other providers for email and cloud storage - my broadband internet
is just for internet and not any other information services. I only have two choices for my internet provider company, not enough options
for freedom of choice. I can't financially afford to switch anyway as I would be subject to high penalties and have to take time off work
for new installation. The FCC needs to retain regulatory control over internet companies to protect consumers like me and the hundreds
of millions like me. I urge you to retain net neutrality and Title II.
763. Michael H Weber, Willowick, OH, 44095
With the way the world is developing internet access is becoming just as important as food or electricity. To control access other than
simply providing is unthinkable.
764. Jordan Starcher, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Please side with internet neutrality for the open mind and open freedom that this country was built on.
765. Gabriel Hrastovic, Painesville, OH, 44077
I do not want ISPs to be legally allowed to filter the content I wish to see or upload to the Internet.
766. bq, windsor, OH, 44099
Net Neutrality needs to be kept. I can guarantee that as soon as soon as it is gone, an uproar will unfold larger than any that has been
seen previously.
767. Michael Dorsey, Willoughby, OH, 44094
We need a free and open internet to encourage the marketplace of ideas. Please do not slow us down and give more power to large
corporations.
768. Twitch, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Heck off I want net neutrality.
769. Joseph Maric, Chesterland, OH, 44060
I recommend not doing this out of greed. We stand in an age of technology and when you strip people of a common need in this day
they will retaliate. We already see DDoS attacks occurring on websites now and when you take the internet away from the people they
will take away your websites. This will be a sad day for the human race when we restrict the free information trade of the internet for
personal greed. I hope that you make the right call and let the people have what is a right. The right to information and knowledge.
770. Parker Smith, Chesterland, OH, 44026
I strongly believe that the internet should be neutral to help promote communication between people around the world. It also helps

stimulate the economy without the forceful interactions of big time media companies. Not everything is perfect about the internet, but
giving power to big companies does not help regulate it, but destabilize everything and everyone.
771. Tyler Gildone, Conneaut, OH, 44030
The net neutrality rules are a key component to having a free and open internet as we currently know it. I know of and have come to
know many people who have been able to use this in order to turn their creative talents into a means of creating a source of income,
whether by selling their works on sites like Etsy or garnering support from others through Patreon. The rules also allow people such as
myself to connect to others who have come to make my life more meaningful and urge me to achieve my goals. Allowing ISPs to have
control over network traffic and giving them the ability to block or hide sites that they do not favor could result in opportunities such as
these being snuffed out.One could argue that switching providers would solve this issue. However, there are places in the U.S. where the
consumer's options are, in some cases, extremely limited. For instance, a friend of mine who lives in one of the smaller counties in
Georgia only has access to a single service provider. They'd often complain about constantly losing their connection to the internet but
the provider in question refused to address the issue when they were contacted. Knowing that they have no competition to lose their
customers to, the provider seems to be willingly providing poor service. Poorly managed businesses like this should not be given more
power over their consumer base. It's important to achieve a balance between maintaining a free and open market for big businesses and
entrepreneurs while also providing a certain degree of regulations that keep consumers safe from being exploited by them. I firmly
believe that Net Neutrality is important for striking this balance.
772. Sean M Beattie, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net Neutrality should continue the way it is currently structured. It is up to the consumer to either favor or disfavor content displayed on
the Internet, not the providers. By restricting neutrality with providers giving favor to some content over others, one is removing our
freedom of choice. In short, a man selling his wares on a small store on the Etsy website should be not be hindered by slow load times in
favor of a major online retailer like Amazon.
773. Scott Schulte, Independence, OH, 44131
When the creator of the World Wide Web Tim Berners-Lee writes a piece in the WSJ to save net neutrality we should listen. Taking
away Net Neutrality is only being discussed to line the pockets of Verizon, AT&T and Comcast. This is an attack on free speech and
needs to be recognized as such. Ajit Pai likes to state that infrastructure investment by the private sector has declined rapidly since the
Title II net neutrality laws were put into effect. This is nonsense and it's a comment tied to special interests. Michael Powell, former
chairman of the FCC, who now runs the cable association, talks about how phenomenal the investment was in the internet. Furthermore,
in our papers every day we can see these companies paying billions and billions of dollars for one another.
774. Jacob Lemmon, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Net Neutrality needs to be a thing. Removing it is just plain stupid.
775. Matt Samardge, Chardon, OH, 44024
Net Neutrality is connected to Our Freedom of Speech. Do not silence the People. I strongly support Net Neutrality.
776. Wesley Cecil, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Revoking rules on net neutrality is against every ideal of capitalism.
777. Jeremy Krylow, Madison, OH, 44057
I support strong net neutrality rules that give individual people the power to choose which websites and apps are best. ISP's and other
corporations should not be allowed to limit or restrict access to anything internet related.
778. William E Campbell, Aurora, OH, 44202
Do not remove net neutrality protections that are currently in place! I want the internet to remain open and free from the control of any
one entity or group of individuals.
779. Dale, Northfield, OH, 44067
The internet is my livelyhood and my life, throttle that and you destroy my way of living. Censor the internet and you destroy
opportunities, friendships and a host of other things. I often say that it isn't America that is the land of the free, its the internet that is the
land of the free. With a neutral net, it allows me to trade stocks freely and at my whim. If you throttle the little guys (like me) and let the
bigger payers or companies get the faster speeds and better access it would devastate my trading. I understand what I'm buying when i
come to internet providers and purchase their service.
780. Michael Ma, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Keep net neutrality and stop these ISP from ripping us off as much as they do.
781. Chuck Benjamin, Stow, OH, 44224
I support the existing Title 2 classification with regards to Net Neutrality. Please do NOT give unfiltered power back to the ISP's
allowing them to restrict traffic in the name of profit. Whether I agree with opposing opinions or not, our constitution guarantees them. I
have served my country to help preserve freedom. Do NOT let Chairman Pai take them away.
782. James Ponder, Stow, OH, 44224
Please allow net neutrality rules to remain intact. There is a long history in this country of deregulating a commodity once commercial
interests have had a say and it never turns out well for the consumer.
783. Destiny, Chardon, OH, 44024
America is a free country, therefore our internet and websites should be free to browse.
784. Nadine Aboumerhi, Mentor, OH, 44060

I am against these net neutrality rules! An open internet is very important to me. I like being able to freely access websites without
forced payments or lag. I use the internet DAILY to research for my master's program and stay connected with my family who live in
another state. Greed has already destroyed much of American policies. Let the internet be free of this.
785. Matthew Naikelis, Aurora, OH, 44202
Please consider our plea. Don't give in to greed
786. Jack Stupiansky , Willoughby, OH, 44094
Net neutrality is a hugely important issue to me. The Internet is the main driver of innovation and communication in the 21st century. A
free and open Internet is quickly becoming the primary medium through which business is done, research is done, and people talk with
one another. It is necessary for the everyday lives of millions of Americans, no matter their class, color, or creed. However, FCC
chairman Pai's plan will throw a huge wrench into this progress. With the support of huge ISP's like Verizon, AT&T, and Comcast, Pai
will move their classification back to Title 1, allowing them to throttle connections and possibly block sites altogether, actions they
actually have taken in the past. This doesn't only hurt major online businesses like Amazon and Microsoft, but also the average
American. I personally rely on the Internet for talking with my friends, learning new languages, and viewing content that people pour
their heart and souls into making. Ending net neutrality is an injustice to us all.Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality
rules based on Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans.Thank you.Jack Stupiansky
787. Net Neutrality, Solon, OH, 44139
All traffic on the internet should be treated equally.
788. Rob Poelking, Russell, OH, 44072
Please protect net neutrality. Stop large corporations from pressuring ISPs to throttle or block internet content making it difficult for
small companies to do business on the net without having to pay increased fees for equal service.
789. Cody Calapa, Aurora, OH, 44202
I am 100% in support of maintaining net neutrality. To eliminate it would be a move to damage small and startup businesses, which is a
huge portion of our country's workforce.
790. Phillip Miller, Streetsboro, OH, 44241
We need Net Neutrality to stay around for a healthy internet.
791. Adam Truelsch, Chardon, OH, 44024
I strongly disagree with the proposed removal of Net Neutrality rules.I rely upon the internet for virtually every form of information:
news, research, entertainment. Furthermore, I have no choice in internet providers as their monopolistic practices have left me with a
single option for internet access thus I have no actual market choice to punish a provider for their business practices. I rely upon
government regulations to keep my access to the internet as free as possible. Allowing an ISP to prioritize certain internet traffic would
harm my access to unbiased information, and could reduce the choices I have in the free marketplace for a dozen different things that
i've grown to rely upon the internet for. Myself and everyone I know are already seriously harmed by the aggressive, monopolistic
business practices of internet service providers and have absolutely no faith in them to provide for the best interests of their customers as
they have little to no incentive to do so already. Releasing them from the few consumer protections they're already subject to can only
result in disaster.
792. Rebecca Gibson, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Policing the internet is like policing a cat-look how well it's going for China. Between VPNs and random governmental attacks, all that
this will entail is more problems for citizens who want nothing more than to use the internet. Know how cable options suck? And they're
super expensive? Don't make the internet usage something for only rich people.
793. Joshua Hilewick, Kent, OH, 44202
FCC must remain in control and mandate true net neutrality. That is: all content delivered over the internet must be treated fairly. Access
to checking email, social media, performing remote work for my employer, performing remote work for any future self started
companies must be protected such that ISP's cannot restrict access to a portion of the internet or shape my traffic in such a way that
penalizes me or a potential customer. ISP's must be held accountable to the transmission rates and features in sales ads.The FCC must
stand to protect the consumers from predatory practices of location based monopolies of ISPs and rate hikes without change of service
quality or condition (inflation costs excluded). The FCC should further regulate US companies to provided services in line with
international standards. Internet while I was working in South Korea and Europe years ago was already much better and much cheaper
in rural areas that mid major cities here.
794. Trevor Ostrowski, Painesville, OH, 44077
I am a professional in the IT field and require net neutrality for some for the jobs I do. throttling of any part of the internet would effect
speeds at which parts of my business works. Also, I feel that neutrality is a vital part of freedom of speech and the distribution of
information.Thank you.
795. Patricia Mulderig, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Please keep the internet open. I'd like to be able to decide which websites and apps are important to me - I don't think large companies
should have the power to do that for me. I'm perfectly able to do it myself and I resent this power grab in the name of money and power.
796. Eva Gibson, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Don't let webpages have to pay more to load. The ability to use the internet is a right, and being able to use the internet to sustain
yourself is all some people have-this kills their lively hood, when we already don't have enough jobs for everyone.
797. Ellen Dolphin, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094

We would like to maintain Net Neutrality, guaranteeing an open, unrestricted Internet that treated all data neutrally
798. corwin hanson, Mentor, OH, 44060
Keep the internet open, the FCC should stop trying to impose regulations on it.
799. Anthony Fortuna, Kirtland, OH, 44094
Never before have we had such a wealth of information and services so easily accessible for all as the internet. Please keep it free and
open so that everyone, regardless of economic standing, can access information on anything in the world in an instant.
800. Michael Okrent, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
We need net neutrality to insure unbiased access, no costs to users or any content providers. Regulated public utilities provide electricity
and water service to the public. The Internet is a public utility. Those that control the internet should not be allowed to throttle content or
speeds in any way. Net neutrality also promotes jobs, which is President Trump's # 1 priority.
801. Sharath Sakleshpur, Solon, OH, 44139
Please maintain net neutrality. Otherwise it will cause internet providers to have special relationships with a few websites and eventually
lead to a bad experience for the end user.A lot of innovation has happened with companies like Netflix, Fullscreen, Amazon that have
had a wide customer base and have original stuff because of net neutrality.
802. Spencer McIntyre, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I work in Information Technology and I rely upon the internet to perform my job on an hourly basis. It is critical that the resources I
need to access are treated fairly and without bias. Furthermore, there are very few choices when it comes to internet service providers.
While many companies exist, the extent of their coverage is sporadic. Many people such as myself only have one or two options and no
way of changing that without physically moving to a new home where alternative coverage is available.I urge you to please maintain
and support the net neutrality rules.
803. Jason A. Petrasko, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
A neutral internet benefits all instead of some. It was founded from day one to be an open resource, let's keep it that way.
804. Edwin Sarver, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
When I buy broadband internet I expect it to be unbiased when delivering the content that I suggest. I want the network priority of my
research network traffic to be the same as that of my cat-video watching traffic. Net neutrality protects those who are starting new
internet-based companies that may be a rival to other already ingrained companies. Ensuring that net neutrality is protected ensures that
innovation will continue to occur and the opportunities that the open-internet affords will be available for years to come. If net-neutrality
is removed or not enforces, ISPs, though they may say otherwise, have no incentive to protect these rights and may begin furthering
their own agendas and promote content that they provide, own, or have been paid for. Regulation is a good thing when done properly
and net neutrality is a good policy to uphold.
805. Reagina Elrod, Geneva, OH, 44041
Access to information should be free and accessible. Destroying net neutrality will make is harder for low and moderate income family
to access information. We need to protect our youth and allow them opportunity and knowledge so they can truly make this country
great!
806. Mike Sawayda, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Internet is a utility, therefor net neutrality is of utmost importance.
807. Danielle LaHurd, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
There is no reasonable economic nor technical reason to not treat all data the same over the internet.We cannot trust the ISP to be able to
manage their own customer service and billing appropriately, much less the entirety of the internet. Removing net neutrality protections
would allow ISPs to censor and tax content, virtually and digitally eliminating free speech as we know it, one of America's most well
known and well protected rights.The freedom of the internet has lead to new and unprecedented growth of new industries based entirely
on the freedom of the internet. Allowing the ISPs to decide who wins and who loses on the internet would lead to a great loss of new
and innovative ideas and businesses.Â Removing net neutrality would disproportionately harm small businesses as they would not have
the resources to fight against ISPsÂ hampering their data.It is more and more obvious that the majority of our current economy depends
on the internet, much like it depends on electricity.Â We do not argue that electricity is a utility, why are we arguing against data access
as a utility? Data is data. It should not be billed on its content or origin, nor should its content or origin even be relevant to the ISPs. An
ISP's only job should be to deliver that data, not to look at nor to discriminate by its content or origin.It is quite telling that the only
group campaigning for destroying Net Neutrality is the ISPs that would use the removal to directly profit off of both data creators and
data consumers, essentially double billing for the same content.Â It is also telling that since Title II was activated, there has been no
reduction in online investment and innovation, contrary to what the ISPs claim. (And it is also quite telling that the current ISPs are
constantly preventing new smaller ISPs from forming, and removing net neutrality would only make their monopoly worse.)
808. Braden Oltman, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
This comment is on the topic of Open Internet and Competition Online. Simply put, I do NOT trust the government or ISP's to control
what I view on the internet, 90% of the people in charge are all sell outs just looking to put money in their pockets and help their rich
friends. If the open internet policy were to change and go into the ISP's hands, not only is it another bull shit conservative sell out
scheme, it's also a lot like when Hitler was in power in Germany. How you might ask? Well think of it this way - back when Hitler was
in power he blared his wacky agenda and his awful propaganda on the streets, brain washing the people of his own country. ISP's
controlling my internet today is the EXACT same thing, only in modern day form. I don't want to see the content of who gave the ISP's
the most money and as a content creator, with no money to give, I have NO chance of surviving on the internet and this is America
right? I'm supposed to be able to live my dream, right? That dream is to become a full time content creator on the internet. In order for
me to do that I have to grow, in order to grow I have to gain viewership through being found by the viewers, not pay money, which I

don't have, to money hungry crooks who control everything. This way makes complete sense and will hold as an enjoyable viewer
driven experience, because that's what this is driven by, THE VIEWERS not ISP's.Here are my links just for you guys
too:https://www.twitch.tv/oldygaminghttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3vu8AGPfhcKPmPDoF0vYqAhttps://www.facebook.com/oldygaming/h
809. Joseph Radman Kosch, Geneva, OH, 44041
Net neutrality is integral to a fair and open internet. Giving ISPs the power to restrict traffic and prioritize traffic will be a step in the
direction of censorship, at which point we stop being the land of the free, and become the land of the highest bidder. Please don't let the
net neutrality laws be repealed.
810. Christian A Wrona, Northfield, OH, 44067
Removing Net Neutrality will basically lead to us being like North Korea but instead of it being a little man censoring us, its the greed
of major corporations and ISPs.
811. Kevin Schiavoni, Mentor, OH, 44060
Going back on Net Neutrality literally benefits no one except ISPs and friends of ISPs.
812. Gene Alexander Nye, Hudson, OH, 44236
The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me, and my businesses. I urge you to protect them. Not
to sound too dramatic but I truly believe we must maintain net neutrality if we want to continue a free society. If you believe in the
freedom of speech, please protect net neutrality.I don't want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites
an advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time
to let giant ISPs censor what we see and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T
blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes
for sites that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts
have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai
has made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and
small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to compete. You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small
businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in America-just to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous
for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet providers will be able to impose a private tax on every sector of the American
economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will be able to make it more difficult to access political speech that they don't like.
They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to
have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has
made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Please
publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to
dissuade him.Thank you!Gene Alexander Nye
813. Given Reed, Stow, OH, 44224
Net neutrality is important. It ensures that everything on the internet is treated fairly and equally. If I want things to be faster, I can buy
better internet. It's not up to the ISP to decide what information can get to me and how fast it gets there.
814. net neutrality, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Net Neutrality has made the internet a more open and level platform for anyone and everyone to have equal access. At a time when there
is very little competition in the market, Title II protects the consumers from the mega-oligopolies. I remember a few years ago being
denied the ability to add a particular application on my cell phone because it was a competitor to an application that the service provider
was pushing. Title II is the protection that every consumer needs. We don't have deep pockets. We can't build out our own
infrastructure. We can't own our own ISP. What we can do is voice our opposition to tearing out the protection from the ISP's and other
service providers from taking advantage of us. Do not repeal Title II regulations. Do not sacrifice the open internet for extra revenue.
Instead, strengthen the existing rules and push for more requirements that push ISP's to build out their infrastructure. America needs this
more than ever.Do not kill the Internet.
815. Thomas Lockwood, Stow, OH, 44224
The claim that the Title II classification imposed on internet service providers throttles business capabilities is erroneous, at best. There
have been plenty of government grants since the early-to-mid 90's given to these ISPs to help improve the infrastructure and lower
overall cost per consumer. These improvements have not been made, yet they are complaining that a fair and level playing field will
damage their ability to provide service. This problem has been addressed numerous times with federal funding, if they misappropriated
said funding and cannot compete within the global marketplace then they should succumb to the inevitability of the free market, not
overcharge consumers for out-dated capabilities and technology. Two of the biggest service providers don't even compete within each
other's markets. This is unacceptable and keeping them in Title II is the first step to dismantling the oligopolistic tendencies that the ISP
market is experiencing.
816. Net Neutrality, Painesville, OH, 44077
Do NOT censor, restrict or throttle our Internet! Keep the Internet FREE and OPEN!! What the Internet REALLY needs is to be faster!
Instead of removing Net Neutrality, instead force ISPs to give everyone faster Internet with NO restrictions. LEAVE OUR INTERNET
ALONE!!! Letting out businesses buy out your opinion is criminal.
817. Brittany Giomuso, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Free internet and net neutrality!! Don't screw us over!
818. Jonah Magid, Painesville, OH, 44077
I have recently become aware of the distrubing news that the FCC is going forward with its plan to end NET neutrality even after a
public vote clearly voted no. I hope that you receive this and reconsider your plan as it is an unconstituational move purely to line the
pocket books of the telecommunications industry.Thank you for taking the time to hear my concerns.

819. David Visti, Northfield, OH, 44067
I hope you will continue the policy of net neutrality. The internet is key to America's productivity and competitiveness in the world
economy. Already, the U.S. lags behind many other countries in the world in internet speed. Please don't allow us to be also further
hobbled by eliminating net neutrality.
820. Justin, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Hey, I would really appreciate it if we kept the Internet in a state that didn't give a bunch of power to the ISPs to abuse their customers.
The internet is a requirement to get by in day to day life, I would not be able to graduate from college without access to it and yet certain
people have the audacity to claim they should have more power to over charge consumers for what is a basic human right at this point in
line with things like electricity and running water. We live in the most advanced country in the world and yet we are entertaining the
idea of censoring the internet to the will of the ISPs? This is ridiculous and it is insane that we are even having this debate, get it
together.
821. AMANDA TURNEY, STOW, OH, 44224
The net should be up to par for everyone and we should have unlimited access to all data. Not just what you want us to see or hear. We
have right to expression. I remember the net when I was 15 it was slow there wasnt much when you looked things up. But with all the
resources today that are available and at a fast speed we can do the things that need to be done. I dont want to be blocked from a site that
I need information from just because someone above me dosnt want me to have that knowledge.
822. Judith Burns Cappara, Montville, OH, 44064
Customer of Windstream. This is the only internet provider available in this area. Have experienced a slow down in signal. Contacted
company, was told my speed currently was at a 3 and for $5 more per month, the speed could be raised to a level 4. This was considered
and upgrade. The availability for different service is not an option in this area. Monopolistic control of internet service.
823. Christopher Langer, Novelty, OH, 44072
I believe in an open internet that is free in it's span of use for everyone. I do not believe in letting the FCC and other corporations decide
what I can view for free and what I need to pay for to view. When I purchase internet service from my provider, I want to be able to
access the entire internet for one price. I already have no competition in my area for providers, so to have additional restrictions in place
would make me reconsider paying for that service in the first place. As the FCC, you should be protecting me from these corporations
that want to control what I do on the internet and how I pay for it. I hope you continue to do so and protect Net Neutrality for all citizens
of the United States.
824. Nick Kocsis, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I believe that net neutrality should remain in place.
825. Joshua Clark, Northfield, OH, 44067
Keep net neutrality. You could end up creating little monopolies by companies paying for what we see first. Instead of a fair
representation of what we want to see. As of right now, in my neighborhood, there is only a few ISP's that i can choose from. So if the
two or three ISP's i can choose from both choose and pick what I see; I could be missing out on things like little companies and small
online shops that i like to view and purchase from.
826. net neutrality, Solon, OH, 44139
Net Neutrality demands to be enforced and I demand full access to the internet without ISP intervention
827. Phil Bradshaw, painesville, OH, 44077
Leave the internet alone and just as it is. No need to let the ISPs have that much control, they are already monopoly in many areas of the
US and most of us do not have the option to pick someone else.
828. Marlena Lewandowski, Macedonia, OH, 44056
The freedom to have access to anything is critical to my independence in this country. It is something that sets the USA apart from other
counties that restrict things that people can access via the web. I know that it is said that that won't happen, but we all know from
experience that it always does. If someone says "no one will do it that way" it still happens that way (hence all kinds of crazy warnings
on innocuous items).I don't want to have to worry that some major company will decide they don't like something and bar me from
seeing that content on the internet. This would be a major violation of my rights and instead of fighting to get my freedom back I would
rather keep the freedom and not have to worry about it in the first place.Where I live, even though it's in a fairly populated area, I
already have little to no choice in my internet provider. It would be horrible for my provider to be able to limit me in any way, and then
for me to realize that I don't have any other options in providers so I can't even leave to find a more open minded and freedom
supporting provider.
829. Nicholas Farone, Perry, OH, 44081
DON'T LET THE ISPS THROTTLE MY INTERNET CONNECTION YOU MONGRELS
830. Patricia A Kovacs, Geneva, OH, 44041
Stop this ! What right do you have to give the bigger guy more privilages? I believe you people sit there at your desks and think how can
we screw the poor American people ! Don't we ,the working American already pay for enough and are given nothing! The small
business community has just as much right to the internet without limits. Leave us alone! I truly have lost any respect or trust in our
political parties and all of the government and its departments. It makes me sick!
831. juliet touma, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
I am a college student who accesses many different websites for my education which are free which depends on net neutrality.
832. Jeremy Nagy, Eastlake, OH, 44095

To eliminate net-neutrality is allowing numerous telecom companies to ultimately hold a monopoly on the internet, which is
unacceptable. We as consumers should have the internet access we pay for and not have to bow down to the wants of a select few
companies. More individuals and companies support net-neutrality than oppose, so to repeal it would be extremely undemocratic and
would be bowing down to the highest bidder.
833. Nick Preda, Mentor, OH, 44060
Don't change the internet, it allows people to express themselves however they like, as long as it's legal.
834. Nathan Meyer, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please dont mess with and change how the internet is it is perfectly fine we dont need more regulation by the government!!!
835. GIna Zimbardi, Walton Hills, OH, 44146
The internet needs to stay free. It isn't something that should be regulated by the highest buck.
836. Christian Simione, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
We need to keep the internet as a utility, no one person should have control over such utility
837. brandan, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
The internet should be a place free of government meddling
838. Hannah Maxwell, Chesterland, OH, 44026
We support Net Neutrality. We do not want our ISP to be able to limit our access to the internet, and control what we see first, etc. We
support the open internet and competition online.
839. Kevin Li, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I'm sure every American loves freedom of speech. These days, the internet is the biggest conduit for people to exercise that right. But
getting rid of net neutrality opens to floodgates to direct affronts to our rights. A grave injustice.
840. Internet, Painesville, OH, 44077
Please Keep Net neutrality. Although the internet is far from perfect and we do need to take steps in rectifying its current state, this is
not the answer. This would be a worse situation than one we are in now. So please Support net neutrality
841. Ilya viner jr, Novelty, OH, 44072
The internet needs to stay neutral for everyone's sake.
842. Janine Harvey, Grand River, OH, 44045
Protect equal access for America's citizens and its small businesses. We expect to maintain access to an internet unencumbered by speed
manipulation, fees for access and the like. Stand up for equal opportunity for access, usability and innovation. Stand up for Net
Neutrality.
843. internet, Willoughby, OH, 44094
stop your greediness and protect our internet freedom
844. Robert O. E, Chardon, OH, 44024
The simple fact that the dispute between Net Neutrality existing and being mute is just another reason why business has control ofthe
gov. Comcast runs a monopoly and yet you sit complacent. This is disgusting. Don't let it continue to happen, that is ignore the people
of our supposedly free country
845. Alison Shedloski, Hudson, OH, 44236
Do not get rid of net neutrality. I am completely for it. I and basically everyone on the internet believes that the internet is a free source
of information that should be available to everyone, regardless of how much money you have. Paying for certain websites hinders free
speech and consequently hurts the people that require their content to be easily seen by everyone. I am an artist who promotes my work
to others through the internet. I am also a recent college graduate who needs to use sites to apply for employment and extend my
network. I cannot believe anyone would want to hinder that.
846. Shane Nelson, Mentor, OH, 44060
We need to all have equal and un-restricted acess to all of the internet's sites and offerings so kindly don't with this. The majority of
internet users disagree with this intended restriction to make net neutrality possible. So it hasn't been neutral till now? Feels like it has
been and i know that is just my side but i doubt you have tangible evidence to back up your claim for the net neutrality need. Leave us
alone with your lobbying and whatnot
847. Christopher Kuhlow, Stow, OH, 44224
In the interest of maintaining an internet that is equitable, I urge you to protect the net neutrality rules. By lifting or reducing them, this
will allow big capital to bully small business and individuals out of visibility on the internet. It is no secret why those in favor of lifting
or reducing the net neutrality rules are overwhelmingly those affiliated with large billion dollar companies. I am calling on you to
consider the interests of the citizenry of the USA, even though our pocketbooks do not run as deep, and maintain an internet free from
corporate bullying.
848. Anthony-Jared Lino, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net neutrality should be left alone and is working perfectly fine how it is today. We deserve access to everything on the internet.
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) should not have the power to throttle, deny access, or control my interests. If we start to mess with
what we have access to it allows the top 1% to pull even further away from the other 99%. It wouldn't only be a problem for your every

day person but also businesses. It could kill small businesses as they could not afford to be publicized as frequently as Big Market
Corporations i.e. Wal-mart. It would also be against the first amendment right as we could no longer have access to people's view and
opinions such as Blogs, Vlogs, and forums. We need access to everything and to be allowed to use the internet as we choose, not how
our ISPs or their owns see fit.
849. Derek Kane Smith, Chardon, OH, 44024
I mean seriously? How much did they pay to write their own rules and spin them to the public. I am for net neutrality.
850. Marilyn Weiss, Willoughby, OH, 44094
It is essential that we protect net neutrality. At a time when the world has become more connected than ever we need to have free, equal
access to the internet. In order to continue to be a functioning democracy our citizens need to be able to access the same information, not
the information selected by ISPs.No one site should be prioritized over another. No one business should be able to pay to receive better
service. And no service provider should be able to prioritize their own content and put others at a disadvantage. Small start ups should
have the same ability to reach out as large companies and corporations, and a free open internet give them that chance.
851. Scott Peetz, Hudson, OH, 44236
Our cable company is the only way to get broadband service in my city. You're going to allow what is essentially a monopoly to have
free reign over pricing and information. It makes me sick that you represent businesses and not the people.
852. Mira Antolovich, Solon, OH, 44139
Please don't get rid of net neutrality. The name itself implies why we should have it, neutrality: "the state of not supporting or helping
either side in a conflict, disagreement, etc.; impartiality". I only have access to one ISP and if that ISP decided to discriminate against
any streaming network, I would have no choice but to deal with this. If my ISP decided to decide that Skype would have slower
connection, I would lose my ability to talk to my many friends that have become as close as family and have saved my life repeatedly.
While I may only be one person, 58% of Americans also have the issue where there is only one ISP in their living area. The broad base
of fairness for advertisers and websites is the basis of the internet. While I might not be old enough to vote (yet), I've been using the
internet since I was 8 and I have been aiming for a career in the tech industry for a very long time now. Because of this, I understand the
importance of the internet and the sheer amount of issues that getting rid of net neutrality contains. The FCC cannot abandon the
protection of consumers on the ISP's as this is almost certainly the most important communications network we have for this day and
age. I am already horrified that our information, our personality as a human being, can be dissected through ads and though people may
say it's private, I can point out many times that they have been able to harm people through this (ex: the lady that was outed at work by a
advertisement). Please don't let them take away net neutrality. It's the only thing left that can truly make the internet a fair place for the
whole world.
853. I, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I don't want anyone deciding what I look at on the internet but me.
854. Rex Poe, Reminderville, OH, 44202
Please maintain true net neutrality for the internet. ISP's already have enough of a monopoly as it is, especially in rural areas where only
a single ISP is available to most people, and to lend ISP's further power to throttle internet sites they don't own only exacerbates this
situation. Therefore, please keep the internet truly neutral and don't let ISP's throttle connections to websites.
855. Jeremy Gruszewski, Northfield, OH, 44067
The internet needs net neutrality. Keep it!
856. Eddie P Litz, Novelty, OH, 44072
Please leave the Internet Neutrality the way it is. Everyone should have freedom online. If they want restrictions online, they can always
download Internet Filtering software unless otherwise please leave the internet the way it is. There is honestly nothing wrong w/ today's
Internet Neutrality. People shouldn't have slow internet, everyone should have the freedom to have the fastest internet speed possible.
Everything that the Internet Neutrality has is fine the way it is. No changes need to be made and people shouldn't have to pay extra to
view certain content. Everyone should have the freedom to view that content whenever they like. Again no changes need to be made to
Internet Neutrality.
857. Phil Sykora, Stow, OH, 44224
Whenever I get a Reddit pop-up telling me to save net neutrality, I make it my duty to continue the strength and robustness of the
internet as a species. To this end, I hold HTML duels. Taking two websites between Firefox and Internet Explorer, I apply traffic,
accessing them from my mobile phone and desktop computer to see which one loads the slowest. That is the â€œloser,â€ and I
CTRL+W the inferior one immediately. The winner gets to go another round. I have found that, in general, the well-programmed sites
with lighter page weight are stronger, and the non-HTTPS sites with lots of plug-ins and gifs are genetically inferior. I have
hypothesized that the non-HTTPS sites as a race cannot survive long in the intense theater of competition that is the modern copypasta
and meme-generating world. Occasionally I will get a mutation, a website that hasn't been updated since the early '90s, or loaded with
404 errors, or a simple wall of text with no navigation menu. Almost invariably this proves to be a weakness, but on very rare occasions
it gives the website extra strength. In this way, the species continues to adapt to its environment. When I reach the end of the fifth page
of Google Search, I am left with one website, the strongest of the herd. Since it would make no sense to cache this one as well, I print
out the entire page, clear my internet history and cookies, and fold the webpage neatly in an envelope and send it to Bing, A Division of
Microsoft, Inc., Bellevue, WA 98004-555 110th Avenue NE, U.S.A., along with a 3x5 card reading, "Please use this website for
breeding purposes." This week they wrote back to thank me, and sent me a coupon for a free position as Lead Developer at Bing
Headquarters, as well as a $500k advance. I consider this "bribe money." I have set aside the weekend for a grand tournament. I plan on
using Google, though, and not Bing -- because let's get serious. From a field of 1,350,000 results in 0.63 seconds, we will discover the
true champion. There can only be one.Don't mess with my internet.
858. Benjamin Smartnick, Hudson, OH, 44236

I am commenting about the changes to the principles of internet neutrality. The changes you are planning on making are dangerous and
would be a terrible defeat for internet freedom.
859. Ryan Claren, Northfield, OH, 44067
Without Net Neutrality America cannot claim to be a Great Democratic Nation. The internet allows us to learn, share our views, express
that which the first amendment guarantees. To censor that is to spit in the face of our forefathers who championed it. Without Net
Neutrality, we cannot claim to be a champion of a free market. Capitalism is about letting business fail when they aren't viable, not
allow them to buy their way into laws to prevent competition. We cannot make a country great when we undermine that which makes us
great.
860. Eddie P Litz, Novelty, OH, 44072
Everyone has the right to do whatever & whenever they want online. Everyone has the right to contact whoever they want online. Let
the Police & Cyber Security handle the bad stuff that goes online & leave the Government out of it. Internet Freedom is a Right, not a
Luxury. Let's keep it that way for all Internet users.
861. Michael Nelson, Jefferson, OH, 44047
The bill goes against all ideals of American freedom, and the wishes of your constituents. It cannot be allowed to pass
862. Jacquelyn Beller, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
We support open access to the internet.
863. Stephane Nouafo, Solon, OH, 44139
Net neutrality is an equivalent to the first amendment of the constitution for the internet. ISPs cannot be allowed to have more control
and more say as to who or what gets priority or any sort of superiority. Keeping them categorized as a Title II Telecommunications
Service is necessary and a symbol of democracy. FCC's Open Internet Rules matter and I urge you to protect them!!
864. Chris Paladino, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I value the speed, and idea behind a free and equal internet. I do not feel it's in our American Citizen best interest to allow companies to
charge (or be charged) for those who can afford what ISPs decide.
865. net neutrality, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Letting ISP's control the internet is not what this county is about. We should have the freedom to view the content that we wish to,
without having to worry about censorship from anyone. It is downright unconstitutional to let companies control the media.
866. Miles Monga, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I guess as long as the government is slowly shirking the responsibilities and commitments outlined in the Constitution, devaluing and
deteriorating the already-crumbling facade of authority that they already have, you might as well blatantly ignore our first amendment
rights by silencing the individual and pedestalizing the corporations. Or, if you want to uphold your responsibility to the country and the
populace, you can maybe not do that. Keep net neutrality!
867. andrew ball, Stow, OH, 44224
This is ridiculous. You all should be ashamed of what your trying to do to the internet. You will doom the creativity of an entire nation
doing this. I sincerely hope you change your minds or you will have people rioting in the streets
868. jacob pettorini, Perry, OH, 44081
Keep the internet free! This is just another step in the wrong direction to controlling our freedom. The internet is an incredibly valuable
tool and to suppress that is shameful.
869. Austin Doherty, Stow, OH, 44224
Getting rid of net neutrality is just going to help bigger companies and hurt the smaller ones. So voting to get rid of it is just like saying
that you support monopolies. Also, it will hurt the abilities of consumers being able to go to the websites that they want to, since
companies will be able to throttle the network availability to sites that don't pay them.
870. Rachael Leicher, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Net neutrality is very important to me and to every other American citizen that is not a money hungry tyrant. I will decide what is
important to view and what is not. It is an outrage that this is even being considered. If I'm paying for an internet service, I should be the
one deciding what websites I want to view and when, not my ISP. Restricting access and connection speed is taking away our freedom!
871. Jacob Lisic, Stow, OH, 44224
I would like to see net neutrality stay.
872. Jason Bolczak, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please keep the internet free and open as it is and has been. Look at the good and openes is has provided. The connections the internet
has given us. Don't take it away for money, parks are free to the public, the internet is a park of a verchal kind. I do not want the internet
to change.
873. Joseph Hefler IV, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please do not end net neutrality. This is a marketing scheme and will only slow down the evolution of the human race by limiting our
imaginations and making us pay to use them. Home of the brave, land of the FREE. Free to do as we please without being controlled.
Freedom of speech. We are not slaves. Please do not treat us like them. Thank you. Joseph Hefler IV
874. Kira, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124

I am with my ISP solely because no one else will service my area. I have no other choice, I hate the company. I don't simply have the
option to switch if this becomes something they are allowed to adopt. I pay for access to the internet at high speeds for reasons that are
my own. I express myself, I communicate, I assemble with others. I exercise my rights to do so. My allowing anyone to limit this, to
decide how quickly or easily I can engage with the global community is shameful. Do not give ISP the power to determine what I can
and cannot look at and how I can and cannot access it.
875. Heather Sedlak, Northfield, OH, 44067
The internet doesn't need any more filters.
876. William R. DeVore, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I support strong protection for net neutrality, backed by Title II. History tells us that ISPs cannot be trusted to 'do the right thing' without
clear and strong regulations that prohibit 'playing favorites' and 'picking winners'.
877. Anthony , Mentor, OH, 44060
I don't much to say other than I believe the internet should be an open platform in the same way it is now. I've seen incredible amounts
of greed come from internet/TV companies when paying for their services and i'd rather not see that same greed dip into the free online
space where being found, recognized, and supported online can be hard enough.I support net neutrality.Anthony
878. Sam Stepanovic, Mentor, OH, 44060
When I purchase broadband services I expect fully open and uncontrolled access to history's most free creation. My connection to the
world should not be limited while I continue to pay.
879. Joseph R. Kosch, Geneva, OH, 44041
The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me!!! I urge you to protect them.I don't want ISPs to
have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast lanes" for
companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time to let giant ISPs censor what we see and do online.Censorship by
ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game
League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts
the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the
FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some
companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to
compete. You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in
America-just to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet
providers will be able to impose a private tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will
be able to make it more difficult to access political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that
would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's
open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other
Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on
Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank you!Joseph R. Kosch
880. Jamal James, stow, OH, 44224
The current Net neutrality laws are very important and may even need to be strengthened. please do not doom us to even more sub par
internet.
881. Carson, Hudson, OH, 44236
I don't want the ISP to have the power to block websites or slow them down. Everyone should have equal opportunity on the internet.
Please don't do this.
882. Robert M Keegan, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
The simple fact of the matter is getting rid of net neutrality has the potential to not only destroy many small businesses (something the
federal government is constantly claiming they want to protect, even though their actions tell a different story), but it will also impact
the rights of the consumer. When I pay for something I expect to receive what I was promised, which in this case is uncontrolled access
to the internet. The internet is quickly becoming a necessity of life in America, getting a job, paying bills, access to the news, these are
all things the internet is used for. If this is allowed to pass ISP's will essentially have full control over American livelihood. How it is
even being considered is beyond me.
883. Bridget Hale, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
You know why I'm sending this.
884. William Burkhart, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Internet service providers should not have the ability to curate my service (i.e. paid prioritization or throttling speeds) based off of any
other deals that they make as a private company. I pay ISPs like Comcast and Windstream, not so that I can have my access to websites
and products I want to use limited by company policy or profit incentives, but rather so that I can have unfettered access to the internet
as a whole at whatever speed is agreed upon by me--the consumer. Net Neutrality protections benefit the consumer over the influential
private corporations that would otherwise be able to take advantage of customers due to their control over internet infrastructure. Please,
do what is best for the many rather than what is best for the influential few.
885. Chris Petruccio, Eastlake, OH, 44095
ISPs are already currently gutting customers in a allowed monoploy, and now the government is actually looking to remove what little
protections we have to corporations who have senators already in their pockets. Do not let this fall on deaf ears. I am in full support of
Net Neutrality protections and implore to keep them.

886. Christopher Kern, Chesterland, OH, 44026
Keep net neutrality! Internet access should not be monatarized any more than it already is!
887. Austin Donovan, Stow, OH, 44224
I write to you today in hopes of persuading you to retain Title II net neutrality rules. These protections are extremely important to me
and anyone else who enjoys the Internet as it is.These protections ensure that large companies and corporations cannot be given
prioritized access over smaller, independent entities. They are essential in keeping the Internet open and free.If these protections are
revoked, all sites would have to pay more to ensure quick access. Many of these smaller sites will not be able to afford this, however. As
a result, these sites will experience severe slowdowns, people will be discouraged from using them, and unless they inundate them with
advertisements - which will likely only further inconvenience users - they may be forced off of the Internet, or even out of business.In
an age where the Internet has become so crucial to the functioning of America's economy and democracy, this is completely
unacceptable. By slowing these small companies off of the Internet, innovation will be stifled, their owners and employees will lose
their livelihoods, and they will become destitute if they are unable to find new jobs, which will deepen the already massive wealth gap.
Evidently, revoking Title II protections can do nothing but hurt people like them.Average Americans will also find themselves paying
more than previously. The websites that do survive this will have to rely on advertisements or charge their users to afford remaining in
the fast lane. Customers, now with no option but to support these larger sites, will find themselves forced to pay more than they may
hope to, particularly those who live paycheck to paycheck and simply cannot afford to do this. On top of their Internet bills, which are
already too high for many, people will be unable to afford using the Internet and will be cut off from this vital tool. Nobody but
corporate CEOs and Internet provider bosses stand to benefit from this. It is therefore my firm belief that net neutrality protections must
remain in place. They are far more important than some people realize, and they are essential to the sanctity of the open Internet.
Revoking them will stand to harm almost everyone except corporate bosses already making far more money than necessary. For the
sake of the American people, I implore you to keep them in place. Thank you for reading.Austin Donovan
888. Michael Hartman, Painesville, OH, 44077
I wish to keep the internet open the way it is.
889. Nicholas William Constantino, Mentor on the Lake, OH, 44060
please bro dont let em take my net neutrality away.
890. Greg Reznik, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
FCC needs to keep internet's net neutrality rules preserved. Internet became what it is today precisely because it was organically
developing without priority fast lanes or ISP's ability to block competition websites or services!
891. Miranda Hester, Willoughby, OH, 44094
By destroying net neutrality, you will allow a world where you can have access to content if your lucky enough to want content that
aligns with your ISP. If you don't? Good luck. ISP companies are already monopolies. Don't give them more power.
892. Andrew Brown, stow, OH, 44224
As a Programmer and an Internet Personality, I rely on having a usable internet connection at all times in order to do my job. Without
net neutrality, internet service providers would have the ability to slow my connection to any given service at any time. I don't like the
concept of my ISP being allowed to extort the services I use on a daily basis.
893. David DeBaggis, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
We need to keep the internet an open platform, it is all we have left until becoming a society where the rich control the poor through the
means of manipulations
894. Randy McCourt, Mentor-on-the-Lake, OH, 44060
The internet is my primary source of keeping up with world and local events. It is also the way I keep in touch with my friends, because
that is how I met them. I know people all over the country because I was able to interact with them without restrictions that an ISP might
place in a non free internet. To sever that connection would be to sever my connection to the world. I am also already paying for a
product, that product being high speed access to all which the internet provides. The internet is a communication service that allows for
connections over distances and with an ease that previously would never have been conceivable. As the FCC you have a major role in
determining the course of the life of the internet, you have the ability to ensure that ISP's offer what they advertise, that being
connection to the internet, instead of what they could offer with no regulation. I urge you to keep our internet safe from the greed of
corporations.
895. Tyler Sanders, Aurora, OH, 44202
Net Neutrality is a cornerstone of free speech and communication that we are entitled to as US citizens and as human beings. Without
such freedom the human race cannot hope to advance and grow together. The fact that we are even debating or thinking about this is
asinine, the internet is perfect the way it is.
896. Alyssa Eidam, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Net Neutrality is vital for this nation to maintain the freedoms that we were promised in the Constitution.
897. Devon Francis Kitko, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
The internet has always, and should always remain a space of freedom without any control.
898. Malia Christine Harvey, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Please keep the net free. No one needs to pay for it. No one I have ever met wants it.
899. Zachary Devore, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I would like to express my disagreement with the potential actions by the billed around net neutrality. This is a dangerous move fuel by

ignorance of the situation. A solution to a technical problem is a technical solution and allowing a company to pay more for an
advantage goes against the core principles of innovation and the principles of technology iteself.
900. Robert Springer, Chardon, OH, 44024
I want to urge you to protect net Neutrality and protect the American public's right to free information. I feel this is an important issue
and will vote with this outcome in mind in the upcoming elections.Thank you.
901. Gabriel Adams, Chardon, OH, 44024
Keep Net Neutrality! It's better for everyone, except those at the very top. Without Net Neutrality, new websites and businesses cannot
flourish online, and that is bad business.
902. Max Olenik, mayfield heights, OH, 44124
don't be greedy fucks
903. Zachary Novak, Painesville, OH, 44077
I use the internet everyday for many reasons, just as millions of other Americans do. Getting rid of net neutrality is the worst thing you
can do for the internet, and consequently, millions of Americans. Don't be greedy.
904. Kent Engel, Aurora, OH, 44202
I WANT TO KEEP NET NEUTRALITY. Net neutrality is one of the great things that makes information accessible to people like me
with an entrepreneurial mindset, and ignorant politicians with antiquated policies (like the Trump administration) don't understand how
negatively a change to this can impact our country. Please don't censor the internet and put our country even farther behind than it
already is from a technological standpoint....
905. Miranda Clay, Valley View, OH, 44125
The nature of the internet is that it is a place for our collected knowledge. Allowing corporations to limit our access to that knowledge
goes against the design of the system. Keep the internet free.
906. Maria Collett, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please, please, please keep net neutrality. ISPs already have what is basically a monopoly in the United States, and removing regulations
on them will do nothing but make things worse for average Americans who depend on easy access to all parts of the Internet.
907. Michael S Gerlica, Chardon, OH, 44024
I have paid for my access to the internet. Please do not allow ANYONE to restrict my access to services I've paid for. Protect consumer
rights in the Net Neutrality debate
908. Brandon Harris, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
EZ KATKA
909. matt, streetsboro, OH, 44241
the internet needs to remain as it is and not be more like north Korea
910. Jeanna Clark, Chardon, OH, 44024
Keep net neutrality! The Internet should be open and free to all in USA.
911. Frederick Alan Smith, Sagamore Hills, OH, 44067
If I may say this; The internet should not be controlled Service Providers. Specifically the internet that myself and millions, maybe
billions of others access daily (surface websites). Just because an internet service provider gets a nice amount of cash from a website,
say like YouTube, that shouldn't mean that a smaller known website or app like Discord, Curse, or Xat should get less focus and speed,
or even just completely get blocked. From my understanding of this situation, this is borderline overstepping boundaries that shouldn't
be overstepped.Thank you,Fred
912. Sarah Schultz, hudson, OH, 44236
As a freelance artist and animator I find most of my income via the internet. It is very important to myself and to many others that we
are able to connect with our audience on a global scale as easily as we are today. Even those who don't profit off of their work still
deserve the chance to express themselves without hassle. The free web has helped me gain an audience I wouldn't normally have had
and it's given countless opportunities for many others with ideas or businesses of their own.
913. Robert Keiper, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net Neutrality is incredibly important to our freedom as a democracy. Letting corporations control the flow of information is a terrible
idea!
914. Samantha Fox, lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Keep the internet open and fair to all.
915. Jacob H. Dimick, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I have been using various social media platforms to keep my identity hidden underneath a screen name for the past 5 years. I have lived
a peaceful life on the internet when my real name, who I look like, where I live, and what I dream of is not shown to the entire world. If
ISPs were to choose which sites are bad and which sites are good, I won't be able to connect with my friends and keep me from being
able to share what I'm doing underneath a screen name. I have been on the internet since 2007 to 2008, and if this passes, I won't be able
to get my voice heard and I risk the threat of my name being exposed, where I live, etc.
916. discord, Stow, OH, 44224

Don't let these greedy ISPs run a monopoly and squander further advancements in technology and society.
917. Urszula Szenfeld, MENTOR, OH, 44060
Do not reverse the 2015 rules that keep the internet open, free, and democratic for all. Any proposal that undermines net neutrality
violates our freedoms of speech. It is internet. It is for people, not for corporate greed.
918. Jakov Maric, Chesterland, OH, 44026
We all have the right to have a "free" internet, communication on this level cannot be stopped or censored.
919. Heather Walter, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
I believe in internet neutrality. Allowing for the control of internet to be in the hands of corporations, impeding access to those that don't
pay more, is unacceptable.
920. Andrew Gerace, Novelty, OH, 44072
To whom it may concern:I am writing to express my concern and great disappointment with the fact that the Open Internet Rules that
secure net neutrality even have the potential for elimination at the hands of the FCC. It is appalling to me to think that the FCC would
put the interests of the big name ISPs before those of the citizens of the United States of America. Not only will this present challenges
to individuals struggling with their financial security, but also damage the chance that small businesses will be able to fairly engage with
their larger competitors. I urge you to keep the Open Internet Rules in place and protect the neutrality and freedom of the internet.
Please feel free to call me if you have any questions about what I have said.Sincerely,Andrew Gerace440-552-9334
921. Carol Ann Walsh, Middlefield, OH, 44062
I strongly believe, that the internet should remain open. Keep net neutrality!
922. Wes H. Westman, Painesville, OH, 44077
I support strong Net Neutrality rules. I expect to have the same experience online as any other user. I do not feel it is fair to allow
service providers to limit my speed or prioritize others traffic because they are willing to pay more. Please allow for a level playing field
for small companies to compete with larger ones that can afford to pay the providers to put them in the fast lane. The internet has been
open to all since its inception, don't allow them to stick everyone in the slow lane unless they are willing to pay more.
923. Adam Thompson, Burton, OH, 44021
Net Neutrality is a boon to our nation, it should not be abolished.
924. Jacob Walsh, Middlefield, OH, 44062
Keep the internet open. Net neutrality is here to stay!
925. Aaron Childers, Mentor, OH, 44060
I can't believe this is even up for debate. Removing protections and rights of American consumers is blasphemy to me.
926. Mary Beth Battenfield, chesterland, OH, 44026
Keep the internet free and neutral. ISP's should not control what I see and how much I have to pay to go on certain websites. Ridiculous!
927. Geoffrey Xavier Battenfield, Chesterland, OH, 44026
It is wrong for ISP's to control everything we do on the internet. I should not have to pay to access my online games on top of what I
already pay for the game and internet access in general.
928. De'Mario Goss, Eastlake, OH, 44095
I am a young man soon attending college and I wanted to say that this bill is not acting within the best interests of the people of the
United States. What this bill signifies is that the internet, the world's largest information hub and possibly the largest publicly accessible
economic hub, is going to become a biased place where things like extortion and bribery will exist again. The law that passed in 2015,
made the internet a better platform in which people can exchange information freely, without being barred by unnecessary things like
our ISP's. The internet is more than a simple hub or platform for one's own needs; it connects everyone and everything together while
ignoring things like language barriers or cultural or economic differences. Having our ISP's determine what we are able to see or not is
something similar to a point in history when science and religion clashed and at a constant state of war for a century. In this
circumstance, it's the internet vs our own ISP's or large corporations.Please do not rescind the law that had passed; I feel that that
corporations have enough of a grasp over the entire world as is already.
929. Hayley Whitman, Stow, OH, 44224
Limiting internet access to those with money is despicable. It would also lead to greater control over what is published. The internet is
about free thought. Protect freedom of the internet to protect democracy!
930. Allison Esack, Geneva, OH, 44041
Those who have the money should not be allowed to have all the power. Our internet, like our society, should remain free and open.
Access to information should be free and open. We should not diminish the access to information based on what corporation is willing
to pay the highest price. Setting a fee based structure for internet speed and access is fundamentally wrong and disadvantages those
poorest members of society and small businesses.
931. Rick Warner, Conneaut, OH, 44030
Net neutrality is vital to a free press and freedom of speech. Restrictions on websites should be the choice of the end user, not that of the
government. The free market will dictate the direction of the internet, and it will thrive as a result. Government restrictions and
interference will only damage this great tool. DO NOT RESTRICT OR REGULATE THE INTERNET.

932. Chris Kirschman, Painesville, OH, 44077
The internet needs to remain neutral! We will fight for our rights.
933. William Margalis, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
I would like to express my support for keeping net neutrality. I don't want corporate or political interests deciding what I should or
shouldn't have access to. Suppression is what they do in other countries, not in America.
934. Kelsey Hach, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Net Neutrality is so important, and taking the power of choice and access away from the consumer is truly unfair, and unethical. Please,
reconsider.
935. Brandon Carroll, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44224
NO ONE OWNS THE INTERNET
936. Nick Zwinggi, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I am a web designer and developer. I do not work for Google, Microsoft, Verizon, or AT&T. I build sites for small and medium sized
businesses. These are the businesses that will be trapped in the slow lanes of the anti Net Neutrality rules. My business will suffer. My
clients businesses will suffer. But Comcast will make billions on selling faster internet to other global conglomerates. I usually side with
"free enterprise" but the internet is no longer an enterprise. It is a national necessity, like electricity, water treatment, and other social
services. It should be treated as such.
937. Kate Watkins, Hudson, OH, 44236
Please keep net neutrality! it is so important for the freedom of our nation!
938. Andrew Relyea, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Net Neutrality is crucial to consumers and should be protected
939. Jennifer George, Mentor, OH, 44060
In order to remain a fair and free nation, it is inherent that net neutrality be kept in place. Our country is already sadly built on valuing
the rich over the poor. The limit of access to information to those that can afford it would be devastating for our future advancements.
940. Abby Putnam, Ashtabula, OH, 44404
Keep the internet a safe and open area. Keep net neutrality.
941. Kelly Jenkins, Painesville, OH, 44077
The Internet works fine as it is!
942. Thomas Margevich, Hudson, OH, 44236
Do the right thing; don't be a buch of twats.
943. Josof Ruttig, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
You have some fucking nerve trying to sell people's rights to browse the internet freely.
944. John R Novak, twinsburg, OH, 44087
The internet is beautiful in the way it connects and opens up information and possibilities worldwide. The less control any person has
over it, the more control it gives to every user of it. This includes you, your families, and your loved ones.
945. Ken Sanderson, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
Net neutrality is in the best interest of all citizens and small companies. The only benefit would be to ISPs to get richer with large
companies paying for favoritism and censorship.
946. Jonathan Robinson, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net Neutrality is a crucial peace of democracy and Freedom of Speech in the modern world. Protecting ideas and the places they call
home, at no risk of being regulated by outside obstruction, is the most pure form of Freedom of Speech. By repealing Net Neutrality,
this right we've been enjoying, and the communities birthed from the ability to speak across the world, without fear of heavy oversight,
would be stripped away, giving big corporations the ability to stifle speech they themselves do not agree with, or force them to pay
extensive fines. Not only does this damage the currently existing websites and domains that host ideas, but also those that haven't been
created yet. The internet deserves to be a place where ideas continue to be birthed and nurtured, not shut down and left to buffer at an
ISP's decision. Do not repeal Net Neutrality.
947. Harley Mash, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
The entire internet needs to be accessible equally to whoever wants whatever content and when. Do not let ISP's control everything.
948. Gleb Mytko, Cleveland, OH, 44124
Net Neutrality must be protected because of all the opportunities it offers people, artists, and small companies. This is in the interest of
the country.
949. Ken Dixon, chagrin falls, OH, 44022
a free and open internet is essential for the modern world
950. Keagan Ball, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I'ma say this once. Don't fuck with my internet

951. Miguel Benedict, Aurora, OH, 44202
One of the greatest things about the internet is that is represents a level playing field where websites and services rise and fall based
almost solely on their merits. It is survival of the fittest in a form so pure that it's only eclipsed by nature itself. It is the worlds greatest
teaching tool and the means by which we have made the world so small it can quite literally fit in the palm of our hands. We simply
CANNOT jeopardize this because some corporation wants a larger bottom line or some CEO wants a bigger yacht. Keep the internet
level and have it continue to be a platform for innovation, new content and connectivity.
952. Tim Slocombe, Concord Township, OH, 44077
By revoking net neutrality small businesses will be negatively affected by the high costs imposed by ISPs. According to your own 2016
study 89 percent of Americans have but one or two options for broadband, and giving more power to the government backed
monopolies would harm all Americans.
953. Hannah Magid, concord, OH, 44077
I use Etsy to support local business and this new act will hinder the site from running at full potential and will cost the site heavy fees
and burdens. Without this site I wouldn't be able to buy house hold items from small business. I hope you reconsider your choice of net
space neutrality. Thank you.
954. Leah Kessler, Hudson, OH, 44236
As a citizen of the United States and somebody who relies heavily on the internet for schooling, social media, and employment, I urge
the FCC to protect net neutrality. Corporations/Companies such as Comcast and Verizon should not have priority over individual
citizens such as myself in terms of speed and content of the internet. One of the best aspects of the internet is the way that it levels the
playing field, allowing all of the same people the same access at the same rates; conceding net neutrality to big businesses diminishes
this aspect and leaves citizens vulnerable to unfair practices. Protect net neutrality, protect the citizens of the United States. Thank you
for your time.
955. John Hurt, Chardon, OH, 44024
I am deeply opposed to the efforts to ruin rules that were set to help the average American in favor of large businesses. I run a small
business that is depending on net neutrality to survive. Without it we could be strangled out of the market. Removing these rules would
be against the American spirit and solely favor large companies... and those that are "supported" by them within the government.
956. Joseph Crouser, Kinsman, OH, 44428
net neutrality is facism
957. Eric Jenkins, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net neutrality protections are important to allow new businesses to thrive on the Internet and to ensure the unrestricted communication
the Internet was designed to allow. Removing these protections does not benefit the citizenry or, in fact, anyone except for those in
charge of AT&T and Verizon, who have benefited from use of public resources to build their networks.
958. Laura Serio, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Keep net neutrality!! Plain and simple I don't need an ISP provider to force search results.
959. Adelaide Leymaster, Madison, OH, 44057
My name is Adelaide Leymaster, I am a nursing student in Cleveland, OH. The Internet has been an invaluable resource to me
throughout my entire life, especially during my studies. I use the Internet to have access to information that is relevant to my career and
to my personal interests. I want to have equal access to all the Internet has to offer. I don't have the option of switching ISPs. I cannot
afford to go without access, especially while I am in school. I want the FCC to protect my privacy and protect me from fraudulent
billing and price gouging. There must be oversight from a qualified entity to protect citizens from unethical behavior by corporations.
960. Ryndi, Geneva, OH, 44041
Net Neutrality has never harmed the economy, it's like having our freedom of speech but it's freedom of the internet. Cutting that off and
removing Net Neutrality just shows how greedy you can be, demanding money when the nation is already so much in debt. Net
Neutrality deserves to be FREE and UNTOUCHED. Taking that away destroys the very fabric of our basic freedom. Keep Net
Neutrality, Stop trying to push this debauchery on us.
961. Eric Splinter, Garrettsville, OH, 44231
Net neutrality is an essential protection to maintain an even playing field for all people on the internet. Removing those protections
could cause serious damage to the online environment.
962. Erin Rockwell, Stow, OH, 44224
Net neutrality should be able to still exist. I believe this because big businesses shouldn't be allowed to strip the internet of some of its
freedoms. By possibly blocking a website they do not see fit or making it difficult to enter unless you pay more. It's just not right and I
can't see how you would see it that way unless you're one of the big businesses screwing over the lower class.
963. Angela Corey, Madison, OH, 44057
The people need to have the power to choose which websites and apps are best. Without a system in place that allows this it will
inevitably destroy the American Citizens ability to actually get any kind of benefit. We have come a long way since businesses and
various powers were allowed to manipulate and govern the press to only show propaganda and suffocate the populous into submission.
Please keep the internet open and keep the content and the speed, the ability to explore and access levels up to the people. No matter
how virtuous, any person or body given the power to control such a technology as this, would become eventually corrupt.
964. Roger Kassouf, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I cite the rationale for Net Neutrality that was present on the archive of the Obama White House webpage."More than any other

invention of our time, the Internet has unlocked possibilities we could just barely imagine a generation ago. And here's a big reason
we've seen such incredible growth and innovation: Most Internet providers have treated Internet traffic equally. That's a principle known
as "net neutrality" â€” and it says that an entrepreneur's fledgling company should have the same chance to succeed as established
corporations, and that access to a high school student's blog shouldn't be unfairly slowed down to make way for advertisers with more
money."In the digital age, net neutrality affirms the belief in free speech. Without net neutrality, it is akin to saying someone has the
freedom to talk, as long as their mouths are duct-taped. The ability to be heard is equally important as the ability to speak. Net neutrality
ensures that the transmission of information between anyone is not burdened.Removing the principle of net neutrality would also stifle
the unlimited sharing of ideas, which is critical to learning, entertainment, socialization, and so much more.The American People
deserve the best, without the intervention of corporations that only desire to oppress the rights of people for an increase in their already
astronomical profits.
965. Jennifer Walker, Mentor, OH, 44060
We are concerned that our online experience will be severely limited without an open, free, and fair internet. We use the internet every
single day, whether it be for a job, paying a bill, doing schoolwork, or simply enjoying leisure time. It has become a staple of our lives.
The rules of the Net Neutrality Acts protect everyone's rights to an honest and open internet. Having winners and losers being chosen by
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) based on ability to pay for otherwise free services is simply an atrocity. When we sign up for an ISP,
we understand that we will be allowed open access to the internet; free to browse what we please, as we please. We are not agreeing to
restricted access, we are not agreeing to a 'pay-per-view' style internet, we are not agreeing to slower sites and buffering. We will not
agree to any of those unfair terms, and many people are not able to agree. However, what we would agree to is a safely moderated
internet. Not one that restricts consumers, but one that helps consumers. One that protects our privacy, monitors ISPs so they charge a
fair price, and one that puts a stop to fraudulant activities. This is what a safe and open internet would be. We pay for an equal, free, and
open internet. We need fair Net Neutrality rules.
966. Ben Ridgway, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Dear Senators and Representatives:Please support any amendment that would strike out Sections 628, 629 and 630 from the
Government Appropriations. These sections would undermine the FCC's Net Neutrality rules and prevent the agency from enforcing
these critical protections. It is unacceptable to use a budget bill to circumvent the FCC's open rulemaking process that millions of
citizens participated in.The American people have called for strong net neutrality rules. Congress should let the FCC do its job, and not
engage in unproductive partisan brinksmanship.Thank you,Ben
967. cary crichlow, Solon, OH, 44139
I am very much in favor of net neutrality. Please keep it open and free to everyone
968. Matthew Kenneth Stewart, Madison, OH, 44057
The internet should not be privatized. We should not allow ISPs to throttle access and impose data caps on home internet users when it
costs absolutely nothing extra to keep pumping data.
969. 9, Concord, OH, 44077
I am appalled by what the changes in the FCC's Net Neutrality rules being implemented. Not only limiting internet access can destroy
how humans express information but it can ruin jobs for millions that require internet access.Thank you for your time,Joseph Hall
970. Jasen Enlow, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
The internet has quite literally saved my life a few times, both medically and mentally. I am a contributing member of society, I pay my
taxes, I volunteer, I have health insurance not through obama care, and without the internet i probably would have killed my self or died
from one of many injuries I've had throughout the years. Please keep the internet Neutral.
971. Matthew Rajko, wickliffe, OH, 44092
I feel the internet should be free, like America. I don't want to see the internet be locked down air tight like some leftovers that you will
never eat and just throw away. The internet should be a place where people can express them selfs freely.
972. Andrew Gehring, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
Repealing net neutrality laws will only harm the common person. It will drive prices up and make it increasingly difficult for those
among us who are financially insecure to gain access to the vast amount of knowledge, education, and job resources available to us on
the internet. Allowing ISPs to throttle bandwidth for specific web services, or charge extra for others, might bring profits in the short
term to those few who run the companies, but the long-term negative impact on society as a whole will only serve to destabilize and
weaken us as a country. We are all better off if we are all better educated, and the open and neutral internet is the perfect place for any
individual to seek out knowledge and learn.
973. Eric Painley, Hiram, OH, 44234
I oppose the language in docket 17-108 â€œRestoring Internet Freedomâ€ because it will obliterate free and open access to a single
internet and destroy a means of communication used by people everywhere on the this planet. The internet is not an information service
any more than phone lines are an information service. Before the invention of the telephone it was not possible to immediately
communicate with other people throughout long distances by means of voice. However it wouldnâ€™t be possible to have a reliable
way to communicate with people around the world if it was made up of isolated networks. Heavy regulation was necessary to make this
voice transfer service available to anyone as one cohesive network. The internet made it possible to quickly transfer large amounts of
information quickly, this time not by voice, but by computer interpreted information streams. Eventually it was necessary to make this
communication service available to everyone and to not allow one company to create their own â€œinternetâ€ that would only allow
information streams of their choosing. Thankfully we have the Title II Order that protects internet and telephone communication
platforms. Allowing internet service providers to censor and chop up these networks could not possibly be in the best interest of the
people of the United States of America.
974. Elcain Chase, Stow, OH, 44224

We keep telling you, and you don't listen. DO NOT take away our internet freedom.
975. William Komer, Macedonia, OH, 44056
I am pretty sure that everyone loves the internet, even if the people that see this is a little bit older, you still use the internet in some type
of way. If this we allow the ISP( Internet Service Providers) to control how we see the content that we choose to look at, Cat videos,
Family Photo's on facebook, and even sharing images on old school forums. This would create a horrible conundrum that would Affect
the way that people will access the internet... this would create a way for ISP's to become money hungry and charge us all for things that
we have free and that should be free when you use the internet with no limit's and no charges that will effect how we view our content. I
like the internet and i know most of the people that are in the FCC like the internet too, i mean who does not like the daily cat video or
the meme'ery that is the internet.
976. Brian Haytcher, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I am an author who does most of my work online. I share my work with editors and post my work using the internet. Without title II
protections, my ISP would be able to throttle my connection or force me to use specific services that will force me to pay to post my
work. Please do not repeal the Title II classification for ISPs. It will demonstrably and negatively effect my business and personal life.
977. Olivia Splete, Mentor, OH, 44060
I am in favor of strong net neutrality rules. The internet to me is having full access to all the content it has to offer, with all of it at the
same speeds. From doing research for school or trying to find an answer to a question, having all the internet has to offer with equal
access is essential. Please for all of students and Americans, keep net neutrality in tact.
978. Robin Clancy, Brecksville, OH, 44141
The existing rules, created in 2015, help to make the internet a place where ideas and businesses can thrive. The proposed changes will
significantly hurt smaller businesses and individuals across the nation and hurt commerce and innovation. Please maintain a free and
open internet.
979. Jillian Lowry, Chesterland, OH, 44026
Living in a democratic society, we must have the capabilities to freely chose what content we wish to see. Providers should be be
regulated in a way that forces them to treat all internet content equally. No platform should hold priority over another and ISPs should
not block or discriminate against content. Cutting regulations would negatively change the internet for Americans as we know it.
980. Jason Marr, Mentor OTL, OH, 44060
The internet should not be regulated by the government. It's up to the people to decide what to use and where to go. Every day I'm less
proud to be American.
981. Ryan Hyclak, Willowick, OH, 44095
The internet is, and should remain, a fair and open resource for people to make their lives better. The possibility that some things may be
blocked because internet companies would rather not let you see them is 100% against those morals. Please, leave the internet as it is
now.
982. Daniel Bridavsky, Huntsburg, OH, 44046
Net Neutrality is the way that Americans can ensure the unbridled flow of knowledge, remain interconnected with their families, and
save money - this money then goes into businesses through extra spending, most of which takes place on the Net! This way, those
businesses will need faster networks, and the money will flow back to the Internet Service Providers. Please consider, as well, that your
information, if Net Neutrality is killed, will be publicly available through your ISP. If you are reading this right now, you are likely a
government official. Do you really want your personal information to be on sale to the highest bidder through the Internet? Imagine the
negative consequences here.
983. Net Neutrality, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I really don't want my favorite startups to be eaten by somebody just because they have more money.
984. Keoadam Phommavichit, Jefferson, OH, 44047
I believe in net neutrality. That kinda gets rid our freedom of speech if an ISP is biased against certain things we view on the internet. I
would rather view the internet without worry about being blocked or forced to use applications that I'm unwilling to use. Competition
and open internet is very important to every individual that's on the internet.
985. Tyler Monaco, Hudson, OH, 44236
Getting rid of net neutrality only helps companies increase their profits by limiting and throttling whatever websites they support.
Honestly this whole repeal is just ridiculous. Why force people to pay more for something that should be free?
986. Katarina Mijic-Barisic, Kirtland, OH, 44094
I am shocked and disappointed to hear that internet providers as well as the FCC are attempting to violate internet neutrality. This will
allow providers to prioritize some websites, as well as blocking or slowing down others. This is a violation of net neutrality and I do not
support it. Please consider saving the open internet. Thank you.
987. Tom, Mentor, OH, 44060
Killing net neutrality would be a crushing blow to free speech and basic access to information for millions upon millions of people.
PLEASE PROTECT IT.
988. Internet Freedom, Silver Lake, OH, 44224
To what extent do we let money rule every facet of our existence? The internet has been wholly transformative and, in its current form,
is a beautifully neutral nexus of ideas, relationships, commerce, education, etc. It has already been capitalized on exponentially, and will

continue to be indefinitely. Why, then, should we, the general populace, ignore the greed of internet service providers who wish to
unnecessarily choke more money out of all of us, while permanently sullying the internet as we know it? To the FCC: please keep the
internet NEUTRAL and open; to let the power of ISPs corrupt this space while striping the increasingly-hard-to-earn money from
middle-class Americans would be beyond shameful - it would be reprehensible.
989. Elise Kosmides, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
I support net neutrality. I, like many others, need access to the entire internet. I believe this is an implied right. Paid prioritization,
blocking, and throttling threaten the future viewpoints of technology. Do we want future generations to begin and learn on a level
playing field? Do we want everyone to have the same access and information available?
990. Shawn, Cleveland, OH, 44139
The internet needs to remain free. Communications companies should not be allowed to charge for internet use.
991. Riley Jones, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Internet must be kept free to the public. It's an essential resource in a democracy.
992. Brian Kempert, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Keep net neutrality! Getting rid of it would be a terrible idea and a crime against the American public.
993. Ann Dunn, Stow, OH, 44224
Net neutrality is essential. It's baffling to me how the opposing side can have even claim to not be motivated by money or control. The
internet is one of the most amazing human accomplishments. Denying net neutrality would destroy it. If any of my local or state
representatives decide NOT to save net neutrality, they will lose my vote
994. James Mastandrea, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
don't destroy net neutrality its what makes the internet work!!!
995. Joshua Arnold, Mentor, OH, 44060
The internet is meant to be an open source to any and all. As technology continues to advance, allowing ISPs to manipulate our internet
access, it will corrupt our ability to continue technology advancements. BIG Data is a huge thing and crippling the internet could have
large adverse effects on those that are leveraging very advanced features of today's internet. Allowing ISPs to give paid
access/precedence with throttling will only worsen the end customer's experience. They won't understand why a website won't work. We
must be allowed to access anything available publicly, otherwise; you are preventing advancements in many areas in multiple industries.
We need an open internet, that allows everyone to participate and work together to continue to build a better system and allow freedom
of speech in the United States. We want and have our rights to view data across the globe and potentially in the near future planetarily as
our race continues to make advancements in space exploration. The day will come and it will not happen if we allow this to be in the
control of our ISPs or anyone else's hands. We must have an open internet. Please, please consider the effects across our country in the
United States and understand what's at risk when determining how to proceed.
996. Matthew Formick, Painesville, OH, 44077
The internet needs to be open and free. This will destroy so much potential businesses, lives, and hinder growth economically, socially,
even politically and environmentally. Everything in our world, in our lives, will be affected, and none of it will be for the better of the
people, only those who seek to profit. ISP profits are in the billions, salaries in the millions, and they lie through their teeth with every
excuse about the current foundation denying them the ability to increase infrastructure. They simply do not want to. Please keep the
internet the free source of everything we've come to expect from our daily lives.
997. Nathanial Buehl, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Full access to the internet should not be held behind additional pay-walls. Paying for internet service itself should be enough to be given
full access.
998. Halle Pinckard, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please keep net neutrality for the safety of feedom of press, knowledge, and speech. Things should be shared freely and openly, without
companies censoring and charging for what we get to seez
999. Nicholas Logan, Kinsman, OH, 44428
Net neutrality is necessary for the preservation of free press. If ISPs are allowed to charge sites, then what's to stop fake news from
propogating the internet? And what purpose would it serve other than simple corporate greed? It provides no benefit whatsoever to the
taxpayer.
1000. Jerome Hotchkiss, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net Neutrality, and the ability to use the Internet freely, is what has connected me to most of my friends right now.
1001. Grant Bent, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Hi, my name is Grant Bent. I am a director of speech and debate at a public high school in Columbus, Ohio, and have had the privilege
of working with extremely bright students from a diverse range of economic backgrounds. I request that you protect net neutrality to
promote quality of education.I cannot tell you how many times I have seen students engage in what I'll refer to as "accidental
education." A student may be watching or reading something for purely entertainment purposes, but will come across something
interesting that leads them to research and learn about new areas they hadn't before. Sometimes, unessential leisure activities can
produce profound unexpected educational benefits. Consequently, please keep in mind the holistic understanding of the world that you
will deny the lower-middle class were net neutrality protections rolled back. People need access to more information, not less - do not
promote class divide. Every now and then, watching something online does more than pass the time.

1002. Luke Eversole, Kirtland, OH, 44094
The internet does not belong to ISPs. What websites or internet based services anyone uses should not be limited in any way by thier
service provider. Throttling, blocking, paywall-ing, and the use of slow lanes and fast lanes would only harm users of the internet
including individuals as well as small and large businesses and only benefit a few select companies such as Time Warner, Comcast,
Spectrum, Verizon, and AT&T which have been allowed to take advantage of their customers. Giving them more room to do so is the
last thing we need.
1003. Michael Planz, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Competition creates progress.Keep the internet free!
1004. Christopher Blank, Chesterland, OH, 44026
How is this an issue, the ISPs have a monopoly already. Many places have no choices when it comes to internet, one provider or no
internet. They are not in need of more protection.
1005. Todd Woodruff , Eastlake, OH, 44095
It's ridiculous that there is even a debate about this issue. A typical person uses the internet constantly and that internet should be free
and fair.Todd Woodruff
1006. Melanie Reihard, Middlefield, OH, 44062
We deserve full, unrestricted access to the internet.
1007. David Kreal, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net Neutrality is vital and must remain. I've seen enough from ISP's to know that they will take full advantage of any rollbacks in how
they can provide internet service. The situation with ISP's is bad enough in the States as it is. Ask anyone who lives over in Europe how
laughable our infrastructure is right now. I do not believe that eliminating Net Neutrality is a positive step forward and will only harm
consumers. We already pay incredibly high amounts for "unlimited" service in many areas that's a fraction of what we realistically
should be able to get, or have to jump through a ton of hoops just to get a modest boost in speed. Many ISP's are sneaky to begin with,
seemingly throttling service for many when they deem usage to be too high, then claim that they don't. I do not want to be facing the
prospect of having to pay extra to access certain sites, or perform certain tasks such as livestreaming. You need to do the right thing and
keep Net Neutrality rules in place. That is all.
1008. Jeff Warner, Hudson, OH, 44236
Please maintain the current rules regarding net neutrality. While I understand the argument for a free market system, I do not believe
that the internet--or US citizens--are well served by allowing those companies with the most money to purchase the largest share of the
internet's communication ability. Thank you,Jeff Warner
1009. James Orser, ashtabula, OH, 44004
Please keep net neturality in place the removal of it will harm the every day american and the streamers and online content creaters like
my self Im not a big streamer but it will hamper me doing something i love and enjoy
1010. Sam , Eastlake, OH, 44095
The FCC has tried to censor television a long time ago. I believe the Simpsoms has made fun of them at one point other people feared it.
There was a pacific trade agreement in 2012. It was to potentially put artists and fans of Japanese culture in prison. I dont want to live in
a world that restricts my freedom or a world puts a price on it. I dont want to fear for the future of my fans, friends, family or myself. Im
standing with Net Neutrality because i am not afraid and anyone who tries changing that will lose time and time againSam
1011. Samantha Purk, Stow, OH, 44224
No-One should have the power to control online experience. We are in a generation of innovation and connection. This indirectly and
directly will set back what we stand for.Don't be greedy. Don't do this.
1012. Zachary Harlan Dougherty, Hudson, OH, 44236
i cant believe that this is still a topic that we are talking about... smh
1013. Alyssa Hietanen, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
The internet needs to stay open so all users can communicate equally.
1014. john thrower, willowick, OH, 44095
do not do away with net neutrality. Keep the internet open as it has been and always should be. things like discord and Skype keep me in
contact with friends from all 0over the world. Ending net neutrality could cause me to lose those friends forever. Net neutrality is
possibly the most important topic to me personally, and i will do everything i can do defend it. Do not end net neutrality!
1015. Larry hillis, Solon, OH, 44139
I consider maintaining net neutrality the most important factor that will determine my future voting behavior. I will vote for the
opponent of any government representative that does not support net neutrality in all future elections until a new representative has been
selected.Respectly, larry hillisLarry hillis
1016. Kyle matthews, Madison, OH, 44057
some of us are tired of fighting this every year. Please stop trying to pass bills like these.I don't want ISPs to have the power to block
websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast lanes" for companies that pay and
"slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time to let giant ISPs censor what we see and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem.
Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game League of Legends, and
Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts

consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the FCC must let ISPs
offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some companies can pay our
ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to compete. You will kill the
open marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in America-just to further
enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet providers will be able to
impose a private tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will be able to make it more
difficult to access political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that would make it harder for
blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I
worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also
sending this to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce
Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank you!Kyle matthews
1017. Turner Anderson, Stow, OH, 44224
Net Neutrality is important because I would like the opportunity for me, my friends, or my children to start web start-ups and have an
even playing field.Allowing ISPs to create "fast lanes" simply creates a barrier to entry for new websites. This is not a capitalistic or
free-market solution. Ending net neutrality would be an example of the government deciding who wins and loses, not the market.Turner
Anderson
1018. Christopher Snyder, Streetsboro, OH, 44241
I want my free internet to stay FREE. The issue with a "pay to play" internet is that it with stifle the freedom of speech and limit the use
of the Internet for many years to come.
1019. Levi Overmyer, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
Net Neutrality needs to stay.Levi Overmyer
1020. Kullen Owen Downie, Hudson, OH, 44236
Don't take away net neutrality, please. I'm so tired right now so I can't think of much to say, but I do know that this bill is a load of crap
and if it is passed, you will lose a lot more allies than you will gain.
1021. Luke , Painesville, OH, 44077
Luke Knisely Luke
1022. Rodney Hennessey Jr., Wickliffe, OH, 44092
Personally I find this to be very unconstitutional and just plain unethical and our government getting involved in big buissness in a
crooked way. You better believe I will be looking at anyone who tries to get this passed as a congress or anyone I can vote for and will
take action myself to make sure that EVERYONE I come into contact that is a registered voter knows that these people are the reason
for their hike in netflix accounts, their increased pricing in internet for a slower connection.
1023. Michelle Mazala, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
I support strong net neutrality rules and care about the open internet and competition online.
1024. seth mcclain, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
In all honesty, your gonna start a bloody war if you keep pushing. And you will definitely lose, with constant business problems. But
you should really be concerned for your physical safety. Dont start a war that you wont win. seth mcclain
1025. Shawn Hart, Painesville, OH, 44077
The internet was born from the ideas and content of individuals long before companies paid for content. The ability to freely see what
others think is what makes the internet powerful and human. Good, bad, or indifferent the ideas and sharing on the public internet
should never be curated by governing bodies or service providers. For the people who use and love the internet - it will be lost when it
turns into a paid advertising vehicle with one sided content. At that point the users will turn to a new vehicle to share their ideas and
content, and the money paid for advertising will be worthless. Do not kill what is working and was born of free people sharing
information freely. There is little left in the world that represents the freedom America was founded on besides the internet. It would be
shameful to take that freedom away.
1026. Sean Rule-Hoffman, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Please keep wireless and fixed-line broadband service providers classified as common carriers under Title II. Without this, large
wireless and internet companies will make business decisions that will negatively impact consumers. Small internet startups will be at
the mercy of large corporations, and competition in many areas of products and services will be negatively impacted. The net neutrality
protections have also affected me personally. As an online entertainer on the popular streaming website twitch.tv, these protections have
ensured that I will always be able to reliably access the website. Without the rules, if my ISP decided to make their own streaming
platform, I could be forced to use that instead, where none of my viewers would be at. In addition, changing the rules could
fundamentally alter what I am purchasing when I pay for internet. When I pay for internet, I expect it to work just like the other utilities
in my house such as water an electricity. I pay for internet, and the entirety of what the internet has to offer, not just a percentage of it. In
this modern day, the internet is almost as important to our daily lives as any of the rest of the utilities, and thus it should be treated as
such. Thank you for reading my comment.
1027. Thomas Lang, Saybrrok, OH, 44004
I have no problem sacrificing for the greater good. Taxes for schools or roads. However, this is just about pure greed. Just making rich
men and woman more money. I should not even have to take a stand on this as it is so wrong it never should have been an issue.
1028. Jeremy Pritchard, Painesville, OH, 44077
I support retaining * AND ENFORCING * strong net neutrality. Don't let large companies and ISP's choose what sites the public can

visit and at what speed we are allowed to visit them. Please ENFORCE the rules to take down the monopolies that these ISP's have over
us.
1029. Steven M. Jager, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
The world wide web must remain free, please keep Net Neutrality laws and keep the web free for all, unregulated by service providers.
1030. Todd, Solon, OH, 44139
I believe it is important for the web to remain open because I think that will help smaller businesses that try to start up on the web
expand, because they won't have to try to constantly escape the meddling of larger businesses
1031. Catherine Lissfelt, Gates Mills, OH, 44040
I ask that you please, please keep net neutrality! Many small businesses depend on the internet for their revenue and this would be
extremely damaging for their profits. Not to mention, it would impinge on free speech which is a right of the people.
1032. Bridget O'Hanlon, Brecksville, OH, 44141
The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me and to the rest of the country. I expect you to protect
them.I don't want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the
Internet into "fast lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time to let giant ISPs censor what we see
and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable
throttled the popular game League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes for
everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC
ends Title II classification, the FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has made clear that he intends to
do exactly this.But if some companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay
those fees won't be able to compete. You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5
most valuable companies in America-just to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and
abysmal customer service.Internet providers will be able to impose a private tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover,
under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will be able to make it more difficult to access political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to
charge fees for website delivery that would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices
heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and
will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's
existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank
you!Bridget O'Hanlon
1033. Wilbur V. Jackson III, Solon, OH, 44139
Removing net neutrality rules is an insult to the average american. I am definitely republican but I cannot support the removal of net
neutrality. Net neutrality does not limit ISP's ability to make money, or upgrade their networks. All it does is force them to treat all
traffic the same, and ensures that that traffic cannot be manipulated, adjusted, or changed. That is the single, most important part of net
neutrality.Do not remove net neutrality, or the GOP's control of the government will be short lived.
1034. Gabriel Matos, geneva, OH, 44041
Please learn from the multi-billion dollar company Google and their motto; "Don't be evil."
1035. Gerard Zarella, Masury, OH, 44439
Equal, unrestricted access to the internet is as important to all Americans as is access to natural resources, healthcare and other utilities.
Allowing ISP's to control what we can see or how we can use the internet flies in the face of the rest of the freedoms we enjoy in this
country. Reconsider the decision to diminish net neutrality and putting a price on the freedom of expression every American should be
able to enjoy.
1036. Christine Adkins, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
I want Internet Neutrality
1037. Matthew Incorvati, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
The Internet has been my primary source of entertainment and communication for many years now. I understand what I want out of it.
How I interpret the changes suggested, my ISP would basically force me into what they believe I should have. A basic package could
simply be access to the internet, with different sites operating at different speeds. In order to have those other (most likely smaller)
websites up to speed with the others, it would require a, letâ€™s call it a â€˜Premiumâ€™ package. This would most like cost
significantly more than a basic package and come with extra â€˜goodiesâ€™ that I really donâ€™t care about and are mostly there it
help give the illusion that youâ€™re getting something worthwhile. I donâ€™t care about cloud storage, special email addresses or
whatever else their peddling. The reason I pay for using the internet is to use the internet. And if you ask â€œwhy not which to a
different company?â€ well, there isnâ€™t really another company in my area. And, as I understand it, there are plenty of other places in
America with that same problem. Plus, whatâ€™s to stop every ISP from doing the same thing?
1038. Brian Satterlee, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
Internet should not be over managed by its providers without limiting what they can do. Giving them to much power would allow them
to control what people can view and how fast they're internet can access information.
1039. Craig Reed, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I am STRONGLY in favor of the protections offered by Title II classification and and am aware that I am in good company with the
support of virtually every major technology company, the true bringers of good quality-paying jobs in an industry that has placed the
UNITED STATES in the driver's seat as leaders of thought in one of the world's most important, innovative, revolutionary eras since the
industrial revolution. Signed with pride,Craig M REed

1040. Jeff Peterson-Davis, Solon, OH, 44139
Preserving Net Neutrality is essential. Developed with federal dollars and with public university research, the very foundations of our
internet infrastructure is "public." Corporations who provide access to the internet must be required to treat all web traffic equally. Our
public institutions, nonprofit organizations, local businesses, and private citizens all have the same rights to internet access as media
corporations or others who seek to create "tiers" of accessibility. Please preserve our rights, our access, and our democratic platform of
net neutrality.
1041. Liz Nyenhuis, Twnisburg, OH, 44087
I don't want my ISP to dictate what content I can/can't view on the internet.
1042. Elizabethe Zala, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
The Internet is a service, not a utility. One of the biggest things we fight for is freedom of speech in this country. Our country is based
on freedom. We should be able to communicate freely online
1043. Susan Luse, Moreland Hills, OH, 44022
To Whom it May Concern: This statement is in support of net neutrality and against any interference by the government in allowing
telecom giants to stratify the internet. It is vital for the freedom of expression on the web that all data be treated as equal. To claim that
not being able to "prioritize" certain kinds of (more profitable for the ISPs) of data causes the companies not to invest in their networks
is plain baloney. We only have to look to other nations - most of which have internet that far outstrips our fragmented, profit-driven
system - to realize that treating the internet as anything less than the vital public utility that it is, stifles its development. Most
municipalities would love to be able to provide public high-speed fiberoptic networks for use by the citizens, but, in fact profit-driven
service "providers" like Verizon, AT&T, Comcast, and others have used their monopoly positions to prevent this. They could invest in
their networks if they chose, since they have been making record profits and, again, have monopoly positions in most markets, but they
would rather pretend that it's the people's insistence on net neutrality which is holding them back. The bandwidth belongs to the citizens,
period, and the First Amendment prohibits government from restraining the freedom of speech, which the revoking of net neutrality
would have the effect of doing. Please do not stifle the continuing development of the internet and the freedom of expression of our
citizens in favor of making monopolies even wealthier at our expense. Sincerely, Susan W. Luse
1044. Hayden Moseley, Stow, OH, 44224
I need net neutrality because through the internet I finally feel like my voice is valid. ISPs don't give me many options in my small town,
as I can really only choose between Spectrum and AT&T. These two companies are giants, and they have far too much control over us. I
use the Internet to keep track of friends as we grow and go through life together, and I've met so many people over the Internet who I
now cannot imagine living without. The internet no longer being an open place would mean that I'd lose out on a lot of opportunities, as
I also plan to do a lot of my freelance work online once I graduate from school. Protecting net neutrality protects the voices and
livelihoods of a great number of people. Please don't take more away from us than what's already been taken in so many aspects of real
life.
1045. Scott Wood, Brecksville, OH, 44141
The internet should be open and free as a right to all citizens. Websites and/or service providers should not be allowed to handle certain
data they deem special differently than any other data.
1046. Blaise, WIlloughby, OH, 44094
The internet is a free place and everyone should have the rights to it equally, ISPs should not decide what websites are better depending
if they pay the ISP to give higher speeds for consumers to access the website. Net neutrality is the only thing from destroying this
wonderful thing we call the internet and should stay in place
1047. Aaron Morris, CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH, 44224
I think as a government body, that you should be on the side of consumers and not always the "free market". It is appalling in this day
and age to continue to give corporations the maximum amount of freedom, and not protect your citizens from monopolies in the
business world.. I ask that you keep this regulation in tact just for the peace of mind to the consumer alone.Eventually all of your actions
are going to reach a boiling point in our democracy, and people wil start protesting in mass like they once did, and still continue to do all
around the world. Thank You.
1048. Jason Turner, Macedonia, OH, 44056
America is the country of the free. The internet is no exception. If we take away the freedom on the internet, it's no better than taking
away our personal freedom. Also by making websites that isp's own show up more it could potentially create a monopoly which is
illegal.
1049. Brandon Truhn, Perry, OH, 44081
The internet should remain neutral and large companies should not be able to throttle what I want to see and do on the internet. The
internet should be free for the public and rather than passing legislature like this bill, you should address things like the dark web and
slave trade networks that operate through the internet. Not me trying to access a YouTube video or some news station owned by another
company.
1050. Jacob Nemeth, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
With internet service providers already limiting our experiences by charging more for data connections and setting their own data caps, I
find it ridiculous that they're trying to find even more ways to profit. Enough is enough, leave our internet alone.
1051. Kelly McGuire, Cleveland, OH, 44124
As a member of the LGBTQIA community I am furious that this needs to be addressed! If conservative corporations buy out certain
parts of the internet, I lose out on access to information I need to get by! And to my gay and trans poc friends, they also rely on online
resources to survive and stay informed. These changes could be dangerous if we lose access to our online support systems.

1052. Alex Contorno, Mentor, OH, 44060
The internet needs to remain neutral for the pursuit of happiness and prosperity in all who use the internet.
1053. Bryan Schuler, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net neutrality is an established model that should not be infringed. I do not want my websites and media throttled, blocked or redirected
because they challenge the people with money to shove around. I do not want innovation to stagnate because smaller companies can't
get off the ground because ISPs are taking an even larger cut of the profit-pie. I do not want all my premium cost content to increase in
price, because companies like Netflix and YouTube and Twitch.tv are forced to pay ISPs to deliver the same content at "fast lane"
speeds for it to be viable. Breaking net neutrality ultimately forces the consumers to pay more for the same content for no other reason
than the ISP monopolies in this country want to pad their pockets more and charge more for less service.
1054. Neil Quinn, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
We are the United States of America, founded on liberty and democracy, and all of the first-world ideals embodied in the formation of
our country. We are not Russia, North Korea, China or a host of other countries whose governments try to control and restrict internet
access through a variety of direct and indirect methods. Please maintain net neutrality at ALL costs. Not doing so will create a "haves
vs. have nots" divide. We are better than that. Let's do the RIGHT thing here.
1055. Nat Abood, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Keep the internet free and open! Protect net neutrality and preserve the free speech of the internet. Represent the people and not the will
of special interests and ISPs.
1056. Jennifer Page, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I support net neutrality. In the 21st century, a free and open internet is a hallmark of a free and open society. Eliminating net neutrality
will allow internet service providers to function monopolistically, and although slippery slope arguments are sometimes logically
unsound and alarmist, in this case, I do think there is a serious worry about censorship by ISPs.Thank you for taking the time to read
comments from members of the public. I hope that the FCC will take the public will on the issue of net neutrality seriously.
1057. Al Cho, Rome, OH, 44085
All data needs to be treated as equal in order to keep moving forward as a prospering democratic society. Do not eliminate net
neutrality.
1058. Efren Aguirre, Chesterland, OH, 44026
If NET NEUTRALITY IS NOT PRESERVED EXACTLY AS IT EXIST TODAY. I WILL WILL IMMEDIATELY CANCEL MY
TWC ACCOUNT AND MY NETFLIX ACCOUNT AND I WILL SURVIVE ON MY CELFONES PLAN.THIS WILL COST THE
SCOUNDRELS $100+ / MONTHTHIS IS NOT A THREAT IT IS A PROMISE.Efren Aguirre
1059. David Weston Lum, madison, OH, 44057
It's very important to me that america has a free and open internet.
1060. Taylor DiPlacido, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44092
Taylor DiPlacido Taylor DiPlacido
1061. Glenn Pritchard, Willowick, OH, 44095
Prohibition worked well didn't it? Do yourselves a favor and don't risk repeating history with the internet which many more people use
for banking, financing, ordering, supplying, streaming and generally making a living. The repercussions involved will probably cost you
your jobs and generally destabilize the entire government network with DDos attacks, hacked emails, and more CIA leaks. Trump's
public image is already shit do you really want the world to know what he's been up to behind closed doors!?Glenn Pritchard
1062. Sean Lucas, Novelty, OH, 44072
I believe that net neutrality is needed. It provides open internet for everyone and you don't have to empty your pockets to get faster
speeds. And finally it gives a chance for people to create their own websites that can be on equal terms and speeds with other major
ones.Net neutrality is a great achievement for the internet and I would hate to see it disappear.Sean Lucas
1063. William Oeffner, Jefferson, OH, 44047
Net Neutrality is an incredibly important part of the modern age in order to help keep people entertained and informed about the world,
and to remove that from people would be an outrage as well as potentially legalized censorship. Since it would allow the ISPs to remove
whatever they like from being accessible to everyone, and that would infringe on the rights of everyone to have truly free and open
communication with one another. Net Neutrality must be upheld!
1064. Michael Haren, Stow, OH, 44224
Please preserve net neutrality. Do not allow companies to shape traffic, particularly from individual companies.
1065. MaryAnn Kneier, Middlefield, OH, 44062
One of the principles of democracy, free speech, would be compromised without Net Neutrality. Please don't chip away at the freedoms
of the individual.
1066. David Booth, Stow, OH, 44224
Without net neutrality I may have serious difficulty in finishing my work on the risk factors of a particular type of cancer. It seems that
without net neutrality it all depends on what I can afford.
1067. Steven G. Simmons, Independence, OH, 44131
Greetings FCC:I am a small business owner in Cleveland, Ohio, one of the nations hardest hit regions in the recent US economic

downturn. One might say that I am an "accidental entrepreneur", because me efforts in business has been driven by need to support my
family financially after being displaced from my 25+ year career in 2009.I hope to help my city and my region through my efforts by
developing a product that can be manufactured and sourced nearby in Ohio. In order to market my product, I need a strong internet
presence.As you are probably aware, milliseconds are critical in page loads for my audience and potential customers. We are in an age
where a 4 second site visit is considered significant, and "bounces" are a tragedy.As a "bootstrap" small business owner, I cannot afford
to compete with major corporations for a spot in the fast lane. What is even more discouraging is that, if permitted, my service providers
may even elect to throttle my available bandwidth in an effort to effectively raise the cost of my services. This is very akin to a local city
official arranging for road work in an effort to drive a retail store out of business. It is practically extortion.May economists agree that
local small-medium sized businesses are the key to our ultimate economic recovery in the US. How can businesses like mine grow when
we can't afford the luxury of higher priced internet services? Instead of local businesses growing and healing a region, money will
continue to flow out of our community to centralized moguls. Cities like Cleveland will not be able to revitalize and put good people
back to work.There's also control of messaging and media communications to consider. I feel that simply providing an affluent few a
"fast lane pass" to the public is dangerous and unfair. There are a multitude of concerns associated with this aspect of communications
neutrality.Thanks so much for your time and consideration. I hope that you will base your decisions on the fundamental principle that
America is for the people and by the people.Sincerely,Steve Simmons
1068. CYNTHIA MOORE, BURTON, OH, 44021
NET NEUTRALITY IS PART OF A FREE COUNTRY.
1069. Nathan Bowman, Roaming Shores , OH, 44084
The internet is meant to be a place for individuals to share ideas, concepts, beliefs (regardless of their popularity or moral positions).
Internet Regulation by ISPs is a step backwords. It gives these companies the legal right to block what the feel is inappropiate, what they
disagree with, whatever may challenge their positions and whatever other parties may pay them to block. The impact the end of net
neutrality will have on everything from day to day life to elections will be profound in a horrifyingly negative way. You cannot regulate
free speech and still claim that it is indeed free speech.
1070. Jen Ault, Munson, OH, 44024
Its about freedom. Please protect net neutrality. The only persons impacted are the honest and transparent. The less honest will find a
way no matter what.
1071. Valerie Watt, Mentor, OH, 44060
I prefer to watch and do online at my leisure and we are getting charged too much as it is! I'm sure prices would skyrocket if this
happens. Thanks...
1072. Jeremiah Hill, Kinsman, OH, 44428
Protect net neutrality. Care about the American people for once instead of millionare lobbyists.
1073. Eric Rothfusz, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Net neutrality is extremely important to the future of American innovation. Please do NOT weaken current net neutrality regulations
Thank you for your time and attention.
1074. Leslie Edwards , Painesville, OH, 44077
Are government and the FCC serving The People or the cable companies? Freedom of information is not a commodity. Net neutrality is
a solid spoke in the wheel of democracy, and the open internet -which belongs to us all- must remain open and not be controlled by Big
Business.
1075. Stephanie Cull, Painesville, OH, 44077
Don't be like the Corporate owned whores of Congress and DO the right thing!
1076. Wanda Ongaro, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
I am very much in favor of net neutrality. I want my internet to be an equal playground for all providers. I do not want my internet to be
hamstrung by those with the biggest pockets.
1077. Olivia, Aurora, OH, 44202
Net neutrality provides us a freedom of speech. You're impeding on our first amendment rights if you gut net neutrality.
1078. Michael Musarra, Willoughby, OH, 44094
I believe in net neutrality, as it gives way to free speech, competition in both the public and private sectors.
1079. William Welton, Northfield Ctr, OH, 44067
In a time when the free press is under attack, free speech on the Internet is more important than ever. Consumers should be able to
determine what they watch and do online. Please preserve net neutrality. The health and viability of the Internet itself will suffer without
it. The Internet is powered by human creativity, and creative people will go where the freedom is.
1080. Joanne Tanski, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
The big companies control enough of our lives. Keep the net open and let freedom ring.
1081. Keith Foy, Kinsman, OH, 44428
Net neutrality must be left alone because individuality should be expressed by people and not controlled and extorted by big
corporations.
1082. Donald Tobul, Madison, OH, 44057

Please do not take away Net Neutrality, and leave us at the mercy of the big Suppliers to the Internet which "We the People" built.
1083. Nelson Pole, Novelty, OH, 44072
Let me choose, not my ISP.
1084. Teresa Potter, Kent, OH, 44240
As a teacher, if I didn't have free blogs and websites where other teachers share their ideas and resources, I wouldn't be able to do my
job. Education especially needs an open internet where everyone can share resources without fear of deprioritization. Teachers and
students alike would experience an immense blow if net neutrality were revoked and big companies could control what they have easy
access to. Please keep the internet open.
1085. Ethan Johnson, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Don't roll back net neutrality regulations that keep the internet "playing field" from being overly manipulated by companies like
Spectrum, AT&T, and Verizon.
1086. George Fenton, Painesville, OH, 44077
Don't poke the bear. Everyone is making good money, stop trying to squeeze more blood from this stone!
1087. Stephanie Cull, Painesvill, OH, 44077
Stop catering to Big Business and do the right thing
1088. Paul Phipps, Solon, OH, 44139
I make my living off the internet. I am just one person and it is hard to get a job in my rural area. Please do not let the big companies
take away my ability to make a living, it would severely cripple my family of four.
1089. Jacob Vitale, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Net Neutrality is fundamental to allowing small businesses to survive in our new online market
1090. Patricia K Sommer, Novelty, OH, 44072
This is the essence today of free speech. Net neutrality is a must. The Big companies have an overwhelming advantage as it is. Do NOT
hand over the net to total control by them.
1091. Joe Sterne, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
It's not fair to pay more for less service.
1092. Jason, Aurora, OH, 44202
Please keep net neutrality open and free
1093. Guy Zumpetta, Mantua, OH, 44255
We live in a day and age when the big companies like Verizon can just *buy* all but the largest websites, and the ability to control what
websites we can easily go to is just another potential power for them to use and abuse.
1094. Andrew Hart , Northfield, OH, 44067
The internet is based on open exchange of ideas and information. Banning those who you disagree with only serves profit based
corporations. Do you want to be responsible for the limitation of free speech?
1095. Andrew, northfield, OH, 44067
Information should be able to be shared freely and unabated. Television and radio news have been taken over by corporate sponsorship,
which is more concerned about making money than providing unbiased information. Please keep the net neuatral so we may gain
information that does not have an ideological agenda.
1096. Karl Losely, Perry, OH, 44081
Dear FCC Commissioners,The internet must stay open to all with equal access for all. No throttling, no additional access for a fee.Net
neutrality is a must. Please do not roll back net neutrality. Thank you,
1097. Jim Pilewski, Eastlake , OH, 44095
Folks,Isn't equal access to the internet a right for every citizen?Do not let corporate profits control the internet.Please stand up for net
neutrality.
1098. Scott Hallgren, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Gutting Net Neutrality is a betrayal of everything America stands for. Do NOT betray free speech and information for the sake of
corporate interests!
1099. Matt Davison, Willowick, OH, 44095
Who are you to take away my right to watch and do what I want online just so multi-BILLION dollar companies can make more money
off of me? Do not take away net neutrality!
1100. Nicolas Hirsch, Aurora, OH, 44202
Net neutrality is as much a part of the First Amendment as freedom of speech or freedom of the press. In the 21st century, we MUST
recognize that these rights belong to the people, and not to corporations or the government. Please act to protect net neutrality!
1101. Matthew Vanek, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Please leave the internet alone. Without net neutrality, big companies could censor people and perspectives online. Net neutrality has

been called the "First Amendment of the Internet."
1102. Tony Hodun, Roaming Shores, OH, 44084
Net neutrality is about fairness, and fairness is essential to the health of our democracy! All of our citizens only have a chance to grow to
their best potential if they have fair access to resources and consumers; that's what has and will make our country great.
1103. Monica Ralston , Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Pls do the right thing and honor the commitment to Net Neutrality. I am a college professor and lover of information that is easy to
access and not censored. With all hot messes in this administration, pls use this as an opportunity to do the right thing.
1104. Richard Smith, Stow, OH, 44224
Keep Net neutrality. Big corporations will charge for everything you do. Not fair for us that have enjoyed using the net at no cost.
1105. Jonathan Ellis, Chardon, OH, 44024
The internet needs to be free to all, just like the air we breathe! Without net neutrality, ISP's can say that I watch to much Netflix and
throttle my speeds to boost their own video services. We live in a country that flourishes because of our freedom of speech. Without Net
Neutrality a corporation (Verizon, ATT, Comcast) could censor people and that is unconstitutional and against what makes this country
great!
1106. Taylor, Stow, OH, 44224
Preservation of net neutrality rules is of utmost importance to prevent blocking information from the people.
1107. Christa green, Stow, OH, 44224
This would affect the availability of resources that I currently use to teach my students. It would be detrimental to my teaching and the
learning of my students.
1108. Donna Guardino , Cleveland , OH, 44124
As a home-based small business owner, i rely on the internet entirely to conduct business and earn an independent living. Net neutrality
must ne protected so organizations like mine can continue to thrive. Thank you.
1109. Kenneth Meadows, Ravenna, OH, 44266
I am a web developer and without an open internet I will lose my job. We rely on everybody having a fair share of the internet if it
becomes segmented based on "fast lanes" or even worse a la carte access based on categories. Please leave title 2 in place.
1110. Bryan Leonard, Stow, OH, 44224
Net neutrality is fundamental to free speech. It protects small business, innovators, and allows consumers, not companies, to choose
what they do and watch online.
1111. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Laning, Chesterland, OH, 44026
People not corporations - that is the essence of democracy.
1112. joe wolf, Cleveland, OH, 44124
i believe that access to the internet should be free and equal to all parties.. this has always been the norm. Net Neutrality should be
protected, not subverted by those in power for the moment.
1113. Ryan Doyle, Hudson, OH, 44236
I believe in an Internet that promotes freedom and equality. Net neutrality is a big part of that, letting people express themselves and not
being charged more for unpopular opinions.
1114. Clarence Craig Ferris, Aurora, OH, 44202
Democracy demands that the people have access to information which they want, unsupervised by others. Big business is not
competitive, but autocratic. Big businesses buy out their competitors. This may not be legal, but this is what they do, and if it is illegal,
this shows the degree of corruption in our system. If big business is allowed to control the net, (they typically do under the guise that the
control is by the government, when in fact it is not ), this will destroy a last vestige of democracy, the peoples right and ability to see
uncensored information.
1115. Aaron Talcott, Chardon, OH, 44024
Innovation is vital to the survival of our species. Installing barriers to information and tools to the average person is a detriment to our
continued existence. Short-sighted greed will slow our progress substantially.
1116. Rosalie Brown, Mayfield Hts, OH, 44124
Equality is the hallmark of American society. Net Neutrality gives all citizens an even playing field. To be against net neutrality is to be
Un-American in the basic core of ones character.
1117. christopher defrange, cuyahoga falls, OH, 44223
net neutrality must be protected!
1118. Mark Miller, West Farmington, OH, 44491
Please do not end net neutrality so large corporations can manipulate the rest of us even further than they already have. This is a
freedom of speech issue!
1119. Colin Onita, Twinsburg , OH, 44087
Free and available internet is a basic human right. Hence net neutrality, protected by Title II common carrier regulations, is necessary

for a free and equal information based democratic society.
1120. Ronald sargent, Painesville, OH, 44077
I am against this!! If this happens I guess I will do away with internet tv and my phones !! Ronald sargent
1121. Kathleen A. Kuznicki, Sagamore Hills, OH, 44067
I am adamantly in favor of Net Neutrality! Greed should be kept out of the internet. The present accessibility setup is fair to all and
should remain so. It's working well, therefore "if it's not broke, don't fix it!"
1122. Sarah Briggs, Stow, OH, 44224
Like very many people and families in the United States, my family and I are not rich. If net neutrality ends, my family will no longer be
able to afford using websites like Google, which are very important websites to us. At that point, my family would have to drop our
internet service (currently AT&T) altogether because it would simply be too expensive. Please consider how ending net neutrality will
affect low and middle class families like mine. Honestly, ending net neutrality only benefits the people and families who can afford to
be charged extra fees (high class); these high class people and families are definitely not the majority of people that make up our
country.Thank you for taking the time out of your busy day to read my letter, I appreciate it.Sincerely,Sarah Briggs Sarah Briggs
1123. William Balogh, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support Chairman Ajit Paiâ€™s rollback of Obamaâ€™s internet takeover. Title II regulation gives too much power to the government
over the future of the internet. It has harmed innovation and investment. It also deters competition. Markets and consumers should
regulate the Internetâ€™s future, not government.Fuck socialism it does not work please show me a. Country that it has worked in if I
am wrong
1124. Matthew Marting, chagrin falls, OH, 44022
Net neutrality is a critical part of our progress in the modern world. Cable, DSL, and satellite internet companies have turned their
essential service into a monopoly. No one today can work or play without internet, and these companies want to make more money off
of this essential service by running protection rackets on websites. This has already happened in 2015, with companies like netflix
having their service quality severely cut until they paid up during negotiations. With this change in legislation, ISPs could also
implement censorship via severely slow internet speeds, blocking websites by making them nearly impossible to use. We are already
one of the worst countries for internet service quality, with awful service times, extremely high cost relative to other countries (we pay
about $3 per MB/s, in many other countries, prices are around $1- $0.50 per MB/s), and beyond awful treatment when we need help
from them. Do not let these absolutely awful companies drag us into a state where they get to control who innovates what on the
internet. Net Neutrality is absolutely critical to our progress.
1125. Michael Krause, Montville, OH, 44064
Don't let this pass. I find it hilarious that ISP are saying they'll support the principles of Net Neutrality. If they did they wouldn't be
messing with it!
1126. Luke Kohler, Orwell, OH, 44076
How about, instead of doing something that hurts other people you don't know, you don't?It's easy to forget that other people exist - this
is mere humanity - but that's why I write this to implore you to reconsider very seriously your course of action.Besides, this hurts
startups and strangles free market services. It's objectively bad for everybody except megaconglomerate ISPs, and even then, vengeful
denizens of the internet will probably find plenty of ways to fight back.Lastly, considering recent events I assume you're going to
publish this publicly with or without my permission, but remember: if you do, you only show that your position is unsupported.Disgustedly, Luke KohlerLuke Kohler
1127. Melissa Mulvihill, Hudson, OH, 44236
Net neutrality rules should not be compromised
1128. Nancy Ortman, Independence, OH, 44131
The internet is absolutely critical to multiple transactions, commerce, and free exchange of ideas in the modern American economy and
society. It should be declared a PUBLIC UTILITY and regulated as such for the benefit of ALL. DO NOT DO WHAT THE VAST
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS ARE OPPOSED TO. SO, MAINTAIN NET NEUTRALITY. Do your duty to the public and American
people. If not, resign your position, Mr. Pai. The American people will not assent to our rights and protections being thwarted. You
people will not remain in power long if you persist in twisted the will of the public to corporate ends. HOW DARE YOU?, The internet
is needed to function in our current society. It should be regulated as a utility for the benefit of ALL citizens. Do not erode or destroy net
neutrality. This would degrade our communications and rights for the benefit of a few companies. Internet access is already quadruple
the cost of that in London. We need to get rid of monopolistic practices of att, etc. PRESERVE NET NEUTRALITY.
1129. Joy Antonio, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Defend us from greed.
1130. Philip Lipton, Cleveland, OH, 44124
If it's not broke, don't fix it!,
1131. Sandra Cobb, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
The internet belongs to Americans, not the government or corporations.,
1132. Leslie Switalski, Brecksville, OH, 44141
FCC It IS you job to DO the RIGHT thingÂ‰Ã›_Â•Ã¼ÂPROTECT Net Neutrality..PREVENT corporations from abusing their
emence power to control & profit from limiting open internet access for EVERYONE Â‰Ã›_Â•Ã¼Â

1133. Dylan McNeil, painesville, OH, 44077
Listen buddy, if you take out Title 2 then we will get more internet provider fuckery than ever. We need strong enforceable regulations
for the internet to stay safe from internet provider fuckery. Please don't ruin this for everyone, I like my internet just the way it is. net
neutrality is essential for the internet to thrive. i shouldn't need a degree in law and knowledge in politics just so iIcant be exploited by
big businesses
1134. Chris Pribilski, Mentor, OH, 44060
I strongly oppose Chairman Pai's proposal to reverse net neutrality protections because a free and open internet is vital for our
democracy, for our businesses, and for our daily lives. Chairman Pai's proposal would NOT promote a free and open internet; it would
give giant internet companies the power to prioritize what we read, watch, and explore online. This proposal in opposition to my first
amendment right to free speech and I will not stand for it. It is about my right to be heard and my right to hear others. I submit my
public comment to oppose Chairman Pai's proposal to reverse net neutrality protections.
1135. Danielle, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please protect net neutrality. We need protection from big companies who's interest lies with profits, not the people. People should get
to choose what to watch and read online, after all they are the ones paying for it.
1136. Jeff Mccollim, Concord, OH, 44077
Without an open internet, the US loses jobs and job creations, loses education and makes the US worse off than a third world country
1137. James Williams, Stow, OH, 44224
The internet is the most important advancement in our lifetimes. Do not let cable monopolies butcher it.
1138. Sara, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
The scariest words in English: "I'm from the government, and I'm here to help." FCC intervention in the internet? No thank you. Let
American citizens keep their net independence.
1139. Caleb Ziamba, Perry, OH, 44081
America is the bastion of freedom in the modern world, and one of its greatest innovations embodies the principles of liberty which our
nation holds so dear -- the Internet. The freedom to access the internet with equal speeds regardless of the accessing service is crucial for
the continuation of this freedom. Maintain Net Neutrality.
1140. John Mihevic, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44095
I shouldn't be herded through information and entertainment by a corporation lining their pockets.
1141. Dean Hooper, Twinsburg, OH, 44087
To reach its' potential, as a positive agent of change, the Internet must remain free and open!
1142. James Emley, Mentor, OH, 44060
I support net neutrality. We do not need more governmental interference in our daily lives. I should be able to go to what sites I want
and view what I want on those sites. I believe the Bill of Rights establishes these rights.
1143. Stephen DaCosta, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Please do not allow cable companies to be in control of what or where I may search on the internet.
1144. Cole Wilson, Mentor, OH, 44060
The pricing for most internet services is already out of control, letting the cable companies have more control would only make the
situation worse
1145. Anthony Friedman, lyndhurst, OH, 44124
This is a clear affront to the American people and our rights.... If you continue this unlawful action (we the people) will fight back
1146. louis lanese, mantua, OH, 44255
we the small people need net neutrality ,no one should control what we want to watch ,and control our internet speed
1147. Janice Kalman, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Leave net neutrality alone! Why must we even have this conversation? Stop taking things away from the people. Isn't big business big
enough?? I am so disappointed in the FCC for even considering this.
1148. Tony Kiefer, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I am for net neutrality. Freedom on the internet is important and it is fundamental to free speech. Net neutrality protects small businesses
and innovators who are just starting out and it allows consumers, not big companies, to decide what they watch and do online. The
internet is free and should remain free and not become the private playground for big ISP companies.
1149. Vince Vartorella, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Big budget Mega corps already have devastated the Bricks and Mortar stores. If it's all pay the ISP's and search engines, there is no
chance for the small business to compete. It is bad enough now that everything is tracked and pay to play but it will hand everything left
over to the Mega corps.
1150. Mark Khalil, Willoughby hills, OH, 44092
With large corporations being allowed to be entities today. it's and government being very corp. friendly. it's important to have strong
guidelines in place to govern fair behavior in a limited market place. This is no different than a basic set of laws in place for public
safety. It protects both sides interests, for a smooth running society. Please keep title II in place.

1151. Anthony P, Lyndhurst, OH, 44124
Nobody like people at amusement parks who pay to skip the line - don't bring that to the interwebs.
1152. Matt Hutter, Chardon, OH, 44024
Protect freedom of speech and support small business - protect net neutrality.
1153. Ray Wymer, Willoughby Hills, OH, 44094
This, in my view, is simple - the internet was initiated and by design an open system that was for the people. By eliminating net
neutrality our Gov't is blocking innovation by the very people that will create the next great things in America.
1154. Avis Johnson, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
Protect net neutrality. If you give control of the Internet to the cable companies, it will reduce innovation and take us back to the days of
monopolies. Help us stay on the way of progress.
1155. Patrick , Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
Net neutrality must be protected because I want to be able to say what i want to say, and not be censored.
1156. Amy Fritsche, Twinsbug, OH, 44087
Net neutrality is our important to our free speech! It helps all users of the internet!
1157. Francis Lamm, Wickliffe, OH, 44092
As a long time holder of a Class I Radiotelephone License, I am aware of FCC and some FTC regulations. I am also aware that Title II
of the FTC allows the political bureaucrats in Washington to arbitrarily pick the winners and losers on the web. As a citizen and voter, I
strongly feel the internet is best regulated by light-touch FTC regulation and the market, not heavy-handed unreasonable FCC rules. I
and many friends totally support Chairman Ajit Paiâ€™s rollback of the former Obama administrationâ€™s Internet takeover.
1158. Michael Seager, Mentor, OH, 44060
Please keep the Internet free and open to all!
1159. Sr Friel, Chardon, OH, 44024
Please , let us be Free!
1160. Alice Dugar, Independence, OH, 44131
Equality for All is not to be an empty phrase. It is the cornerstone of American Democracy.
1161. Jeff McCollim, Concord, OH, 44077
The US must compete with the rest of the world. Impossible without net neutrality
1162. Susan Linton, Novelty, OH, 44072
Defend Net neutrality.
1163. Carl Seitz, Jefferson, OH, 44047
With the internet being used so widely as a source of information and communication it is paramount that this be a free and open access
to all. To charge the public for what is in principle a library is criminal.
1164. Clarice Alexander, Madison, OH, 44057
How dare you even consider this unfair attack on net neutrality. We are watching and will not let this happen!
1165. Arturo Blohm, Hudson, OH, 44236
The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) protect and foster innovation. They allowed American internet companies become
world leaders. I urge you to protect them.I don't want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an
advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time to
let giant ISPs censor what we see and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked
FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites
that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have
made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has
made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and small
businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to compete. You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small
businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in America-just to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous
for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet providers will be able to impose a private tax on every sector of the American
economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will be able to make it more difficult to access political speech that they don't like.
They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to
have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has
made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Please
publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to
dissuade him.Thank you!
1166. John Opie, Willoughby, OH, 44094
net neutrality is one of the bastions of an open, free, democratic society. To weaken neutrality is a stop towards a closed society with all
it's dangers and risks.
1167. Rose Cassmer, Macedonia, OH, 44056

It protects free speech internationally.
1168. Lisa Craig, Stow, OH, 44224
I work for a public research university. Entrepreneurship runs strong here. Dozens of start-ups are launched every day, but the students
and faculty won't stand a chance to open small businesses if they can't afford fast ISP fees. You will kill the open marketplace that has
enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in America-just to further enrich a few much less
valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I
worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also
sending this to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce
Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank you!
1169. Steven Johnson, Willoughby, OH, 44094
The FCC's current Title 2 Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me. I urge you to protect them.I don't
want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast
lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest. It is Corporate Communism, plain and simple.Now is not the time to let
giant ISPs censor what we see and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked
FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites
that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small. These commie
corporations are un-American, and need thorough examinations.Courts have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the
FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee. This commie, un-American plot will put power into the hands of a politburo
who suck off the government teat for their survival.The un-American Chairman Pai, doing the work of his foreign masters, has made
clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some communistic companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups
and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to compete. This is clearly un-American, and the work of a foreign power.
You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in Americajust to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet providers
will be able to impose a communistic tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under the un-American Chairman Pai's
plan, ISPs will be able to make it more difficult to access non-lamestream truth that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for
website delivery that would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard. Again,
the earmarks of a foreign plot.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I worry that the un-American Chairman Pai, a former
Verizon lawyer and foreigner, has put the plans of his foreign masters foremost and will ignore me and millions of other real
Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title
II, and denounce the un_American Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to prevent him from Making America Great
Again.Thank you!
1170. Lee Shafer, Solon, OH, 44139
This Congress is out to destroy everything that is good about this country and sell it all off to the highest bidder.The Internet is NOT for
sale. The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to anyone who uses the net. NO ONE wants ISPs to
have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast lanes" for
companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.Now is not the time to let giant ISPs censor what we see and do online. Censorship by
ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game
League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts
the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the
FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some
companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to
compete. You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in
America-just to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet
providers will be able to impose a private tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will
be able to make it more difficult to access political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that
would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's
open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other
Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on
Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to fight him on this.Thank you!
1171. Michele La Bella, Brecksville, OH, 44141
I am total against "fast lanes" mine is slow enough now
1172. Brian Ferguson, Ravenna, OH, 44266
It's a right. You can't limit rights. Keep net neutrality
1173. Susan Duchossois, Solon, OH, 44139
You will be punishing our future. Children need to be tech & science literate to survive. this isn't ala cart. you can't pick & choose who
goes faster than others unless Pay extra move to fast lane. Don't pay & governor will decide how fast you go. Morally & ethically wrong
1174. Kathy Alexander, Northfield, OH, 44067
I strongly oppose Chairman Paiâ€™s proposal to reverse net neutrality protections because a free and open internet is vital for our
democracy, for our businesses, and for our daily lives. It would give giant internet companies the power to prioritize what we read,
watch, and explore online. It is about my right to be heard and my right to hear others. I submit my public comment to oppose Chairman
Paiâ€™s proposal to reverse net neutrality protections.
1175. Greg Drenik, Willoughby, OH, 44060
Net neutrality must be preserved! This new law proposed is a blatant attack on our freedom of speech and freedom of information. This

new law will only put our society one step closer to a totalitarian regime. This is just another way the government will oppress the
masses and take away the freedom that once made this country great. This cannot be allowed to happen you must stop this from being
passed. Preserve the present net neutrality law!
1176. Ace Fluff, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Listen you money hungry mongrels if you start charging extra for all this dumb shit we all bout to switch to different ISPs and all you're
going to do is lose money okay so if you don't fuck off with this bullshit I swear on my life mate I'll fuckin personally make you regret
all of this so FUCK off with all this because you're already overcharging us for garbage speeds alright just FUCK off
1177. Sean Lynagh, Jefferson, OH, 44047
Don't do this to us
1178. Scott Fisher, Hudson, OH, 44236
I want the FCC to retain the ability to stop my internet service provider from interfering with my communications choices. The courts
have already told the FCC that to do this, ISPs must remain under Title II. I'm urging FCC Chairman Ajit Pai to preserve real Net
Neutrality rules and keep Title II in place for broadband internet access. Scott Fisher5636 Londonairy BlvdHudson OH 44236
1179. Emily Warren, Solon, OH, 44139
Net neutrality is essential to American ideals. Without net neutrality, small businesses with great ideas cannot get off the ground.
Without net neutrality, a powerful few can take away the free speech rights granted to all of us under our democracy.History has shown
that it is completely necessary to keep net neutrality rules under Title II. Without this, net neutrality cannot be legally protected. I urge
the FCC to keep broadband internet access right where it belongs--firmly under Title II.
1180. Molly Church, Mentor, OH, 44060
FREEDOM OF SPEECH, FREEDOM OF CHOICE.
1181. Bill Kraft, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
MADISON RIVER: In 2005, North Carolina ISP Madison River Communications blocked the voice-over-internet protocol (VOIP)
service Vonage. Vonage filed a complaint with the FCC after receiving a slew of customer complaints. The FCC stepped in to sanction
Madison River and prevent further blocking, but it lacks the authority to stop this kind of abuse today.COMCAST: In 2005, the
nationÂ‰Ã›Âªs largest ISP, Comcast, began secretly blocking peer-to-peer technologies that its customers were using over its network.
Users of services like BitTorrent and Gnutella were unable to connect to these services. 2007 investigations from the Associated Press,
the Electronic Frontier Foundation and others confirmed that Comcast was indeed blocking or slowing file-sharing applications without
disclosing this fact to its customers.TELUS: In 2005, CanadaÂ‰Ã›Âªs second-largest telecommunications company, Telus, began
blocking access to a server that hosted a website supporting a labor strike against the company. Researchers at Harvard and the
University of Toronto found that this action resulted in Telus blocking an additional 766 unrelated sites.AT&T: From
2007Â‰Ã›Ã’2009, AT&T forced Apple to block Skype and other competing VOIP phone services on the iPhone. The wireless
provider wanted to prevent iPhone users from using any application that would allow them to make calls on such Â‰Ã›Ãover-thetopÂ‰Ã›Â voice services. The Google Voice app received similar treatment from carriers like AT&T when it came on the scene in
2009.WINDSTREAM: In 2010, Windstream Communications, a DSL provider with more than 1 million customers at the time, copped
to hijacking user-search queries made using the Google toolbar within Firefox. Users who believed they had set the browser to the
search engine of their choice were redirected to WindstreamÂ‰Ã›Âªs own search portal and results.MetroPCS: In 2011, MetroPCS, at
the time one of the top-five U.S. wireless carriers, announced plans to block streaming video over its 4G network from all sources
except YouTube. MetroPCS then threw its weight behind VerizonÂ‰Ã›Âªs court challenge against the FCCÂ‰Ã›Âªs 2010 open
internet ruling, hoping that rejection of the agencyÂ‰Ã›Âªs authority would allow the company to continue its anti-consumer
practices.PAXFIRE: In 2011, the Electronic Frontier Foundation found that several small ISPs were redirecting search queries via the
vendor Paxfire. The ISPs identified in the initial Electronic Frontier Foundation report included Cavalier, Cogent, Frontier, Fuse,
DirecPC, RCN and Wide Open West. Paxfire would intercept a personÂ‰Ã›Âªs search request at Bing and Yahoo and redirect it to
another page. By skipping over the search serviceÂ‰Ã›Âªs results, the participating ISPs would collect referral fees for delivering users
to select websites. AT&T, SPRINT and VERIZON: From 2011Â‰Ã›Ã’2013, AT&T, Sprint and Verizon blocked Google Wallet, a
mobile-payment system that competed with a similar service called Isis, which all three companies had a stake in developing.EUROPE:
A 2012 report from the Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications found that violations of Net Neutrality affected at
least one in five users in Europe. The report found that blocked or slowed connections to services like VOIP, peer-to-peer technologies,
gaming applications and email were commonplace. VERIZON: In 2012, the FCC caught Verizon Wireless blocking people from using
tethering applications on their phones. Verizon had asked Google to remove 11 free tethering applications from the Android
marketplace. These applications allowed users to circumvent VerizonÂ‰Ã›Âªs $20 tethering fee and turn their smartphones into Wi-Fi
hot spots. By blocking those applications, Verizon violated a Net Neutrality pledge it made to the FCC as a condition of the 2008
airwaves auction.AT&T: In 2012, AT&T announced that it would disable the FaceTime video-calling app on its customersÂ‰Ã›Âª
iPhones unless they subscribed to a more expensive text-and-voice plan. AT&T had one goal in mind: separating customers from more
of their money by blocking alternatives to AT&TÂ‰Ã›Âªs own products.
1182. William and Cynthia Konic, peninsula, OH, 44264
We want tier ii to remain !
1183. Jared Schneider, Macedonia, OH, 44056
Net Neutrality is what keeps the internet fair. Without Net Neutrality, companies such as, Verizon, Time Warner, and many more will
be able to bully small internet companies into paying amounts that they cannot afford to keep their internet connections from becoming
extremely slow. Removing Net Neutrality laws hurts small internet businesses, and needs to be protected.
1184. Shelly Bodnovich, Northfield, OH, 44067
This is an attack on free speech. Another example of corporate greed!

1185. Ian Oddo, Mentor, OH, 44060
I plan to be a public school educator once I graduate college, so the free exchange of digital information is imperative for my job and
more importantly, the benefit of my future students. Limiting and controlling information access prevents students from learning about
what they are passionate about and could prevent them from having the bright and educated future they deserve.
1186. Emma , Mentor, OH, 44060
Net Neutrality provides us the freedom we dearly need in today's world. Less discrimination is what we are currently striving for and for
all our efforts to just be wiped away by a shitty new act is completely preposterous.
1187. Ryan Laubenthal, Chardon, OH, 44024
I run an artistic blog of my own content with a reach of around 8k followers and growing.I am an audio engineer, I record and promote
local bands (my own and several other clients) in the hopes of one day starting a small label with different practices from the established
labels.I am on the development team of a Start-Up video game company planning to release our first product in late 2018.The
established powers already have the advantage of massive budgets for online marketing. If further advantage is given, those in my
position may not be able to do business, not for lack of quality, but just for lack of being there first.As a capitalist, I don't support
pointless regulations, however, in this case, regulations on providers seems a necessary evil to prevent a monopolistic marketplace for
internet content.Marketing on the internet and marketing in the real world are not so easily compared as an internet user has to pay a
provider for service to receive web content (often with only one option of provider if the user lives in a rural area like myself); in the
real world, we just use our eyes to view content and marketing. Allowing providers to control marketing content is not dissimilar to
allowing companies to control what our eyes can and cannot see, were such a thing possible.The service of connection and the service of
content should be quite separate for true capitalism to take place on the internet.
1188. Mikaela nero, Mentor, OH, 44060
We the people are losing to much to these big companies i deserve the right for net neutrality
1189. Nick Cusick, Painesville, OH, 44077
Essential to free exchange of creativity and thought... the very essence of what makes the internet as a whole the indispensable resource
that has helped to accelerate the progress of humanity at a previously unseen rate.
1190. Grant Wiley, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Remember back into your history books, remember that feeling you got when the greatest threats of freedom came knocking at the doors
of our nation? The feeling of helplessness and dread? The idea that life as we know it will be changed due to the wealthy, due to tyrants,
due to people who value nothing but their own interests? Snap back to today, right now, this is a modern freedom being threatened and
violation of our ever dwindling democracy. Billion dollar corporations and the ever dense Donald Trump are best friends in this. You
know why? Because the wealthiest people in this will not be affected whatsoever.The middle class will suffer the most, yet again. Our
freedoms and access to the most open and free source of information, entertainment, education and discovery will be limited, taxed
harder and thoughtlessly denied to millions of people who rely on dependable, affordable net access. Does the FCC and Trump have any
idea how many people work online? How many people rely on email services and cloud based content sharing to do their jobs? How
about you ask your web developers for your government websites how easy it is to do their jobs efficiently without reliable
internet.What if the shoe was on the other foot? What if Mr. Pai and Mr. Trump weren't among the wealthy and well positioned? What if
they were designers, entertainers, developers, transcriptionists that relied on speedy and accessible net to do their jobs, but were soon
throttled and charged extra for subpar internet performance? How would you feel? Now imagine how this will affect literally countless
professions.Think before you act, Net Neutrality is one of the modern beacons of our freedom. Taking that away pushes us one step
closer to self imposed obliteration of a once great nation. Stand up, fight.
1191. Ryan Kelly, Mentor, OH, 44060
I want to be able to hear all sides of an argument, regardless of how a certain company views that argument. I also don't want certain
websites throttled or packaged like current television providers do.
1192. Erin Rees, Northfield, OH, 44067
It is a fundamental attack on freedom of speech.
1193. Kinga Karacson, solon, OH, 44139
Ajit Pai. The internet is arguably one of the most important inventions in human history. Do you want to be known as the man who
destroyed that for greed?
1194. Emerson Bonnema, Perry, OH, 44081
Net neutrality promises to the American people - and the world - that EVERYBODY gets to have their content shared equally. This is a
sacred tenant of democracy and a fundamental aspect of a free world in our modern age. Ending net neutrality will only hurt the
American people's abilities to communicate fairly and freely, stifle innovation and education, and bring America closer to the status of a
developing nation where only certain socioeconomic tiers have true freedom.
1195. Rhiannon Fox, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Net Neutrality is important to me because it helps make things an even playing field for all which is the beauty of the internet. If you
take it away you will ruin the one good thing we as a country have.
1196. Isabel , Gates Mills, OH, 44040
I can't believe I am actually in a position where saying this is necessary, but if anyone at all still buys into that great American myth of
working hard for success, then they must also accept that rescinding net neutrality is akin to spitting in the face of small business owners
and independent creators who are trying to get themselves ahead and who cannot afford to pay premiums for faster internet access for
their customers. This is a disgusting, horrible thing to do and it strips the freedom of self-advancement from so many people while
shoveling money into the pockets of corporations that, frankly, are not the ones that need your protection.

1197. Sara Kangas, Huntsburg, OH, 44046
MY TV IS SLOW UNLESS IT'S PAYED FOR, PLEASE DO NOT TAKE MY FAST INTERNET TOO! ALSO I THOUGHT THIS
SAID YELL INSTEAD OF TELL. MY BAD. BUT SERIOUSLY PLEASE PUT IT BACK. MY MOM REALLY LIKES THE
INTERNET.
1198. Dale Deuble, Northfield, OH, 44067
Making the internet like TV is a bad idea, those who are on the top will just become more powerful, and cable companies can scam their
customers even more if this continues.
1199. Samantha Gates, Aurora, OH, 44202
The internet has changed our way of life. Universal access to sites across the web, regardless of socioeconomic status, is now a
foundational tenant of our free and democratic society.
1200. Kayleigh B, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Net Neutrality is not something you can take away from us. Like said before, it's needed for democracy.
1201. Abby Ramadan, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Equal access is incredibly important. As a capitalist country, shouldn't we value competition? By dismantling net neutrality, we permit
companies to wear down any inkling of competition. They can force consumers to only utilize their services; if they dare go to a website
that is not what a corporation wants, then customers can expect forking over money. It's rather hypocritical to attack net neutrality for
this reason.
1202. Sylvia Walnut, Chardon, OH, 44024
net neutrality is what allows people to set up online businesses and make a living to pay bills, support families, and just survive. limiting
access to certain sites will allow the rich to take control over the internet just like they've taken over the world.
1203. Rachel Oliver, Ashtabula, OH, 44004
Net neutrality protects our freedom of speech, ensures that anyone can have a voice and an audience, and allows the sharing of
information across the world. Destroying net neutrality would go against the first amendment, a concept our nation was built upon.
1204. Jennifer Hayes, Mentor, OH, 44060
Net Neutrality is necessary to allow equal access to the internet to all. Allowing ISPs to charge for faster speeds will create an imbalance
of what people have access to on the internet.
1205. , Twinsburg, OH, 44087
Net neutrality is fundamental in a democracy
1206. Allison Koch, Eastlake, OH, 44095
It is important to me to be able to access the internet for my university coursework, for banking, and for entertainment.
1207. Sabrina , Andover, OH, 44003
The internet is one of the few places where everyone is essentially equal and to take that away from someone based on their income is
practically criminal. Not to mention, this would kill small internet based businesses before they even got their start. No one should
control information via paywall, either and that's what the internet is mainly. An information database.
1208. Autumn Lehmann, Aurora, OH, 44202
i have friends who are artists and i am a musician.
1209. Abigail Sweet, Orwell, OH, 44076
Net Neutrality is one of the last barriers between our safety and privacy, and the internet is an important tool for many. This decision
will destroy many, many businesses and put many Americans at risk of loosing their lively hoods, both adults and teens, and completely
destroy a tool that allows many people to connect and inform each other. The internet is a Utility, even in times where it's used to look at
cat videos. It is the only true form of free press and speech anymore, and loosing Net Neutrality is the next step into an increasingly
terrifying age of tyranny.
1210. Sydney O'Neal, Northfield, OH, 44067
Its the only way I can make a living in the future.
1211. Heather Hudy, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
My SchoolMy EntertainmentMy CareerMy Well-beingMy Family and Friend's Well-BeingMy Social LifeDoes none of that matter to
you? Or are you just so greedy when you already have so much money?I'm poor, I'm barely making my way through anything. You
speak of justice to working class Americans and returning the Middle Class, but you are only making it worse.
1212. Margaret Petroski, Aurora, OH, 44202
Information should be free to everyone
1213. Tyler Brcaewell, Aurora, OH, 44202
Maintaining Net Neutrality is incredibly important to prevent those with the most money available to them to control other businesses
and customers. Many low income families will be limited in what information is available to them because of the need to pay more just
to read the same information as someone else.
1214. Dylan McNeil, Painesville, OH, 44077
I like to not have to worry about how someone I don't know will fuck me over without me having anyway to prevent it. I don't want to

worry about that, i just want to watch my funny cat videos in 1080p.
1215. Marc Wai, Stow, OH, 44224
Without free use of the internet, people will lose access to resources that can be vital to themselves. This is a huge gambling of morality
that should not be taken lightly.
1216. Arthur Vondrak, Geneva, OH, 44041
Do not allow allow this to happen.
1217. Alyssa , Painesville, OH, 44077
I truly feel that net neutrality is the only thing keeping me hooked to the outside. If I have to pay for my access to internet I won't be
able to enjoy the company of my friends and others that use the internet. Please don't let the FCC start censoring what we see now. It's
not helping anyone and clearly the internet is doing just fine. I like being able to look for exactly what I want without being blocked due
to censorship. This just makes it even harder to use the internet with extra charges. I'm a college student. I have my own bills to pay and
eventually student loans to pay back. I don't want to pay just to use social media. My social media is an outlet for me. Please don't take
that away by charging me fees for using it
1218. Eric Collins, Northfield, OH, 44067
The FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules) are extremely important to me and to all Americans. I urge you to protect them.I do
not want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the Internet into
"fast lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for the rest.ISPs should not be able to censor what we see and do online.Censorship
by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game
League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts
the rules. This hurts consumers and businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the
FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some
companies can pay our ISPs to have their content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to
compete. You will kill the open marketplace that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in
America-just to further enrich a few much less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet
providers will be able to impose a private tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will
be able to make it more difficult to access political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that
would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits, artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's
open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other
Americans.So I'm also sending this to my members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on
Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank you!
1219. Lindsey Nemecek, Stow, OH, 44224
While I'm by no means the most qualified person I can still see the dangers of changing net neutrality. It would limit the very
fundamentals of the internet, freedom. Nothing, not even large companies should be able to dictate what we do, limit our use and ease of
access with price walls. This would also block new competition that has not had the chance to develop yet in the name of what? More
money for an already lucrative company? Limit what has been otherwise a privilege and a freedom? Keep people unable to pay these
extra fees alienated? This change would only hurt the people and new competition and I implore you to keep the world wide web truly
world wide.
1220. Kayla Bodnar, Eastlake, OH, 44095
Everyone should have access to any information they want, people should be able to communicate unrestricted, etc. Its their
fundamental right
1221. Alexis Vargas, Painesville, OH, 44077
Everyone deserves to view whatever they need on the internet. Stop ruining things. #FriggOffFCC
1222. Andrew Liu, Solon, OH, 44139
As a citizen of the free world that believes in the equal access of necessary utilities such as the internet, I believe that net neutrality is an
integral part in how people connect with others and access information. As a result, the internet should still remain classified under Title
II to make sure that the internet as a service remains protected from anti-consumerist practices that repealing net neutrality would have.
Specifically, the ability for ISPs to dictate which websites people are allowed to use means that the removal of net neutrality protections
is anti-free and monopolizing. As a firm believer that monopolies detract from the free market by removing competitiveness and
creating environments where the company can prioritize profit margins over the consumer, Title II classification of the internet needs to
remain in place.
1223. Kat Moses, Burton, OH, 44021
Net neutrality is important to me and I want it protected.
1224. Emily Bartley, Willoughby, OH, 44094
Net Neutrality is an important part of free speech and a free market. It is important to let businesses exist on a level playing field if we
are to have competition, an important point in Capitalism. We need free speech as well if the consumer is to make wise buying choices,
not to mention the necessity of free speech for a Democratic society.And that is why the FCC's Open Internet Rules (net neutrality rules)
are extremely important to me and to the country. I urge you to protect them.I don't want ISPs to have the power to block websites, slow
them down, give some sites an advantage over others, or split the Internet into "fast lanes" for companies that pay and "slow lanes" for
the rest.Now is not the time to let giant ISPs censor what we see and do online.Censorship by ISPs is a serious problem. Comcast has
throttled Netflix, AT&T blocked FaceTime, Time Warner Cable throttled the popular game League of Legends, and Verizon admitted it
will introduce fast lanes for sites that pay-and slow lanes for everyone else-if the FCC lifts the rules. This hurts consumers and
businesses large and small.Courts have made clear that if the FCC ends Title II classification, the FCC must let ISPs offer "fast lanes" to

websites for a fee.Chairman Pai has made clear that he intends to do exactly this.But if some companies can pay our ISPs to have their
content load faster, startups and small businesses that can't pay those fees won't be able to compete. You will kill the open marketplace
that has enabled millions of small businesses and created the 5 most valuable companies in America-just to further enrich a few much
less valuable cable giants famous for sky-high prices and abysmal customer service.Internet providers will be able to impose a private
tax on every sector of the American economy.Moreover, under Chairman Pai's plan, ISPs will be able to make it more difficult to access
political speech that they don't like. They'll be able to charge fees for website delivery that would make it harder for blogs, nonprofits,
artists, and others who can't pay up to have their voices heard.I'm sending this to the FCC's open proceeding, but I worry that Chairman
Pai, a former Verizon lawyer, has made his plans and will ignore me and millions of other Americans.So I'm also sending this to my
members of Congress. Please publicly support the FCC's existing net neutrality rules based on Title II, and denounce Chairman Pai's
plans. Do whatever you can to dissuade him.Thank you!
1225. Brian Moses, Cleveland, OH, 44124
I am in favor of strong net neutrality under Title II of the Telecommunications Act. Sincerely, Brian Moses
1226. Andrew Bobeczko, Painesville, OH, 44077
The internet needs title 2 protection. Ajit Pai lacks integrity and should NOT have a term extension. I am saddened at the corruption
produced from campaign contributions.I am saddened that 9 million comments have been submitted still Ajit Pai ignores the will of the
people.I am saddened at the deceptive way the FCC and the colluding internet companies are representing this proposal. I believe that
this change could cause long-term damage to the country and its ability to innovate. My parents told me that I was born in the greatest
country on Earth and some people are willing to sacrifice great country and economy this for personal gains. My name is Andrew
Bobeczko and I am two years old, I'm the future of this country in my parents help me submit this to protect the future of our country's
innovation, it's integrity and my Liberty.THE COUNTRY WILL LOSE AND THE BUSINESSES OPERATING OUR INTERNET
WILL MAKE MORE MONEY. NO DOUBT Ajit Pai Will COLLECT A POT OF GOLD while the next Facebook Netflix Google Etc
is not able rise on a Level Playing Field because internet companies will be able to reduce choice. I should have the right to choose what
I have access to what service I want to use and pay for. The internet companies should not have the ability to choose winners and losers
control or constrain my access to content. Have some honor listen to your people.
1227. Collin Elmore, Aurora, OH, 44202
I Believe that net neutrality should stay as ending it, would give full power to ISPs forcing websites to shell out thousands of dollars just
to compete with other sites. It would also prevent free speech cause service providers will be able to block content they deem
inappropriate or bad towards themselves.
1228. ?, Stow, OH, 44224
Keep ISPs under Title II of the Federal Communications Act of 1934 to preserve Net Neutrality. I mean, why is this even being
debated? Stop trying to ruin everything in order to make a quick buck.
1229. Andrew William Krause, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I support and want strong net neutrality. I do not want my ISP throttling my data at all, both in general and to specific websites.
1230. John Farrell, Brecksville, OH, 44141
Dear madam or sir,I am writing to express interest in keeping the rules that keep internet access for all. Changing the rules put forth that
protect people's ability to access, share, and have equal speed would be horrible. Please don't come victim to greed. Let freedom reign.
Warm Regards John Farrell John Farrell
1231. Logan Bell, Painesville, OH, 44077
I am only 15 and I know how important this is: I am in strong support of net neutrality. Don't let America become the land of the
corporations. If net neutrality is lost, my generation will be screwed before we're even out of high school, and we won't be able to do
anything about it. Freedom on the Internet is absolutely vital to constant innovation, connection, and advancement, and if the
corporations gain control then we are screwed. Our society will go backwards just because a couple already-billionaires wanted to make
more money because apparently they don't have enough, and the money tells them that screwing the entire rest of the population and
slowing or halting our advancement is a great way to go. Please, for the love of all that is holy, KEEP net neutrality.
1232. Brett Mullen, Munroe Falls, OH, 44262
I specifically support strong net neutrality, backed by title 2 oversight of ISP's. Thank you for reading my comment.
1233. John V., Northfield, OH, 44067
I specifically support strong Net Neutrality, backed by Title II oversight of ISP's. I also feel that Agit Pai's agenda to roll back Title II
oversight is damaging to the protection of consumers from usurious business practices already under tenuous regulation by the FCC.
The rollback further diminishes opportunities for consumers, small businesses, entrepreneurs, political organizers, public interest
groups, etc. If Mr. Pai truly supports a free and open internet, which promotes business growth, employment, job creation, and so many
of the rights granted in our free market economy, you'll recognize that it must be done on a level playing field, where the "Team
Owners", or ISPs, don't control how the game is played, and the decisions of the "referees" are not under the control of those "Team
owners, ie ISPs. Mr. Pai and his collaborators say they'll consider arguments which include "economic analysis that shows credibly that
there's infrastructure investment that has increased dramatically". I hope that the amount of such investment is compared with that made
by the ISPs in a reasonable number of years PRIOR to the implementation of Title II. It appears that Verizon is one company who has
made such investments. If investment is the only factor, perhaps what he should instead be considering is the amount of stagnation or
lack of investment from ISPs following a rollback. I propose that investment is NOT as valid a factor as Mr. Pai suggests, and that the
potential for the creation of monopolies is a much greater concern here. The only way to keep ISPs fair and to also promote better
network security, is to maintain, if not increase, the restrictions contained in Title II.Thank You for your time,Respectfully,John E.
Vanas
1234. ellen shouvlin, Mayfield Hts, OH, 44124

Keep net neutrality Title II AND encourage ISPs to keep their promises of a true open internet that way they're never burdened by
regulations
1235. Laura Wray, ravenna, OH, 44266
I want strong net neutrality laws. Perserve title 2. John Oliver is the shit! Now get your shit together chairman
1236. Kyle Herman, Stow, OH, 44224
Please protect the freedom of American citizens to navigate the internet without being subjected to "slow lanes" and extra fees contrived
by a handful of companies. Creating a cartel is the opposite of freedom; it is undemocratic, anti-capitalist, and especially harmful to
small and medium-sized businesses. Please uphold net neutrality.
1237. Rory hachamovitch, Highland Heights, OH, 44143
I strongly support net neutrality with a strong title 2 presence. Please maintain this as is in -lace.Thank you
1238. Kenneth G. Holloway, Conneaut, OH, 44030
I am a retiree living on a fixed income. Since I am partially disabled my computer serves me as my window on the world. My web
surfing would become more expensive and less inclusive if ISP's were given the ability to charge extra for the most popular content.
Please keep the net neutrality rules, including the designation of ISPs as "Title II" providers, intact and effective. ===KGH
1239. Michael Cohen, Cleveland, OH, 44124
I strongly support net neutrality. All Americans should have equal access to the most powerful platform for free speech ever invented. If
large corporations are allowed to silence critics, free speech is dead.
1240. Jared-Gau Metzger, Chardon Township, OH, 44024
Its very simple... Honor the Oath of office that ALL goverement public servants have and protect our rights. This is crazy that we still
have to fight for our basic Human Rights. Its We The People STOP trying to censor us.
1241. Pam Richmann, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net neutrality should be a first amendment right. Freedom of speech as well as freedom of the press cannot fall prey to control by
anyone. To do so would sacrifice the liberty our nation was founded upon and those in the military courageously defend.
1242. Michael Graziano, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
The internet is meant to be an international commonplace for people to share ideas, and should not be taken advantage of by corporate
bullies who want more money that they don't even need.
1243. David Gornik, Painesville, OH, 44077
In my opinion I would place the emphasis on "COMMUNICATION" as part of the name of the.Federal Communication
Commission.Please consider its impact on our most cherished constitutional right - to communicate without government interference..
Thanks
1244. Phil Sykora, Stow, OH, 44224
Is this really even going to do anything? Does the government really care about anything I have to say? I'm not an old man; only 21. In
that time, though, I've learned that the system has never been something to work with -- always against.Still, I want to say that I am
completely against the FCC's plan to kill net neutrality.And I also want to say that I feel like my voice isn't being heard. Even if I AM
acknowledged -- along with most informed Americans; a majority, I would argue -- someone who claims to know what's best for us will
do the opposite of what we want.
1245. andrew smith, Concord, OH, 44077
Net Neutrality is critical to the most basic freedoms we value as Americans. Any laws passed that would limit net Neutrality would be to
serve corporate master and money and would be done at the expense of citizens. Limiting net Neutrality would be a wholly selfish act of
lawmakers; serving only themselves and high-paid lobbyists. American citizens support Net Neutrality.
1246. Eric Jenkins, Painesville, OH, 44077
Net neutrality protections should be preserved. They are necessary to allow the Internet to function as designed. They are also necessary
to allow business to happen efficiently. Revoking the protections would allow a small handful of companies to have absolute control
over all Internet traffic, which is undesirable and inherently insecure.
1247. Quentin Fisher, Chardon, OH, 44024
In order drive innovation and entrepreneurs in the Hitesh space it is important net neutrality is in place. We need to democratize access
to the internet.
1248. Paula Janu, Kirtland, OH, 44094
Please keep net neutrality. 60% of people in both political parties support it.
1249. Shane Oravetz, Madison, OH, 44057
Net neutrality is an absolute necessity today and in the future. I urge the FCC to support an open and equal Internet.
1250. Marcus Freeman, Painesville, OH, 44077
Setting ISPs as Title I will undoubtedly create a squeeze on the countless customers of the usage of the internet in terms of speed,
efficiency and especially cost. The internet has become a necessity for job hunting, communication, information gathering, research and
countless other day to day tasks and needs for our citizens. Please, if you have a thread of conscience, ISPs should remain classified as a
Public Utility. Do not 2015 order.

1251. Stephen Kay, Solon, OH, 44139
The Internet and the Web should be for the benefit of the citizens of this country, not for the profit of a few telecommunications
corporations. Every web site, no matter how small, should be treated equally.
1252. Bob Perkins, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44022
Iâ€™m worried that the protections that are in place will be weakened if we change the way theyâ€™re enforced. I would support a new
regulation style if it guarantees the same or better protections, but not if we lose any. Net neutrality is vital to our freedom and is what
separates us from authoritarian regimes like China and North Korea.
1253. Vincent Casamatta, Cleveland, OH, 44143
Please keep the internet a level playing field for innovation and commerce. The gatekeeper/ISPs should have the ability to force their
content to us. Especially as they grow more and more vertically integrated.
1254. Karen Ross, Mayfield heights, OH, 44124
Please keep net neutrality in place. This is about what will best benefit the public.
1255. Michele Haywood, Hudson, OH, 44236
I am concerned about the effect of losing net neutrality will negatively impact the flow of of information for a great many peoople,
creating virtual classes of people who can afford the to keep high speed data flowing and choking out others who can't keep up with the
premiums. Throttling the flow could disadvantage entire areas, groups of citizens, or affect economic development. Any changes must
protect fair usage.
1256. Meredith Brainard, Concord, OH, 44077
Net neutrality is important because it will let artists and people who are strapped for money due too many things as is, like bills and all
insurance. If you take away net neutrality, it will hurt so many people like myself and over tens of thousands, if not millions!, of people
here.
1257. Jordan , Painesville, OH, 44077
The end of net neutrality could be detrimental to small businesses, especially those run online. In order for individuals to view products
and services online, they would have to pay extra for cerain sites. This simply isn't reasonable for most people, and limits the business
that company receives. This is a similar issue to that content creators will face. On top of that, consumers might have to pay more to do
fundamental thing, such as communicate with family members or online friends. People all over the world rely on the Internet for
business, fun, and communication. Kids use it to research school projects and grow more knowledgeable about things their interested in.
Adults use it to learn about politics, world concerns, and how to do certain things.All in all, the internet should be an unlimited source of
information for EVERYONE, not just those who can pay for it. It isn't acceptable to limit the information people receive based on their
paycheck. The internet is a place to learn and to talk with others, not a place for internet providers to control.
1258. Nicholas Ergezi, Northfield, OH, 44067
It preserves our right to communicate freely online.
1259. Jesse Cassidy, Painesville, OH, 44077
A free and open internet connection is vital in today's world.
1260. Victor Ferraccioli, Orwell, OH, 44076
leave my computer alone ,you have been ripping of the public for years,when is it ever ENOUGH!!!!!!!!!!!EVER
1261. David Racz, Painesville, OH, 44077
Proud of it just the way it is.
1262. N Garvey, Burton, OH, 44021
I live in a rural area that is terribly underserved by ISP's and pay a premium for the poor quality, slow internet access. The speeds will
drop and the price will rise to the point where internet access becomes a luxury when it's becoming a necessary utility. We don't want to
be shut off from the world just because we choose to live 35 miles from downtown Cleveland.The internet is a basic necessity for me
and others like me in my community. Without the open internet, we lose our ability to tell our own stories, find opportunity, and define
our own destinies.I believe internet providers should not have the power to discriminate against certain types of content Ã‘ especially
since people of color and other marginalized folks will suffer the most.I'm urging FCC Chairman Ajit Pai to preserve real Net Neutrality
under the FCC's existing rules and keep broadband internet access classified under Title II.
1263. Eric Marcus, Mentor, OH, 44060
Keep Net Neutrality in place. There is no need to block, throtle, change the speed of or rederct the packets. This is how its been since
2015 and it's sort of working. What really needs to be put in place, is that any ISP should be alowed to come into a city and offer
compotition to lower prices and increas speeds and let the packets flow FREE. Also, How does a Verison Lawyer get put in this place?
He is going to be for the companies and not for the consumer this is an outrage and a misplacement of a neutral outlook on how the
internet is being used. Ajite Pi knows where is bread is buttered and is obviously going to go on the side of big busniss and ignore what
right to fill his coffers. This country and the people in charge, seriously!
1264. Adrienne Gottlieb, Solon, OH, 44139
I support Net Neutrality. I am NOT in favor of rolling back these regulations. It's not broken, do not "fix" it.
1265. John T Weber, Mentor, OH, 44060
I oppose changing the current rules. It will stifle new small companies who do not have the resources to compete with the deep pockets
of current web leaders. This will also lead to average consumers being charged even higher rates by the limited internet providers who

will look to segment the market.Please do your job and protect the little guys.Thank you,John Weber
1266. jane black, mh, OH, 44022
We need the protections in place since 2015 to guarantee a free and open internet.Chairman Paiâ€™s plan would allow service
providers to throttle back internet speeds and offer better connectivity to the highest bidder, restricting consumersâ€™ choices and the
ability for small businesses to compete. In an industry where consumersâ€™ choice of provider is already limited, we must take steps to
ensure that our access to content is not controlled by the service providers they are forced to rely on. Verizon has already demonstrated
that it cannot police itself.
1267. joe loconti, Mayfield Heights, OH, 44124
I support strong net neutrality backed by title 2 over site by ISP'S . Please count my comment.
1268. sharon tkacz, novelty, OH, 44072
our democracy depends on net neutrality.
1269. Lauren Battista, Eastlake, OH, 44095
I support net neutrality through Title 2 oversight. Getting rid of net neutrality benefits the pocket books of big business. Net neutrality
permits equal access to information, not prioritized bt the financial interest of cable and phone companies. Getting rid of net neutrality
would further promote social inequality.
1270. Brian S Diehl, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
I support full net neutrality backed by title 2 oversight of ISPs. Please don't let us down!
1271. Adam Hutchison, Northfield, OH, 44067
It is the overwhelming majority that support net neutrality. It is your job to uphold the will of the people, not the corporations. If those in
control are not willing or able to uphold their duty to the people of this country, then we will be forced to replace them those who are.
Please take our wishes into consideration before arriving at a decision.
1272. Benjamin Zucker, Highland Hts, OH, 44143
I strongly support net neutrality backed by title 2 oversights of ISP's. If you remove this you are killing freedom on the internet which
hurts all groups.
1273. Thomas Bauer, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 44223
I support the current Net Neutrality.
1274. mike sturdevant, Concord two, OH, 44077
Please keep the net open, and equally accessible, to all. Preserve net neutrality and title 2.
1275. Chris Barber, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023
Repeal of Title 2 will cause consumer internet prices to rise and will stifle innovation. Internet plans will turn into the same thing as
cable plans. You will need pay for different website packages. It's already happening in other countries! Repealing Title 2 will only
serve ISPs allowing them to make even more in profits. Profits that will go to shareholders and executives, not back into the
development of their networks.
1276. Stan Smith, Aurora, OH, 44202
Net neutraility is essential. Protect net neutrality protected by title 2.
This analysis builds on the work of several data scientists who analyzed the more than 22 million comments submitted to the FCC in the
2017 proceeding. Jeff Kao used national language processing to group comments into ~60 form letters submissions and then separated out
approximately 800,000 unique comments. He then analyzed the unique comments by pulling out 1,000 at random and found that "It's highly
likely that more than 99% of the truly unique comments were in favor of keeping net neutrality."
Kao's work on these comments was covered extensively in the press, including by the Washington Post. https://hackernoon.com/more-thana-million-pro-repeal-net-neutrality-comments-were-likely-faked-e9f0e3ed36a6.
This analysis used Kao's data set of unique comments (available via the above web page), and then grouped them by House District by their
addresses. This was done using a combination of zip code matching and the US Census Bureau's API that matches physical addresses to
Congressional Districts. Commenters that submitted unique comments without addresses were excluded from this analysis.

